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Freshman, Steve Conway isn't too old to have a train around 
his Christmas tree, even if it is his roommate's. Check out 
other decorations across campus on page 13. 
UHPD Chief: complaints 
are up, but of a few 
Wendy MacDonald 
Staff Reporter 
Police responded to 37 com-
plaints in the past three months 
aboutJohn Carroll University stu-
dents living in off-campus hous-
ing. Most of the complaints usu-
ally involve the same houses, ac-
cording to University Heights Po-
lice Chief Charles LoBello. 
"It has been a strange year." ac-
cording to LoBello, who said there 
have been more complaints about 
off -campus JCU students in the 
first three months of this school 
year than in all of last school year. 
"I think the small minority of 
off -campus housing iscausing the 
most problems." he said. 
LoBello would not speculate 
why the amount of complaints 
was so much greater this year. He 
did say that the police were not 
purposely targeting the john Car-
roll students. 
"My number one priority for 
University Heights is the safety 
and integrity of the community 
as a whole.- not specific groups," 
said LoBello. 
In order to keep the commu-
nity safe, the police respond to 
complaints made by the citizens 
or officers. According to LoBello, 
most complaints are about noise, 
rowdiness related to alcohol, and 
parking. 
"Our first step is always a warn-
ing." said LoBello. 
lf the behavior continues. the 
police may give a citation, he said. 
The maximum penalties for 
disturbing the peace in Univer-
sity Heights run from $250 after 
the first warning to $1,000 after 
the second. LoBello said com-
plaints about JCU students are 
usually settled with a warning. In 
fact, he said the police get "more 
aggravation out of non-JCU hous-
ing complaints than JCU com-
plaints." 
LoBello said he did not disagree 
with the University HeightsOrai-
nance limiting the number of. un-
related tenants. The number was 
limited to three in City Ordinance 
No. 93-27 which was passed last 
year. Recently, new legislation was 
proposed that would further limit 
the number of unrelated tenants 
to tWO. 
"If limiting the number of stu-
See LoBello, page 3 
Kevin Bachman 
News Editor 
The Board of Trustees meets 
next Tuesday to determine how 
much it will cost to attend John 
Carroll next year. While univer-
sity officials are not sure what the 
cost will be. one thmg is forcer-
tain. It will not go down. 
Fr. Michaelj. Lavelle,S.j., presi-
dent of John Carroll University 
would not say how much tuition 
would rise, but he did indicate that 
the cost of going to school at Car-
roll would increase. 
"In the next few years, I do not 
see tuition going down," lavelle 
said. "I see the rate of increase go-
ing down." 
Last year, tuition rose 5.8 per-
cent from $11,060 to $11,700, and 
room and board charges rose 1.8 
percent from $5,450 to $5,550. The 
total increase for a student livi ng 
on campus was 4.4 percent. 
The average cost for tuition for 
Oh io p r ivate universities is 
$14,166. The average room and 
board cost for the same universi-
ties is $4,481. 
Lavelle cited the need to keep 
rates low, but said most of the in-
crease was for sa lanes. 
"Much of your costs are labor 
costs. We've been trying to keep it 
ltuition]downaround inflation for 
the last four or five years," Lavelle 
said. "It's a problem. One of the big 
things we try to do is to keep the 
increases as low as possible." 
There are 22 private schools in 
the state of Ohio. John Carroll 
ranks seventeenth in tuitiOn, but 
the room and board charges are 
the third highest in the state, be-
hind only Oberlin and Ohio 
Wesleyan. 
As for tuition. Lavelle said that 
the actual cost is higher than the 
rate students pay. 
"The cost isabout$14,000,and 
the tuition is$11,700," Lavelle said. 
"The difference i<; made up by our 
endowment and indtvidualdona 
tions." 
Themcreasingcosts, a20.5per~ 
cent increase in tuition since this 
year's senior class began here m 
1991, are a result of maintaimng 
and attracti nganexcellent faculty, 
Lavelle said. 
"Right now, we're com peri ng in 
the major league for people, so you 
have to pay those prices," Lavelle 
said. "Without the alumni, the pro-
grams we have now would be 
much more limtted.· 
Ed Schaefer, vice president for 
business, recogm zed that sa lanes 
area big pan of theoperatingbud-
get,and wtth that, the tuition cost. 
"The Board of Trustees ap-
proves a proposal that the Univer-
sity presents," Schaefer said. "The 
President is ultimately responsible 
[for submitting the proposa!L" 
"!The Board of Trustees! have to 
worry about the level of faculty 
salaries. It's up to Fred Travrs[Aca-
demic vice president] to maintain 
and keep a faculty," Schaefer said 
"We've gone upon '>ahri~squne a 
bn, but other lace~ have too." 
111vi$ reueraied CJW l»i'~.~.,..,-~~o="""'.,....~",j 
the university would try to keep 
increases to a minimum. We are 
see Tuition, page 3 
Off -can1pus accounts approved 
Kevin Bachman 
News Editor 
The days of organizations hav-
ing to keep all their funds in an 
on-campus account are over. 
A tentative agreement by stu-
dents and Fr. Richa rd P. Salmi, SJ, 
the vice president for Student Af-
fairs, means that all money Stu-
dent Union chartered organiza-
tions raise themselves can be de-
posited in an off -campus account. 
Under the old policy, all Stu-
dent Union chartered organiza-
tions were required to keep all their 
money in an on-campus account. 
Previous student leaders had dis-
cussed changing the policy, but the 
issue came to the foref rom in Oc-
tober when the sorority of Pi 
Sigma Phi had their on-campus 
account frozen when the univer-
sity discovered they had money 
deposited in a bank off campus. 
"I'm very, very thrilled," said 
JohnCranley,Student Union presi-
dent. "When this administration 
came into office, this was one of 
our major goals." 
The policy is an attempt rogive 
scud~nts more control and finan-
cial responsibility over their 
money, Salmi said. 
"I'm pleased, because I think 
this more accurat!!lY reflects the 
needs of student organizations." 
Salmi said. 
The student committee was 
made up of Kelly Miller Pi Sigma 
Phi; Todd Guth, Knight of Colum-
bus;. Molly Zinkand, Students in 
Free Enterprise; Dan Rich, Crew; 
jackie Virant, Crew. and Cranley. 
The policy stated that organi-
zations are required to maintain 
an on-campus account for the 
money ihat is allotted to organi-
zations by Student Activities to 
fulfill their chartered services. 
Student Union Vice President 
Dennis Percy said he is pleased that 
organizations now have more con-
trol in spending their money: 
"I'm ecstatic," he said. "I think 
it's a collective effort by the Stu-
dent Union and organizations to 
work together." 
What this means is that orga-
nizations will not have to go 
through Student Activities to get 
authorization to use their off -cam-
pus money, Cranley said. 
"In the past, students could not 
spend any of their moneywithout 
going through the bureaucracy of 
John Carroll University," Cranley 
said. 
Also, at year end, an 
organization's funds will be car-
ried over to the next year, which 
has not been done in the past. All 
budgets were previously zeroed 
out and reclaimed by the Univer-
sity, Cranley said. 
According to the policy, "the 
university will not 'freeze' or re-
strict access to these line items[ac-
tivities income and activities ex-
pense) for disciplinary reasons." 
"I do not know if everyone un-
derstands how big this issue is. 
This has been going on for three 
years." Cranley said. "We're asking 
for the responsibility for the good 
and bad consequences of our ac-
nons. We will not ask the Umver-
sity to bail out off-campus ac-
counts because of bad leadership 
of student organizations." 
Salmi said the new policy is 
good because it will reward orga-
nizations that are responsible over 
a period of time. 
"I would say that those organi-
zations who are responsible will 
benefit from this policy," Salmi' 
said. 
Palmeri 
leaves post, 
friends 
John R. Thome 
Editor-in-Chief 
Frank Palmeri has seen a lot 
change atjohn Carroll University 
in the IS years he's been here. That 
is all changing now that the vet-
eran mail room supervisor is re-
tiring. 
Palmeri, 62, started his career 
at John Carroll University in 1980 
as supervisor of the mail room and 
the copy center, both located in 
the basement of the Administra-
tion Building. 
It is not the increase-in the cost 
of stamps or the strangest pack-
aged box of cookies that Palmeri 
remembers of his decade and a 
half at Carroll. 
"A lot of new buildings and a 
lot of new people." Palmeri said of 
what has changed at Carroll, but 
it is the people that have the big-
gest impact on him. "I had pretty 
good staffs over the years. 1 had a 
lot of good crews.· 
See Palmeri, page 3 
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Farrell picks up on 
phone HELP line 
Rebecca Boczek 
Staff Reporter 
For the student who 1s having 
problems with drugs or alcohol, 
or just needs someone to talk to, 
joseph Farrell, dean of students, 
has installed a new phone line in 
his office for students. 
The num ber,397-HELP,lsavai l-
able to any student 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 
If Farrell ts unava tlable when a 
student calls, there is an answer-
ing machine which he checks ev-
ery mght, sa id Farrell 
people wi th serious problems who 
prefe r not to ta lk to a counselor, 
adv1sor, or to the dean face to face, 
said Farrel L 
"It !the hot line] is for helpi ng 
students get help confidentially 
and quickl y without having to 
come to my offi ce," Farrell said. 
The hotl ine is also useful be-
cause tt helps Farrell know when 
a problem needs to be attended to 
nght away 
The Carroll News, December 8, 1994 
john R Thorne 
"1 wi ll get back to the students 
who leave messages withi n 24 
hours if I'm not available to help 
them nght when they ca ll ," Far-
rell said. 
Some students want total con-
fidentialit y, and they are encour-
aged to call back when he is able to 
deal with them directly, Farrell 
said. 
"If a student leaves a message 
with my secretary, then 1 have no 
way of knowing if the student is 
dealing with somethi ng serious," 
he said. "The hotli ne enables me 
to get back to the student one-on-
one quickl y after they place their 
call." 
This hot line is not to be used as 
a "tattle tale" line, Farrell said. 
Dean of Students, Joe Farrell, installed a help line, 397-HELP, in his office to listen to students. 
wish to express their concerns possible. ment program," he sa id. "1 want to 
aboutfriends,roommates, orany- "Last year l personally put five be able to help the students who "It's not a squealer's line," Far-
rell said. "It is for students to call 
with their problems; students who 
are severely depressed, or who 
one else." people in drug and alcohol treat- need it." 
Farrell wants to get students ment centers and five to seven Farrell wants students toknow 
The hotline was developed for the help they need as quickly as people through a depression treat- the line is out there and waiting. 
-'Nation's hottest pundit' projects new air in new House 
Lym Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
Poliucal analyst Norman). 
Ornstein, named the "nat ion's hot-
test pundit " by The Col umbt a 
journalism Review, spoke at j ohn 
Ca r roll on governmcn1 reform 
policy and issues related to Im-
prov ing it's overall operation . 
Monday's lecture, which was pa rt 
of The Woelfl Seminar in Public 
Policy, w.rs sponsored by the de-
partment of Poluical Science. 
Ornstein, who has written on 
the nation's polit ics and public 
policy, is a poli tica l contribuwr to 
the MacNeil /Lehrer Newshour 
and CBS news, and has worked on 
Capitol Hill. 
He currentlyco-directs theRe-
newing Congress Project, a com-
prehensive study of Congress. 
"Thtsisa perfect time 10 be talk-
ing about reform and about gov-
ernment,"Ornstei n said to a crowd 
in the Jardine room. "We have just 
been through the most striking 
elec tion in th e last four years." 
Ornstein addressed the nature 
of the November elect ion and 
noted that the democratic repre-
se ntation "promises excit ing 
change in both parties and all 
around Washington." 
"!The elect ion] was a rejection · 
of democrats," Ornstein said, 
U VERSITY BOOKSTORE 
OF 
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY 
Announcement 
Sale of Spring Textbooks 
The Textbook Room will open on Monday, January 9, 1995 from 
8:30a.m.- 4:40p.m. for the sale of Spring Textbooks. 
SPECIAL OAY9 FOR: 
Commuter Students -January 10, 8:30 a.m.-.4:30 p.m. 
January 11, 8:30a.m.- 6:30p.m. 
Craduate Students- January 12,5 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
Dormitory Students -January 15, 3 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Bookstore WILL be open starting Monday, January 16, 1995, 
8:30a.m.- 8 p.m., our regular semester hours. 
NOTE: There will be three $100.00 gift certificates, one each for 
commuter, graduate, and dormitory students raffled off during the spe-
cial hours for each group of students. 
Buyback of Used Textbooks 
Check the Bookstore on December 9, 1994, for announcement of dates 
and times for the buyback of used textbooks. 
point ing out this election has pro-
duced the fi rst republican house 
in 40 years and that "the pressure 
is on"' between the two parties. 
Breaking away from the cycle 
of the past elections "involved a 
concerted effort to convin ce 
Americans that Congress was so 
thorough I y cor rupt that the on! y 
way to make a difference was to 
throw out the people running it 
and bring in a completely new 
group of people," Ornstein said. 
Thischange,hesaid, was a vic-
tory, but doe n't necessa rily mea n 
the Republican Party will prevail 
Trust can be regained in Con-
gress and Washington through 
reform, he said. "They [the Repub-
lican Party] are going to com-
pletely change the culture of Capi-
tol Hill and change the operations 
of congress." 
Designed to be a deliberative 
body,hesaid,"Congressshould not 
distort or weaken this process and 
the purpose of government." 
Ornstein suggested thegoa lsof 
deliberation are to increase the 
ability to debate and discuss and 
to ensure that the capacity to act 
exists. 
"We can strengthen Congress' 
strengths by strengthening the 
deliberation process," Ornstein 
said. 
In order to bring about dra -
ma tic change, Ornstein suggested 
reforms in the campaign process 
that involved fewer people run-
ning for positions and a campaign 
finance reformation. 
The finance reform, lobbying, 
and ethics process, and term lim-
its are linked to the process of a 
dramatic change in . overnment, 
he said. 
Ornstein stated that commit-
tees should focus on broad iss ues, 
notspecificallyon individual con-
stituencies or groups. 
With the republicans in major-
ity, they have to rebuild confidence 
in the institution, and the demo-
crats will have a different perspec-
tive being the minority, Ornstein 
said. 
He forecasts there will be some 
profound changes.both in the in-
stitutions themselvesand the way 
in which the public looks at them 
in the upcoming years 
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Frank Palmeri, left, cuts cake at a recent retirement pahy~ 
Mail room Supervisor is retiring after 15 years on the job. 
Palmeri healthy." 
Continued from page 1 Riebeissadtoseeherbossgo. 
but is happy knowing that he is 
welL The crews that Palmeri 
worked with were mostly stu-
dent over the years, he remem-
bers. 
"I had six seniors one year," he 
said of the students who helped 
the retiring horse lover handle 
all of Carroll's postal needs. 
"They all graduated on me. There 
are a lot of good people here." 
Other than the students who 
come and go, Palmeri has worked 
with full-time mail clerks who 
say they are going to miss him. 
"He's going to be missed," said 
Lana Riebe, a mail clerk. "He's a 
hard worker. He's a great worker. 
The mail room is his." 
Denise Fuchs , who worked 
with Palmeri in the mail room, 
remembers when there were 
only two employees in the mail 
room. Still under pressure, the 
job was enjoyable, because Palm-
eri provided for a comfortable at-
mosphere, she said. 
"1 had my best years at john 
Carroll with Frank because he 
was on my level and he was fair," 
Fuchs said. 
Palmeri did have one bad year 
at Carroll, he said . ln 1993, 
Palmeri was diagnosed with co-
lon cancer. Although slowed a 
bit, he put up a fight and is now 
ready for the good life, he said. 
"I beat that so 1 got my health 
back," he said. "So I'm going to 
call it quits while I'm still 
LoBello 
Continued from page 1 
dents ina house will improve par-
ties and parking, I'm all for it," he 
said. 
However,hesaid,"enforcement 
!of this ordinance] will come from 
the Building Department" 
The police department would 
Campus 
Salon 
• PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS 
• STUDENT RATES 
• MDI & WOMDI 
• RM. 224 MURPHY 397-2265 
• HOURS: SUN, MON. WED, FRI 
S P.M.-10 P.M. 
• CAll. FOR APPT. -GARY 
"1 think he's really excited 
about it," said Riebe, who has 
worked as a clerk for two years. 
"He's got a new bill of health so 
that's wonderfuL From the time 
I started here he's looked 
healthier and happier. He's go-
ing to enjoy his retirement, but 
he'll be missed ." 
Palmeri has made a mark on 
the mail room and the employ-
ees who worked with him. 
"Frank is going to be missed," 
said Carrie Huszczo,a three year 
clerk in the mail room. "He puts 
out a lot of work for one guy lt's 
going to be a big void to fill." 
At a retirement party for 
Palmeri on ovember 11, Riebe, 
Huszczo,Fuchs,andothermem-
bers of the University commu-
nity gathered in the mail room 
to say farewell and good luck to 
the reti ring mail supervisor. 
joanie Garaja who has been 
working in the mail room/ copy 
center for 32 years sums up the 
group's sentiment simply: "He 
was a nice boss. 1 enjoyed work-
ing with him." 
The consensus is the retiring 
mail room supervisor will be 
missed. And as for Palmeri, he 
may be leaving Carroll, but he is 
in no way retiring. 
"l'm going to do something. 
I'm not going to sit around," 
Palmeri said. "['jj be active." 
on I y be the collection of data, ac-
cording to LoBello. He said the 
department has a list of houses 
occupied by john Carroll students, 
but the houses are responded to 
only on the basis of complaints. 
"I don't want my department 
to be accused of giving special 
treatment to any one group," 
LoBello said. 
STUDY BREAK AT THE BEACH 
WllfC Ia apoMOftif! tJ I!Yt /Jtodri-
ctJBt frltitJJt Dtt:. 9 (fOIIf 
T!Je &ldt CI11P · 
4tiilffi88ioll (rtl! w/JCU LD. 
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FOCUS closes as]CU volunteers 
deliver $10,000 in food to families 
Heather Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
Operation FOCUS(Familtesof 
Cleveland United byStudentslfin-
ished two mont hsof plannmgand 
canvassing neighborhoods with 
vol unteers delivering food to m-
ner ci ty fa milies for Thanksgiv-
ing. 
Ftfty families we re given four 
to five boxes of non-perishable 
food items, one turkey, and two 
gallons of milk, said Megan 
Baldino, Operation FOCUS chair-
person. 
Approximately $10,000 worth 
of food and cash were raised, sa id 
Baldino. 
Tuition 
Continued from page 1 
going to concentrate on the total 
price package, including tuition, 
room, and board. 
"It will probably not go up any 
more than last year," Travis said. 
Last year, with the 1.8 percent 
increase in room and board, 
coupled with the tuition increase, 
the total cost rose 4. 4 percent. 
"Our total room and board and 
tuition will probably not be more 
than 4 percent," Travis said. 
johnGladstone,deanof Admis-
ston and Financial Aid , said that 
he is honest with prospective ap-
plicants when discussing the rate 
of tuition increases over the years. 
"We tell them the percent in-
crease and what it's been , and l 
think the University conti nues to 
make very su ong commitments 
to fin;mcial aid," lad.stone said. 
"We'dliketomeetthetotalneedof 
every student, but we just can't do 
it." 
Gladstone said that about 95 
percent of all Carroll students re-
ceive some form of financial aid. 
"We want tomakejohn Carroll 
as affordable as possible," 
Gladstone said. 
Gladstone said he feels the Uni-
versity is making the most out of 
its revenue, and that a big chunk 
of University expenses are sala-
ries and benefits to employees. 
"It 's a fine line to walk," 
Gladstonesaid."Youwanttomake 
it affordable , but still payyourfac-
ulty a just wage." 
Lavelle attributed the high cost 
of room and board to the physical 
improvements made on the cam-
pus in the last 10 years. 
"We've expanded our facilities 
and our Recplex," Lavelle said. 
Accordmg to john Cranley, 
president of the Student Union, 
this was the second consecutive 
year the operation was in acuon. 
This year there were more volun-
teers and more money raised , said 
Cran ley. 
In the past, the food was deliv-
ered to each family's home, but 
this year tightly packed vans un -
loaded at St. Agnes Our Lady of 
Fatima, a parish in the Hough 
neighborhood, said Cranley. 
A prayer service preceded 1 he 
delivering of the food. Cranley said 
he thought the prayer service was 
brilliant. 
"This isn'tabout usdoingthings 
"We've bu ilt two dorms, the 
O'Malley center, and are expand-
ing the library. A lot of that has 
been done by borrowing. The 
people in the dormitories should 
be the ones helping to pay for that 
andincurthatdebt." 
Lavelle also recognized, how-
ever, that the rates are high. 
"We've gotten our room and 
board to the level where we have 
to hold it," Lavelle said. 
Room and board charges, al-
though they are the third highest 
in the state, have not increased as 
rapidly as tuition has in the past 
few years. 
Indeterminingroomand board 
increases, Marriott Food Service, 
supplier of food to the University, 
submits a proposal to Fr. Richard 
P. Salmi, S.j., the vice president of 
Student Affairs, as to how much it 
will cost Marr\on per student 
11.Ytae~,direc r su-
vlce, say~ he submits a proposal 
based on the projected increases 
in food , his union contract with 
the employees, and his expenses 
for the upcoming year. He cited 
the fact that fewer studentsare liv-
ingoncampuscompared to previ-
ous years, and that could be a fac -
tor. 
"I submit a proposal and Fr. 
Salmi reviews it with Ed Schaefer," 
Yaeger said. "l would like to see 
full dorm rooms, and if it'sthecost, 
then that's a concern to me." 
Yaeger said the food increases 
have been kept at a minimum. 
"I feel it's been pretty reason-
able this year," Yaeger said. 
But Yaeger said the price 
Marriott charges the University is 
different than the price the Uni-
versity charges the students. The 
difference goes to buy things for 
Marriott, such as a new dish-
for them," Cranley said. "It's more 
about coming together as a com-
munity and working on collective 
needs. The prayer service symbol-
IZed this ideal." 
Baldmo explained the goal of 
FOCUS was to unite three com-
munities: Universi ty Heights, Our 
Lady of Fatima parish, and the 
community of j oh n Carroll. 
"This will definite! y go on next 
year," Baldino sa id. "We hope to 
raise $11 ,000 and feed 75 families. 
dperation FOCUS was an incred-
iblesuccess. Thesupponand hard 
work of all the volunteers made it 
possible. Thanks to everyone who 
donated and delivered ." 
washer. 
·we charge per meal, per stu-
dent, per board day, and they come 
up with a per semester basis," 
Yaeger said. "The extra goes into 
the Student Activities budget." 
Donna Byrnes,dlrectorofResi-
dence life, said she has !itt le input 
into what the University charges 
for board. 
"I certainl y voice my opinion, 
but l have no idea what they're 
thinki ng about," Byrnes said. 
Accordmg to Salmi, room rates 
have not gone up in the last four 
years, which means any increase 
is because of increasing costs 
passed onto the University by the 
Marriott Corporation Since 1991, 
room and board costs have in-
creased 9.7 percent. The most com-
mon meal plan on campus is the 
14 plus plan, whteh 1s 14 meals per 
;'cck along, wnh '1>100 to be ~pent 
or in t e ce lice Snac 
administration Building. 
One thousand forty fi ve out of 
thel740studentson campus have 
this plan, which costs $2,550 per 
year. 
"They're !Marriott! telling us 
their going to increase costs to the 
University from 4.5 percent to 5 
percent, said Salmi. 
The cost of a 14 plus meal plan 
would then be $2,677.50 for the 
upcoming year. 
Salmi acknowledged the fact · 
that theuniversityis working hard 
tokeepthecostof room and board 
down. 
"I think 1he Universtty is going 
to work really hard to either main-
tain the cost of room and board or 
increase them veryslightly,"Salmt 
said. "I'd be really surprised to see 
any increase in room and board 
next year." 
20680 Nor-th Park:: Boule....,ard. 
"-.J'n.ivers.:ic:y Heights. C>hlo 44118 
321-7272 
HAPPY IHIOUII~ 
Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.-7 pm. &:. Sat. U p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only) 
22oz. Big Buds &:. Big Bud Light Specials 
15¢ Wings-Mon.&:. Tues. 7 p.m.-close 
We offer em arra0 of sauces cmd toppings for pasta as well as pizza. 
'[he menu also includes great salads, calzone, burgers. appetizers. chicken veal. 
eggplant. a net sanctwiches. from the tracfitional to the creative . 
'laste the difference! 
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Farrell picks up on 
phone HELP line 
Rebecca Boczek 
Staff Reporter 
For the student who is havmg 
problems with drugs or alcohol, 
or just needs someone to talk to, 
joseph Farrell , dean of students, 
has installed a new phone line in 
his office for students. 
Thenumber,397-HELP,isavail -
able ro anystudenr 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week 
If Farrell1s unavailable when a 
student calls, there is an answer-
ing machine wh1ch he checks ev-
ery mght, said Farrell. 
people with serious problems who 
prefer not to talk to a counselor, 
adv1sor,or to the dean face w face, 
sa id Farre:IL 
"It !the hot line] is for helping 
students get help confidentially 
and quickly without having to 
come to my office," Farrell said. 
The hot II ne IS also useful be-
cause it helps Farrell know when 
a problem needs to be attended to 
nght away 
Joh n R Thorne 
"I will get back to the students 
who leave messages wi thin 24 
hours if I'm not available to help 
them right when they call ," Far-
rell said. 
Some students want total con-
fidentiality, and they are encour-
aged to call back when he is able to 
deal w1th them directly, Farrell 
said. 
"If a student leaves a message 
with my secretary, then I have no 
way of knowing if the student is 
deali ng wi th somethtng se rious," 
he said. "The hot line enables me 
to get back to the student one-on-
one quickl y after they place their 
call." 
This hot line is not to be used as 
a "tattle tale" line, Farrell said. 
Dean of Students, Joe Farrell, installed a help line, 397 -HELP, in his office to listen to students. 
wish to express their concerns possible. rnent program," he said. "l want to 
aboutfriends,roommates,orany- "Last year! personally put five be able to help the studems who "It's not a squealer's line," Far-
rell said. "It is for students to call 
withtheirproblems;studentswho 
are severely depressed, or who 
one else." people in drug and alcohol treat- need it." 
Farrell wants to get students ment centers and five to seven Farrell wamsstudentstoknow 
The hotline was developed for the help they need as quickly as peoplethroughadepressiontreat- the line is out there and waiting. 
-'Nation's hottest pundit' projects new air in new House 
L nn Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
Political analyst Norman J 
Ornstein, named the "nation's hot-
test punda" by The Columbi a 
j ournalism Review, spoke at john 
Carroll on government reform 
policy and 1ssues rela ted to im-
proving it's overall operation . 
Monday's lecture, which was pan 
of The Woelfl Seminar in Public 
Polley, wa-s sponsored by the de-
partment of Polit ical Science. 
Ornstein, who has written on 
the nation's politics and publ ic 
policy, is a poli tical comri butor to 
the MacNeil / Lehrer Newshour 
and CBS news, and has worked on 
Capitol Hill. 
He currentlyco-directs theRe-
newing Congress Project, a com-
prehensive study of Congress. 
•This is a perfect time to be talk-
ing about reform and about gov-
ernment,"Ornsteinsaid to a crowd 
in the Jardine room. "We have just 
been through the most striking 
election in the last four years." 
Ornstein addressed the nature 
of the November election and 
noted that the democratic repre-
sentation "promises exciting 
change in both parties and all 
around Washington." 
"[The election] was a rejection 
of democrats," Ornstein said, 
UN VERSITY BOOKSTORE 
OF 
JOHN CARROLL UNIV~RSITY 
Announcement 
Sale of Spring Textbooks 
The Textbook Room will open on Monday, January 9, 1995 from 
8:30a.m.- 4:40p.m. for the sale of Spring Textbooks. 
SPECIAL DAYS FOR: 
Commute .. students - January 10,8:30 a.m.-.4:30 p.m. 
January 11, 8:30a.m.- 6:30p.m. 
Craduate Students- January 12, 5 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
Dormitory Students -January 15, 3 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Bookstore WILL be open starting Monday, January 16, 1995, 
8:30a.m.- 8 p.m., our regular semester hours. 
NOTE: There will be three $100.00 gift certificates, one each for 
commuter, graduate, and dormitory students raffled off during the spe-
cial hours for each group of students. 
Buyback of Used Textbooks 
Check the Bookstore on December 9, 1994, for announcement of dates 
and times for the buyback of used textbooks. 
pointing out this election has pro-
duced the first republican house 
in 40 years and that "the pressure 
is on" between the two parties. 
Breaking away from the cycle 
of the past elections "involved a 
concerted effort to convince 
Americans that Congress was so 
thoroughly corrupt tha t the only 
way to make a difference was to 
throw out the people running it 
and bring in a completely new 
group of people," Ornstein said . 
This change. he said. was a vic-
tory, but doesn 't necessa ril y mean 
the Republican Party will prevaiL 
Trust can be regained in Con-
gress and Washingron through 
reform, he said. "They [the Re pub-
lican Party] are going to com-
pletelychange thecultureof Capi-
tol Hill and change the operations 
of congress." 
Designed ro be a deliberative 
body. hesaid, "Congress should not 
distort or weaken this process and 
the purpose of government." 
Ornstein suggested 1 he goa lsof 
deliberation are to increase the 
ability to debate and discuss and 
to ensure that the capacity to act 
exists. 
"We can strengthen Congress' 
strengths by strengthen ing the 
deli beration process," Ornstein 
said. 
In order to bring about dra -
matic change, Ornstein suggested 
reforms in the campaign process 
that involved fewer people run-
ning for positions and a campaign 
finance reformation. 
The finance reform , lobbying, 
and ethics process, and term lim-
its a~e linked to the process of a 
dramatic change in .government, 
he said. 
Ornstein stated that commit-
tees should focus on broad issues, 
not specifically on indlvldualcon-
stituencies or groups. 
With the re publica ns in major-
ity, they have torebui ld confidence 
in the institution, and the demo-
crats willhavea different perspec-
tive being the minority, Ornstein 
said. 
He forecasts there will be some 
profound changes-both in the in-
stitutions themselves and the way 
in which the public looks at them 
in the upcoming years. 
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, johnR Tho"'e 
ran almen, left, cuts cake at a recent retirement party. The 
Mail room Supervisor is retiring after 15 years on the job. 
Palmeri 
Continued from page 1 
The crews that Palmeri 
worked with were mostly stu-
dent over the years, he remem-
bers. 
"I had six seniors one year," he 
said of the students who helped 
the retiring horse lover handle 
all of Carroll's postal needs. 
"They all graduated on me. There 
are a lot of good people here." 
Other than the students who 
come and go. Palmeri has worked 
with full-time mail clerks who 
say they are going to miss him. 
"He's going to be missed," said 
Lana Riebe, a mail clerk "He's a 
hard worker. He's a great worker. 
The mail room is his." 
Denise Fuchs. who worked 
with Palmeri in the mail room, 
remembers when there were 
only two employees in the mail 
room. Still under pressure, the 
job was enjoyable, because Palm-
eri provided for a comfortable at-
mosphere, she said. 
"I had my best years at john 
Carroll with Frank because he 
was on my level and he was fair," 
Fuchs said. 
Palmeri did have one bad year 
at Carroll, he said. In 1993, 
Palmeri was diagnosed with co-
lon cancer. Although slowed a 
bit, he put up a fight and is now 
ready for the good life, he said. 
"I beat that so 1 got my health 
back," he sa id. "So I'm going to 
call it quits while I'm still 
LoBello 
Continued from page 1 
dents in a house will improve par-
ties and parking, I'm all fo r it ," he 
said. 
However, he said, "enforcement 
[of this ordinance] will come from 
the Building Department." 
The police department would 
Campus 
Salon 
• PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS 
• STUDENT RAns 
• MEN lWOMEN 
• RM. 224 MURPHY 397-2265 
•HOURS:SUN,MON,WfD,RU 
S P.M.-10 P.M. 
• CAU FOR APPT. -8ARY 
healthy." 
Riebe is sad to see her boss go, 
but is happy knowing that he is 
welL 
"I think he's really excited 
about it," said Riebe, who has 
worked as a clerk for two years. 
"He's got a new bill of health so 
that 's wonderful. From the time 
I started here he's looked 
healthier and happier. He's go-
ing to enjoy his retirement, but 
he'll be missed ." 
Palmeri has made a mark on 
the mail room and the employ-
ees who worked with him. 
"Frank is going to be missed," 
sa id Carrie H uszczo,a three year 
clerk in the mail room. "He puts 
out a lot of work for one guy It's 
going to be a big void to fill ." 
At a reti reme nt party for 
Palmeri on ovember 11, Riebe, 
Huszczo, Fuchs, and or her mem-
bers of the University commu-
nity gathered in the mail room 
to say farewell and good luck to 
the retiring mail supervisor. 
joanie Garaja who has been 
working in the mail room/copy 
center for 32 years sums up the 
group's sentiment simply: "He 
was a nice boss. I enjoyed work-
ing with him." 
The consensus is the retiring 
mail room supervisor will be 
missed. And as for Palmeri, he 
may be leaving Carroll , but he is 
in no way retiring. 
"I'm going to do something. 
I'm not going to sit around," 
Palmeri said. "I'll be active." 
only be the collection of data, ac-
cording to LoBello. He said the 
department has a list of houses 
occupied by John Carroll students, 
but the houses are responded to 
only on the basis of complaints. 
"l don't want my department 
to be accused of giving special 
treatment to any one group," 
LoBello said. 
STUDY BREAK AT THE BEACH 
WZIJC Ia Bpoll80rtif; t1 //'{~ Proai-
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FOCUS closes as]CU volunteers 
deliver $10,000 in food to families 
Heather Sullivan 
Staff Reporter -----
Operauon FOCUS (Families of 
Cleveland United byStudentsHin-
ished two months of planningand 
canvassing neighborhoods with 
volunteers delive ring food to m-
ner city families for Thanksgtv-
ing. 
Fifty families were given four 
to five boxes of non-perishable 
food items, one turkey, and two 
gallons of milk, said Megan 
Baldino, Operation FOCUS chair-
person. 
Approximately $10,000 worth 
of food and cash were raised, said 
Baldino. 
Tuition 
Continued from page 1 
going to concentrate on the total 
price package, including tuition, 
room, and board. 
"It will probably not go up any 
more than last year," Travis said. 
Last year, with the 1.8 percent 
increase in room and board , 
coupled with the tuition increase. 
the total cost rose 4.4 percent. 
"Our total room and board and 
tuition will probably not be more 
than 4 percent," Travis said. 
johnGladstone,deanof Admis-
sion and Financial Aid, said that 
he is honest with prospective ap-
plicants when discussing the rate 
of tuition increases over the years. 
"We tell them the percent in-
crease and what it's been, and l 
think the Umve rsity continues to 
make very strong commitments 
to fiQllncial a ," ladscone saW. 
"We'd like to meet the total need of 
every student, but we just can't do 
it." 
Gladstone said that about 95 
percent of all Carroll students re-
ceive some form of fin ancial aid. 
"We want to make john Carroll 
as affordable as possible ," 
Gladstone said. 
Gladstone said he feels the Uni-
versity is making the most out of 
its revenue, and that a big chunk 
of Universi ty expenses are sala-
ries and benefits to employees. 
"It's a fine line to walk," 
Gladstone said. "You want to make 
it affordable, but still pay your fac -
ulty a just wage." 
Lavelle attributed the high cost 
of room and board to the physical 
improvements made on the cam-
pus in the last 10 years. 
"We've expanded our facilities 
and our Recplex ," Lavelle said. 
Accordmg to john Cranley, 
president of the Student Union, 
thts was the second consecutive 
year the operation was in action 
This year there were more volun-
teers and more money ra1sed. sa1d 
Cranley. 
In the past, the food was deh v-
ered to each famtly's home, but 
this year tightly packed vans un-
loaded at St. Agnes Our Lady of 
Fatima, a parish in the Hough 
neighborhood, said Cranley. 
A prayer service preceded the 
delivering of the food . Cranleysa1d 
he thought the prayer service was 
brilliant. 
"This isn't about us doing things 
"We've built two dorms. the 
O'Malley center, and are expa nd-
ing the library. A lot of that has 
bee n done by borrowing. The 
people in the dormitories should 
be the ones helptng to pay for that 
and incur that debt." 
Lavelle also recognized. how-
ever, that the rates are high. 
"We've gotten our room and 
board to the level where we have 
to hold it," Lavelle said . 
Room and board charges, al-
though they are the third highest 
in the state, have not increased as 
rapidly as tuition has in the past 
few years. 
In determining room and board 
increases, Marriott Food Service, 
supplier of food to the University, 
submits a proposal to Fr. Richard 
P Salmi, S.J, the vice president of 
Student Affa1rs, as to how much it 
will cost Marriott per student 
n.,Yjle~r,direc r scr· 
vice, say~ lie submits a pmposaf 
based on the projected increases 
in food , his umon contract with 
the employees, and his expenses 
for the upcoming year. He cited 
thefact that fewerstudentsare liv-
ingoncampuscompared to previ-
ous years, and that could be a [ac-
tor. 
"I submit a proposal and Fr. 
Salmi reviews it with Ed Schaefer," 
Yaeger said. "l would li ke to see 
full dorm rooms, and if it's the cost, 
then that's a concern to me." 
Yaeger said the food increases 
have been kept at a minimum. 
•1 feel it's been pretty reason-
able this year," Yaeger said. 
But Yaeger said the price 
Marriott charges the University is 
different than the price the Uni-
versity charges the students. The 
difference goes to buy things for 
Marriott, such as a new dish-
for them," Cranley satd. "It's more 
about coming together as a com-
munity and workmgoncollcwve 
needs. The prayer servtce symbol-
Ized this ideal." 
Baldmo explained the goal of 
FOCUS was to un ite three com-
muntties· UniversuyHeights.Our 
Lady of Fatima pansh, and the 
community of john Carroll . 
"Thts will definitely goon next 
year," Baldino said . "We hope to 
raise $11,000 and feed 75 families. 
dperation FOCUS was an mcred-
iblesuccess Thesupportand hard 
work of all the volunteers made it 
possible. Thanks to everyone who 
dona ted and delivered." 
washer. 
"We charge per meal, per stu-
dent, per board day, and they come 
up with a per semester basis," 
Yaeger said. "The extra goes into 
the Student Activities budget." 
Donna Byrnes,directorofResi-
dence Life, said she has little input 
into what the University charges 
for board. 
"I certainly voice my opinion, 
but I have no idea what they're 
thinking about ," Byrnes said. 
According to Salmi, room rates 
have not gone up in the last four 
years, which means any increase 
is because of increasing costs 
passed onto the University by the 
Marriott Corporation. Since 1991. 
room and board costs have in-
creased 9.7 percent. The most com-
mon meal plan on campus is the 
14 plus plan, wh1Ch is 14 meals per 
~eek along With ~100 to be spent 
year. 
"They're !Marriott] telling us 
their going to increase costs to the 
University from 4.5 percent to 5 
percent, said Salmi. 
The cost of a 14 plus meal plan 
would then be $2,6n.so for the 
upcoming year. 
Salmi acknowledged the fact -
that theuniversityisworkinghard 
to keep the cost of room and board 
down. 
"I think the University is going 
towork really hard to either main-
tain the cost of room and board or 
increase them very slightly," Salmi 
said. "I'd be really surprised to see 
any increase in room and board 
next year." 
.20680 N'ort.h Park: Doule'Varcl 
U":n.l"Vcrs.it:y H'"eigh.t:s. Ohio 44118 
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GOP Criticizes 
Foreign Pol icy 
James F. Aurlcchlo 
World View Editor 
On BC's 'Meet the Press" 
Speaker Newt G1ngnch, sup-
ported Senator Bob Dole's ca llto 
arm the Muslim resistance in 
Croatla He took it a step fun her, 
being hisconrrovers1al self saying 
that · totally mcompetent" UN 
forces should be pulled out of 
Bosnia and mstead the US should 
arm and train Muslims to defend 
themselves, aiding their efforts 
with a warm ng lO Serbs that they 
face an all out air assault on key 
positions if they respond with a 
general offensive 
Analysis 
Repu bhcans, for the most part 
oppose current embargo efforts, 
Senator Dole is JUSt one of many 
within the empowered GOP that 
call for an end to arms importa-
tion restrictions. Dole feels such 
measures aid the Serbs while crip-
pling Croats and Muslims Dole's 
suggestions are, typically, scaled 
·back in relation to Gingrich's. He 
would limit American involve-
ment wasupply role withholding 
a~tual military involvement for a 
worst case scenario. 
These proposnions fall well 
within criticism of President 
Clinton's foreign policy leader-
ship. After what was called the 
bumbling, stumbling manner in 
which the Haitian affair was 
handled, many analysts looked for 
the resignation of Warren Chris-
topher, the secretary of state. 
Christopher remains, and now 
(aces another crisis full o£ tough 
decisions and criricism. 
Christopher now faces his crit-
ics head on. He told ABC's 'This 
Week with David Brinkley' that 
Gingrich's plan would involve 
hundreds of thousands of Ameri-
can ground troops and is an "all 
out war strategy.· Christopher is 
equally against lif tingembargoes 
and pulling UN peace keeping 
troops. stating it would only lead to 
more killing and escalated figh -
mg While Christopher IS counter-
ing on many fronts, Clmton and 
other members seem to be facmg 
off aga1 nst Gingnch alone. Hillary 
Clinton has called the Georgian 
'out of control" This 1s just pan of 
a new 1nitiat1 ve by the administra-
tion, and democrats as a whole, to 
take a stronger stand on defending 
their foreign pohcy and to publi-
cize their accomplishments, avoid-
ing the strong impressions that the 
public has gotten from Clinton's 
first twoyears:'Chnton the waffler". 
The GOP has become mcreas-
ingly critiCal of our NATO allies as 
well as the UN, and theadministra-
tion. GingrichsaJdweshould"seri-
ously reassess our involvement 
with the UN· Reflecting on recent 
conflicts like Somalia, Gingrich 
sa1d the UN 1sa faltering organiza-
tion, one that is, again, incompe-
tent "when it matters." Pile this on 
top of Senator Jesse Helms recent 
comments that the mllJtary has 
little confidence in Chnton's abil-
ity as commander-in-chief and it 
seems that overall confidence in 
American foreign policy,circa 1994, 
is shaky. Clinton's 'peace strategy' 
carries what democrats hope is a 
strong precedence for future han-
dling of Central European con-
flicts, conflicts that could be far 
more frequent with the apparent 
fall of communism However, Re-
publicans feel that implementation 
of this strategy is faltering, sight-
ing the fact that embargoes really 
aren't affecting the aggressors, just 
the victims. 
The republican p,la!lS. d9 seem 
to have one common thread, hey 
all name r he Serbrans as the defini-
tive wrongful aggressor. While 
Clinton has never denied the fact 
that Serbians are the agressors, he 
has never made a strong statement 
against Serbian leadership-- per-
haps all part of his peace strategy. 
By not blaming, he leaves the door 
to peace talks open for all. 
Japanese feel GATT 
will ease trade friction 
David Holle 
01994 Los Angeles Times 
TOKYO-Japan, which made 
some key concesstons in the new 
world trade accord approved by 
its lower house of Parliament Fri-
day, believes the agreement will 
eventually make it easier to 
resolve international trade fric -
tions. 
But the expanded General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
which passed the U.S. Congress 
Thursday, will have little immedi-
ate effect on U.S.-Japan disputes, 
particularly tens1ons over the 
huge US. trade deficit with japan 
in automobiles and auto parts. 
Such tradeaccountsforabout two-
thirds of the overall $60 blllion 
U.S. deficit with Japan. 
For one, Tokyo and Washing-
ton d1 agree on whether the dis 
pure-settlement mechamsm of 
the World Trade Organization, or 
WTO, established under the ex-
panded GATT, is appropriate for 
the dispute. Washington has 
threatened sanctions on Japan 
under Section 301 of U.S. trade law 
if Japan ref uses to take measures 
to increase purchases of replace-
ment auto pans. Tokyo has said 
that it would probably appeal any 
.. _ ~ ---
L 
U.S. actions under Section 301 to 
the WTO, but Washington has in-
sisted that nothing in the agree-
ments setting up the WTO would 
block use of such retaliatory trade 
measures. Additionally, the new 
accord does not address specific 
points of the dispute over automo-
biles. Washington has pressed es-
pecially hard for Tokyo ro agree to 
" results -o riented " measures to 
boost exports of American auto-
mobiles and auto parts to Japan. 
The United States has suggested 
that the Japanese government re-
lax various regulations that dis-
courage the import of foreign auto 
parts. Washington also wants To-
kyo to help boost the number of 
dealerships in japan that carry for-
eign automobiles, and to encour-
age Japanese auto makers to in-
crease their purchases of foreign 
parts. 
But Tokyo insists that it cannot 
yield to many of the key U.S. de-
mands. japanese officials have de-
scribed regulations in the replace-
ment auto parts market as neces-
sary for safety, and have said some 
other key U.S. requests would re-
quire improper interference by the 
government in the affairs of pri-
vate corporations. 
---------------------- - ...... 
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WORLD VIEW The Carroll News, December 8, 1994 
From around the nation ... 
The new minority: The forgotten white male? 
James F. Auricchio 
World View Editor 
The democratic party has tried 
to do a lot for minorities. For the 
poor and down trodden. In the 
meantime it has, according to 
'America's newest minority", for-
gotten the White male. At least 
that's what Conservative demo-
crats and many Republicans say. 
They say November 8th was a 
mandate by 6 of every lO voters, 
that they are sick of being forgot-
ten. That's all fine and good, but 
when we turn the spot! ighton one, 
we leave others in the dark. 
Commentary 
lnclusionary politics must re-
place spotlight, swivel chair bu-
reaucracy: white maieswithstiff 
necks and tunnel-vision. They can 
only concentrate on one group of 
stats at a time. 
Welfare is just one of the prob-
lems in America that need to be 
addressed in a manner that issen-
sitivetothose thatgive and those 
that receive. Maybe white males 
were forgotten, but it was the first 
time in a long, long time, Maybe 
white males should be forgotten 
for a little while, so that we know 
what its like to be on the outside 
looking in. 
---~~!! ~~~·~ 
American Bar & Grille 
'.......:r--snsby at Lee 932-1033 
Remember during this holiday season: 
Friends don't let 
friends drink and 
drive 
The Carroll News, December 8, 1994 WORLD VIEW 
Prop 187: Round Two 
Christine A. Dresch 
Assistant World View Editor 
The infamous Proposition 187 
may warrant an occasional head-
line or two in the newspapers of 
the Midwest, but the state of Cali-
fornia has been rocked by the con-
troversy surrounding this piece of 
legislature since its introduction 
several months ago. 
Under Proposition 187, 
California's illegal immigrants 
would be denied access to most 
tax-backed social services, such 
as free public schooling, welfare 
assistance, and non-emergency 
medica l care. Social authorities 
would also be required to inform 
thefederallmmigrationandNatu-
ralization Service of the presence 
of illegal immigrants., 
Although approved by voters 
during November's election, it has 
yet to be activated. Instead, vari-
ous state advisory boards and 
courts presently scrutinize it for 
traces of uncon stitutiona li ty 
while its proponents and oppo-
nents engage in heated debates 
and demonstrations. Some claim 
that the proposition is California's 
only chance of controlling its 
flood of illegal immigration. Oth-
ers warn that 187 is the first step 
towards turning the Golden State 
into a police state. 
The proposition's supporters 
point out that the American 
Southwest is stumbling under the 
burden of illegal immigration. 
Attendant costs for the education 
and welfare of illegal immigrants 
have repeatedly broken the bud-
getsof the borderstatesof Califor-
nia, Texas, Florida, and Arizona. 
These costs come to an approxi-
mate excess of 42 million dollars 
more than is currently collected 
from all immigrants, both legal 
and illegal, through taxes. Over 
the past several years, these bor-
der states have filed multi-billion 
dollar lawsuits against the federal 
government in the hope of finan-
cial reimbursement for the dam-
age done by the government's 
seeming impotence in ceasing the 
flow of illegal immigration. The 
US Border Patrol lacks adequate 
manpower and funds. 
The federal Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, in charge 
of all efforts to stop illegal immi-
gration, receives an annual bud-
get of 400 million dollars, about a 
quarter of that of the New York 
City police force. 
The patrol is nearly ineffec-
tual in conuolling the growth of 
illegals in cities, such as San Di-
ego, where over a thousand sus-
pects may be captured, and an 
equal number evade capture, 
nightly. The financial strain of 
the state budget and the lacking 
relief of the federal government 
has led many California officials, 
vigorously supported by Gover-
nor Pete Wilson, to regard 187 as 
thestate'sfinal hope, theonlyway 
to skim desperately needed money 
from its swollen social service 
budgets and dissuade further ille-
gal immigration. 
Opponents of the proposition 
maintain that 187 is a harsh and 
dangerous response to the prob-
lem of illegal immigration. De-
nial of immunization to illegal 
imrt;~ igrants could create a poten-
13179 CEDAR RD. 
tial health hazard in cities where 
immigrants live in poverty-
stricken clusters. On the other 
hand, illegals with true health 
emergencies may not seck medi-
cal attention for fear of being ques-
tioned by health servi es. Fear of 
questioning by police officials re-
garding an immigrant's legal sta-
tus might lead to a widespread 
distrust of police by immigrants, a 
trust that has been hard-won over 
the years. In addition, the expul-
sion of 400,000 illegal students 
from public schools to the streets 
would invariably lead to a sub-
stantial crime increase. Some 
question the financial benefits of 
187. 
If the proposition is found to 
be in violation of the federal guide-
lines of privacy, Cali[ornia might 
lose up to 15 billion dollars of its 
already insufficient federal aid. 
Fina II y, no law exists under 187 to 
prosecute social authorities who 
neglect to turn in illegal immi-
grants. Many of those authorities, 
such as teachers and police offic-
ers, have already declared their 
intentions not to turn in immi-
grants if the law passes. 
Is Proposition 187 unconstitu-
tional? California state advisory 
board reactions are mixed. There 
is no existing law against denying 
illegal immigrants taxpayer-
funded social services and non-
emergency health care, and al-
though the Supreme Courr de -
cided in 1982 that denying any 
chi ld free public education is for-
bidden, nothing protects those 
wishing to pursue post-secondary 
education in publlc universities. 
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Gingrich Watch: Newt Gingrich told NBC that orphanages are 
a valid answer (or the nation's child welfare problems. Responding 
to criticism from first lady Hil~ryCllnron who called tbeorphan-
age idea 'absurd', Gingrich said Mts. Clint011 should, "tent the 
Mickey Rooney movie Boystown. • Time magaztm reporttd Mon-
day thataccording to the Child Welfare league of A~ tbec;o5t 
of supporling child in an orphanage is $36,000 whitt C\111'ellt 
welfare support costs the government about $2,000 IJI:I' )~tal'. 
A survey at Michigan State reveals that more companies will be 
hiring college grads this year. According to the survey, nexr year 
could be the besrycarfor hiring in the last ten years-with as much 
as Ll% mcrease from this year. The best place to look the South· 
east. Tlte worst: Northwest 
The Sydney. Australia Water Authonty has adopted a new 
policy:"Save Wurer,Showerwith a friend." In an attempt tocombat 
record low water levels, the new ad campaign will run on tv. "We 
must save water and showering with a friend is one way to do 
it,"said Robert Webster, the official in charge()( w.uer uUUtics. 
A New York Oty man was indicted With mallfralid aud UliJM 
a false social security number and test .scores to get Into the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania's law school. Jorge Chambergo used anOlher 
man's name, and was accepted in December of 1989. Chambergo 
obtained access to Dae KyungSeu's record; with Seu'ssocial secu-
rity number, according to the federal grand jury indictment. l?ros-
ecutorsare unsure if Chambergo ever actually attended the school. 
he was nor caught until he applied forfederalgrams. Don'tgeuny 
ideas- Chambergo, if convicted,faces up to a 40 year sen renee and 
a $2 million fine. 
Harrah's Casino's parent companyPromusCos.announced that 
legaltzed gambling could bring25,000newjobsand360million in 
tax re11enues to Ohio. The report was presented to the Ohio Racing 
Commission. 
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GOP Criticizes 
Foreign Policy 
James F. Aurlcchlo 
World V1ew Editor 
On BCs "Mee t the Press· 
Speaker Newt Gingrich, sup-
ported Senator Bob Dole's call to 
arm the Muslim reststance in 
Croatia He took it a step f unher, 
being h1scomroverstalself saying 
that • totally mcompetenr" UN 
forces should be pulled out of 
Bosma and instead the US should 
arm and train Muslims to defend 
themselves, aiding their efforts 
with a warn1ng to Serbs that they 
face an all out air assault on key 
positions if they respond with a 
general offens1ve 
Analysis 
Republicans, for the most pan 
oppose current embargo efforts, 
Senator Dole is JUSt one of many 
within the empowered GOP that 
call for an end to arms impona-
tion restrictions Dole feels such 
measures aid the Serbs while crip-
pling Croats and Muslims. Dole's 
suggestions are, typtcally, scaled 
·back in relation to Gingrich's. He 
would limit American involve-
menttoasupplyrolewirhholding 
a~tual military involvement for a 
worst case scenario. 
These proposllions fall well 
within criticism of President 
Clinton's foretgn policy leader-
ship. Arter what was called the 
bumbling, stumbling manner 111 
which the Haitian affair was 
handled, many analysts looked for 
the resignation of Warren Chris-
topher, the secretary of sta te. 
Christopher remains, and now 
faces another crislS full of tough 
decisions and cri ucism. 
Christopher now (aces h1s crit -
ics head on. He told ABC's "This 
Week with David Brinkley" that 
Gingrich's plan would involve 
hundreds of thousands of Ameri-
can ground troops and is an "all 
out war strategy." Christopher is 
equally against lif tingembargoes 
and pulling UN peace keeping 
troops, stating it would on! y lead to 
more killing and escalated figh 
ing While Chnstopher is counter-
ing on many fronts, Clinton and 
other members seem to be facmg 
off aga1nstGingrichalone. Hillary 
Clinton has called the Georgian 
"out of control· This IS JUSt pan of 
a new mitiative by the administra-
tion, and democrats as a whole, to 
rake a stronger stand on defending 
their foreign policy and to publi-
cize theiraccomphshments, avoid-
mg the strong impressions that the 
public has gotten from Clinton's 
first twpyears: "Clinton the waffler" 
The GOP has become mcreas-
mgly cnncal of our NATO allies as 
well as the UN, and the administra-
tion. Gingrich sa1d weshou ld "seri-
ously reassess our involvement 
with the UN." Reflecting on recent 
conflicts like Somalia, Gingncb 
sa1d the UN 1sa faltering organiza-
tion, one that is, again, incompe-
tent "when it matters." Pile this on 
top of Senator jesse Helms recent 
comments that the military has 
little confidence in Clmton's abil-
ity as commander-in-chief and it 
seems that overall confidence in 
American foreign policy,circa 1994, 
IS shaky. Clinton's "peace strategy· 
carries what democrats hope is a 
strong precedence for future han-
dling of Central European con-
flicts, conflicts that could be far 
more frequem with the apparent 
fall of communism. However, Re-
publicans feel that implementation 
of this strategy is faltering, sight-
ing the fact that embargoes really 
aren't affecting the aggressors. just 
the victims. 
The republican gla)lS, do seem 
to have one common thread, they 
all name the Serbtans as the defim-
tive wrongfu l aggressor. While 
Clinton has never denied the fact 
that Serbians are the agressors, he 
has never made a strong statement 
against Serbian leadership-- per-
haps all part of his peace strategy. 
By not blaming, he leaves the door 
to peace talks open for all. 
Japanese feel GATT 
will ease trade friction 
David Holle 
Cl1994 Los Angeles Times 
TOKYO-Japan, which made 
some key concessions in the new 
world trade accord approved by 
its lower house of Parhament Fri-
day, believes the agreement will 
eventually make it easier to 
resolveimernational trade f nc-
nons 
But the expanded General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
which passed the U.S Congress 
Thursday, will have little immedi-
ate effect on U.S.-japan disputes, 
particularly tensiOns over the 
huge U.S. trade deficit with japan 
in automobtles and auto parts. 
Such tradeac ountsforabouuwo-
th irds of the avera ll $60 billion 
U.S deficit wl!hjapan. 
For one, Tokyo and Washing-
ton dtsagree on whether the dis-
pute-settlement mechanism of 
the World Trade Organization, or 
WTO, established under the ex-
panded GATT, is appropriate for 
the dispute. Washington has 
threatened sanctions on Japan 
under Section 30lof U.S. trade law 
if japan refuses to take measures 
to increase purchases of replace-
ment auto parts. Tokyo has said 
that it would probably appeal any 
U.S. actions under Section 301 to 
the WTO. but Washington has in-
sisted that nothing in the agree-
ments setti ng up the WTO would 
block use of such retaliatory trade 
measures. Additionally, the new 
accord does not address specific 
points of the dispute over automo-
biles. Washington has pressed es-
pecially hard for Tokyo to agree w 
" results-oriented" measures to 
boost exports of American auto-
mobiles and auto parts to Japan. 
The United States has suggested 
that the japanese government re-
lax various regulations that dis-
courage the import of fore ign auto 
parts. Washington also wants To-
kyo to help boost the number of 
dealerships in japan that carry for-
eign automobiles, and to encour-
age japanese auto makers to in-
crease their purchases of foreign 
parts. 
But Tokyo insists that it cannot 
yield to many of the key U.S. de-
rna nds. Japanese officials have de-
scribed regulations in the replace-
ment auto parts market as neces-
sary for safety, and have said some 
other key U.S. requests would re-
quire improper interference by the 
government in the affairs of pri-
vate corporations. 
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The new minority: The forgotten white male? 
James F. Aurlcchio 
World View Editor 
The democratic party has tried 
to do a lot for minorities. For the 
poor and down trodden. In the 
meantime it has, according to 
"America's newest minority", for-
gotten the White male. At least 
that's what Conservative demo-
crats and many Republicans say. 
They say November 8th was a 
mandate by 6 of every lO voters, 
that they are sick of being forgot-
ten. That's all fine and good, but 
when we turn the spotlight on one, 
we leave others in the dark. 
Commentary 
lnclusionary politics must re-
place spotlight, swivel chair bu-
reaucracy: wh ite males with stiff 
necksandtunnel-vision. They can 
only concentrate on one group of 
sta rs at a time. 
Welfare is just one of the prob-
lems in America that need to be 
addressed in a mannerthat is sen-
sitive to those that give and those 
that receive. Maybe white males 
were forgotten, but it was the first 
time in a long, long time, Maybe 
white males should be forgotten 
for a little while, so that we know 
what its like to be on the outside 
looking in. 
--111~!1f ~!B~·~ 
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Remember during ·this holiday season: 
Friends don't let 
lriends drink and 
drive 
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Prop 187: Round Two 
Christine A. Dresch 
Assistant World View Editor 
The infamous Proposition 187 
may warrant an occasional head-
line or two in the newspapers of 
the Midwest, but the state of Cali-
fornia has been rocked by the con-
troversy surrounding this piece of 
legislature since its introduction 
several months ago. 
Under Proposition 187, 
California's illegal immigrants 
would be denied access to most 
tax- backed social services, such 
as free public schooling, welfare 
assistance, and non-emergency 
medical care. Social authorities 
would also be required to inform 
the federa llmmigration and Natu-
ralization Service of the presence 
of illegal immigrants., 
Although approved by voters 
during November's election, it has 
yet to be activated. Instead, vari-
ous state advisory boards and 
courts presently scrutinize it for 
traces of unconstitutionality 
while its proponents and oppo-
nents engage in heated debates 
and demonstrations. Some claim 
thatthe proposition is California's 
only cha nee of co ntrolling its 
flood of illegal immigration. Oth-
ers warn that 187 is the first step 
towards turning the Golden State 
into a police state. 
The proposition's supporters 
point out that the Amer ican 
Southwest is stumbling under the 
burden of illegal immigration. 
Attendant costs for the ed ucat ion 
and welfare of illegal immigrants 
have repeatedly broken the bud-
getsof the borderstatesof Califor-
nia, Texas, Florida, and Arizona. 
These costs come to an approxi-
mate excess of 4 2 million dollars 
more than IS currently collected 
from all immigrants, both legal 
and illegal, through taxes. Over 
the past several years, these bor-
der states have filed multi-billion 
dollar lawsuits against the federal 
government in the hope of finan-
cial reimbursement for the dam-
age done by the government's 
seemi ng impotence in ceasing the 
flow of illegal immigration. The 
US Border Patrol lacks adequate 
manpower and funds. 
The federal Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, in charge 
of all efforts to stop illegal immi-
gration, receives an annual bud-
get of 400 million dollars, about a 
quarter of that of the New York 
City police force. 
The patrol is nearly ineffec-
tual in controlling the growth of 
illegals in cities, such as San Di-
ego, where over a thousand sus-
pects may be captured, and an 
equal number evade capture, 
nightly. The financial strain of 
the state budget and the lacking 
relief of the federal government 
has led many California officials, 
vigorously supported by Gover-
nor Pete Wilson, to regard 187 as 
thesta te's fi na 1 hope, the only way 
to skim desperately needed money 
from its swollen social service 
budgets and dissuade further ille-
gal immigration. 
Opponents of the proposition 
maintain that 187 is a harsh and 
dangerous response to the prob-
lem of illegal immigration. De-
nial of immunization to illegal 
immigrants could create a paten-
13179 CEDAR RD. 
tial health hazard in cities where 
immtgrants live in poverty-
stricken clusters. On the other 
hand, illegals with true health 
emergencies may not seek medi-
cal attention for fear of being ques-
tioned by health services. Fear of 
questioning by police officials re-
garding an immigrant's legal sta-
tus might lead to a widespread 
distrust of police by immigrants, a 
trust that has been hard-won over 
the years. In addition, the expul-
sion of 400,000 illegal students 
from public schools to the streets 
would invariably lead to a sub-
stantial crime increase. Some 
question the fmancial benefits of 
187. 
If the proposition is found to 
be in violation of the federal guide-
lines of privacy, California might 
lose up to 15 bill ion dollars of its 
already insufficient federal aid. 
Finally, no law exists under 187 to 
prosecute social authorities who 
neglect to turn 111 illegal Immi-
grants. Many of those authorities, 
such as teachers and police offic-
ers, have already declared their 
intentions not to turn in immi-
grants if the law passes. 
Is Proposition 187 unconstitu-
tional? California state advisory 
board reactions are mixed. There 
is no existing law against denying 
illegal immigrants taxpayer-
funded social services and non-
emergency health care, and al-
though the Supreme Court de-
cided in 1982 that denying any 
child free public education is for-
bidden, nothing protects those 
wishing to pursue post-secondary 
education ip public universities. 
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Gingrich Watch: Newt Gingrich told NBC that orphanages are 
a valid answer for the nation's child wellareproblems. Responding 
to criticism from first lady Hil~ryClinton whocalled the orphan-
age idea "absurd", Gingr1ch said Mrs. Clinton should. ·~m the 
Mickey Rooney movie Boystown.' Time magazine reported Non· 
day that according tome Child WelfareLeagueof A~the(;O$t 
of supporting child in an orphanage Is $36,00() wb.ilt C'Url'eDt 
weliare support costs the government about $2,000 per ~ 
A survey at Michigan State reveals mat more companitswiU be 
hiring college grads this year. According to the survey, next year 
could be the best year for hiring in the last ten years-with as much 
as l.l%increase from this year. The best place to look the South· 
east The worst: Northwest. 
The Sydney, Australia Water Authonty has adopted a new 
policy:"Save Water, Shower with a Friend." In an attempt to combat 
record low water levels, the new ad campaign wtll run on tv. 'We 
must save water and showering with a friend Is one way to do 
it,'said Robert Webster. the oilicial in charge of water utilities. 
A New YorkOtyman was indicted wtth mail fraud and.~ 
a false social security number and ~sucore.stoget Into the Univer· 
sityof Pennsylvania's law school. Jorge Chambergo used another 
man's name, and was accepted in December of 1989. Chambergo 
obtained access to Dae Kyung Seu's records with Seu's social secu-
rity number, according to the federalgrand]ury indictment. Pros-
ecutors are unsure if Chambergo ever actuallyattended the school, 
he was nor caught until he applied for federal grants. Don't get any 
ideas- Cham bergo, if convicted,faces uptoa 40 year sentence and 
a $2 million fine 
Harrah'sCasino'sparentcomp.anyPromusCos.announced that 
legalized gambling could bring 25,000new pbsand360millionln 
rax revenues to Ohio. The report was presented tO the Ohio Racing 
Commission. 
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Equal Exchange claims to brew a faiT cup of coffee 
Elizabeth Raffaele 
Staf(Reporter 
er~ proc oor taxi gagct ues ad 
crcc.Jtor~. 
As longasst udents have pulled 
all-nighter:., coffee has meant b1g 
bus mess at colleges and universt 
ties. Wtth the growing popularity 
of the'coffee house, 1t seems th is is 
more true now than ever before. 
&caJSP rqu.d I x<.hangecltmJ-
nate" man} of these transactions 
the company ts able to pay the 
farmer a mmimum prtce of $l.20 
per pound 
CONVENTIONAL TRADE - --- ALTERNATIVE TRADE 
At john Carroll ,students wa lk 
to the nearby Arabica between 
class to enjoy a cafe laue, a cafe 
mocha, or for more sim pie tastes, a 
cup of the house brand. But, put-
ting the whip cream and c hoco-
late sprinkles astde, would stu-
dents choose a coffee based on a 
principle? Well, the makers of 
Cafe Salvador are hoping they 
will. 
Cafe Salvador, an El Salvador-
ian coffee, is one of many brands 
sold by a small company in 
Stoughton, Mass. called Equal Ex-
change. Equal Exchange, an alter-
native trade organization, is mar-
ketingthmcoffeeon the principle 
of fatr trade. 
Alternative trade organiza-
tions claim to be more fair than 
conventional trade companies 
because they provide a more di-
rect relationship between produc-
ers and consumers. 
Equal Exchange buys its beans 
directly from farmers in Colom-
bia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Mextco, Nicaragua, and Peru for a 
premium price. According to Mark 
Sweet, a worker /owner with Equal 
Exchange, the market price for a 
pound of coffee is around $7. Nor-
mally, only 35 to 50 cents per 
pound goes to the farmer. The rest 
goes to retailers, roasters, export-
Besides selling to food co-ops 
!stores speCJahzil1g in natura l 
foods! restaurants, and cafes, Equal 
Exchange is doing an increasing 
amoun1 ofbusinessatcollegesa nd 
universities around the country. 
The reason for th is, accordi ng to 
Swee t, is th at, "Colleges are a 
un1que community of educated 
people who are, generall y, sensi-
tive to wh at they support." 
Among the institutions where 
Cafe Salvador is currently avail-
able are; The JFK School of Gov-
ernment at Harvard University, 
the Chancellor Green Cafe at 
Princeton University, Bates Col-
lege, Maine, Wheaton College, 
Mass ., Le Moyne College, NY, 
MacAiister College, Minn., and 
Episcopal Divinities School, Mass. 
ln Cleveland, Cafe Salvador is 
only available at the two food co-
ops, located on E udid Avenue and 
Coventry Road. 
However, Baldw111 Wallace se-
mor, Beth Gatchell , ts trying to get 
Baldwin Wallace's food service 10 
serve the coffee at multi-cultural 
events. 
Gatchell became involved with 
Equal Exchange after spending 
the winter quarter last year study-
ing in Cemral America. 
"By making thi.s choice, to 
drink Cafe Salvador, we have an 
impactonfarmers'\ives,"Gatchell 
said. 
Gatchell met with food service 
representatives at Baldwin 
Wallace last month and said they 
seemed receptive to the 'idea' be-
hind the coffee. 
Gatchell is optimisti c that the 
great scores ••• 
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food service will at least test mar-
ket the coffee. 
Ideally, she would like the cof-
fee available at the campus restau-
rant, The Colony Room, and sold 
for retail at a campus store, The 
jacket junction. 
Diane Su. llord and Shannon Po lmu. Equal ~<hangt 
Gatchell added that she would 
like to see the coffee available at 
more area colleges and universi-
ties and that she would be "more 
than willing to hel panyoneatjohn 
Carroll to get involved." 
·Despite doubts; FeuerWlt~.: ~ 
a billion dollar company 
Julie Herceg 
Staff Reporter 
Michael Feuer, president and 
chief executive officer of 
OfficeMax, Inc., built his chain of 
stores into a billion dollar com-
pany in spite of the doubts of his 
investors and his lawyer. 
Feuer spoke on November 17 as 
part of the Roulston Series on 
Leadership and Achievement 
sponsored by Alpha SigmaN u, the 
Jesuit Honor Society at John Car-
roll University. 
This series is designed to bring 
people tothejohn Carroll campus 
to discuss the element of success 
and how to make a difference in 
today's world. 
"I'm not sure there are any se-
crets to success," said Feuer, ex-
plaining that initial investors were 
primarily family friends, mostly 
doctors and lawyers who were 
skeptical about the success of this 
venture. 
The first OfficeMax store 
opened in 1988 at Gqlden Gate 
Plaza in Mayfield Heights. Within 
thefirst year,thechainexpanded to 
include eight stores in Ohio, New 
York and Michigan, Feuer said. 
Currently, there are 357 
OfficeMax stores in these three 
states and they "expect to expand 
by opening 70 to80 stores a year," 
said Feuer, of the chain, headquar-
tered in Shaker Heights. 
"Having enough capital to 
grow ... knowlingl where to spend 
your money and where not to" are 
the real tr icks to success, Feuer 
said. 
Feuer dedicated all of his time 
to making the business a success. 
On nights and weekends he went 
to dlfferent OfficeMax stores in-
cognito and talked with custom-
ers and associates, or employees of 
the company, he said. "Customers 
want real value," Feuer said based 
on his firsthand research, which 
made him realize he and his asso-
ciates should "listen to lour! cus-
tomer and give them a fair deal." 
Feuer said he tnes to be fair 
with his shareholders and associ-
ates,aswell as with his customers. 
After working for 1,000 hours, as-
sociates at all levels have the op-
tion to buy stock for a discount of 
15 percent of the current market 
value. Feuer gives them this stock 
option because he feels people 
working for a company should 
have"a piece of theaction,"hesaid. 
OfficeMax went public in early 
November, and is now traded on 
the New York Stock Exchange, ac-
cording to an article in the No-
vember) issue of The Plain Dealer. 
OfficeMax , the nation's second-
biggest office products chain, 
plans to expand overseas to Mexico 
a ndJ apan,according to thear tide. 
Feuer also unveiled another 
segment of office supply retail 
called FurnitureMax, which con-
sists of "office furniture from the 
classroom to the board room," ac-
cording to a cover article in the 
November !4-20 issue of Crain's 
Cleveland Business. 
FurnitureMax will carry busi-
ness,office,and homeofficefurni-
ture as well as computer-assisted 
design se rvices. 
When giving advice to stu-
dents, Feuer stressed focusing on 
"execution and detail. You need 
discipline to run a business. Start 
with a dream and if you're dedi-
cated and surrounded by people, 
you can make it work," said Feuer. 
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John Carroll's tax team makes it to finals, again 
Mike Gildea 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll competi tors 
reached the national finals for the 
third year in a row at Arthur 
Andersen's Tax Challenge 1994. 
According to a statement from 
Arthur Andersen, a Btg Six ac-
countingfirm, and sponsor of Tax 
Challenge 1994 students are tested 
on federal tax law knowledge 
and planning ability. The 
finals for this compe-
tition were held 
November 
18-20 
a t 
Arthur 
Ander-
sen'sCenter for PrO" 
fessional Education in Sr. Charles, 
111 
john Carroll reached the na-
tionals by placing in the top lO 
schools at regional competition, 
which was held on October 29. 
john Carroll was represented 
in this competition by seniors 
David J. Benisek, Sarah Mackie, 
Mark j. Myring, and Diana M. 
Pugel. 
"We were all really proud that 
john Carroll had made it to na-
tionals three years in a row," said 
Pugel. 
The team was under the lead-
ershipofWilliamCenker,chairof 
the Department of Accountancy, 
aild 019-Monrsq~, e ~alll'slac- . 
ulty adviser and professor in the 
Department of Accountancy. 
"They [Cenker and Monastra] 
pointed out new issues and cur-
rem changes that they !test offi-
cials! might focu s on ," said 
Mackie. 
The facul ty's role 
was to select prac-
tice cases for 
t h e 
team, 
tren 
to review 
with the team 
Fox Bites Back at NBC 
Paul Farhl 
(c) 1994, The Washington Post 
WASHINGTON - Fox Broad-
casting Co. Chairman Rupert 
Murdoch said Monday that Fox is 
considering filing challenges to 
NBC's TV station licenses in re-
taliation for NBC's legal attack on 
Fox's station ownership. 
"I imagine we will be forced to 
go to (the Federal Communica-
tionsCommission) and challenge 
them," Murdoch said in an inter-
view Monday. "Twocan play at this 
game. If they want a brawl, they 
can have one." 
Murdoch said NBC could be 
challenged as unfit to hold broad-
cast licenses because several ex-
ecutives of its parent company, 
General Electric Co., have been 
indicted or convicted of felonies 
stemming from Pentagon contract 
scandals. Murdoch's comments 
we ret he latest in anescalati ng war 
of words between Fox and NBC 
over whether Fox has violated fed-
eral rules prohibiting foreign con-
trol of U.S. television stations. 
The bad blood stems in part 
from Fox's successful raid on the 
affiliates of NBC, CBS and ABC in 
May. It persuaded 12 stations to 
leave the big three and become Fox 
outlets. NBC asked the FCC last 
week to make a formal judgment 
on Fox's fitness to own stations, 
citing Fox's d1sclosure last May 
that 99 percent of theca pi tal used 
to purchase Fox's six original sta-
tions in 1985 came from its Aus-
tralian-based parent company, 
News Corp. 
"No amount of rhetoric can 
change the underlying fact that 
99 percent of the Fox stations are 
owned by an A ustrahan corpora-
tion," NBC General Counsel Rich-
ard Cotton said Monday. "Fox's re-
sponse doesn't change our request 
that the FCC enforce that prohibi-
tion or announce that it 's chang-
ing its policy and makes it appli-
cable to all" broadcasters. 
In reply to Murdoch's sugges-
tion of a challenge to NBC's li-
censes,Cottonsaid NBC and GEare 
in compliance with all FCC rules. 
The issue of News Corp.'s fi-
nancing for Fox was first raised 
late last year by the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of 
Colored People in an FCC petition. 
The NAACP contends that if large 
foreign companies are allowed to 
own stations, it will be harder for 
minority investors to buy them. 
Attorneys for Fox sent a 25-
page rebuttal to NBC's filing to the 
FCCMonday,and Murdoch added 
a personal letter to FCC Chairman 
Reed E. Hundt "to emphasize my 
personal anguish" over questions 
regarding Fox's ownership. 
Murdoch in his letter repeated 
Fox's frequent denials that News 
Corp.'s funding of the Fox pur-
chase violated federal restrictions, 
in part because Murdoch, a na·tu-
ralized American citizen, has al-
ways exercised majority control of 
the stations and has had de facto 
control over News Corp. 
"'ur 1985FCCapptication for Fox~ 
initial station acquisitions fully dis-
closed thesrructureof our company.· 
wrote Murdoch. The NAACP and 
NBC claim that it did not 
tive," sa id Pugel. 
Students on the team said it 
was also beneficia 1m bringmg 
all aspects of taxes together 
and it will be helpful in 
studying for the certified 
public accountancy 
exam .. 
"[We learnedlf rom 
start to finish in-
stead of just small 
aspects," said 
Mackie. 
Cenker ex-
plained that to 
be selected for the 
team, students must do 
well in AC 421, the summer 
tax course and other Accounting 
classes 
For earning finalist statusjohn 
Carroll will receive a $l000 prize. 
Monastra satd , this money will be 
used to finance the cost of travel 
and other expenses the team in-
curred. The money goes directly 
back intotheoperationof this pro-
gram, he satd. 
Even thoughjohn Carroll's De-
partment of Accountancyissmall 
compared to the departments of 
other competingschools, the Car-
roll team performed well , said 
Monastra. 
"By far we were the smallest 
school in terms of student body 
and accounting majors," said 
Monastra. 
At the national evemJoh nCar-
roll competed against schools form 
all over the country inc! uding the 
University of Arizona, University 
of lllinois,Universityof Michigan, 
Georgia State University, Oregon 
State University, St. Louis Univer-
sity, College of William and Mary, 
University of Kentucky, and the 
University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte. 
"We might not be Division lin 
athletics, but we are Division I in 
business," said Cenker. ·we have 
proven that we are Division I as far 
as businessed ucation is concerned." 
JCU ahead· of the pack in stock investing 
Experts agree that strategy is a key to success in the market 
Julianne Cassin 
Assistant Business Editor 
The AT&T Collegiate lnvest-
mentChallenge is in its final week 
and john Carroll University has 
proven to be a successful competi-
tor. 
As of November 4, the two top 
performing Carroll accounts were 
ranked 317 and 1,623 out of 8,215 
participants, according to the 
AT&T preliminary ran kings. 
The sophomore class at JCU 
was ranked number one among 
the four classes. JCU's portfolio 
average is $510,679.20, which is 
$16,098.4 7 above the all-college 
average. During the competition, 
John Carroll's best individual ac-
count was recorded at 
$548,854.48, while its worst was 
$421,008.20. 
"1 believe it has given the groups 
an insight into the trading of se-
curities and into the workings of 
the stock market," sa id freshman 
Dave Gaus, whose account ranks 
seventh in the state of Ohio. 
Ex pens believe that strategy is 
a key element to success on the 
stock market. 
james K Glassman, in a special 
report to The Washington Post, 
recently said that"when investors 
develop a good stock-picking 
strategy, they often end up losers 
because they can't make them-
selves stick to it." He explained 
that when things get difficult, in-
vestors switch to a newstrategyor 
completely drop out of the stock 
market. 
"Consistently following a 
single, coherent strategy is even 
more important than choosing the 
'best' strategy in the first place," 
Glassman added. 
Jay Weinstein, vice president 
of Heritage Investors Management 
Corp. in Bethesda, agreed. 
"The worst thing IS o 
switch ... you whipsaw yourself If 
you go back and forth," he told Th~ 
Washington Post. 
Freshman Doug Coster, who 
manages an account with Dave 
Gaus, stated that the team of in-
vestors picked their portfolio ac-
counts simply based on predic-
tion. Basically, their strategy was 
to guess what stocks would per-
form the best. 
"We just basically guessed and 
picked the stocks that everyone 
predicted would do well," he said. 
Gaus also commented on the 
overall success of his group. 
"I am pleased with my group's 
performance in the competition-
in view of the fact that it was our 
first time in such a venture," he 
said . "It will also be interesting to 
see what our final ranking is." 
November 1994 was the worst 
month for stock mutual funds 
since September 1990, according 
to the USA Today last week. De-
spite this,John rroll's accounts 
seem to h ve far d xtr m I w II 
throughout che competfrfon. 
The competition runs through 
December9. The Carroll Newswill 
report the final rankmgs in the 
january 26 issue. 
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Equal Exchange claims to brew a fait cup of coffee 
Elizabeth Raffaele 
Staff Reporter 
As longasstudcnts ha,·c pulled 
all·mghters, coffee ha> meant btg 
bus mess at colleges and universt 
tie~. With tne growmg popularity 
of the·coffee house,' 11 seems thts ts 
more t rue now than ever before. 
At john Carroll, students walk 
to the nearby Arabica be t ween 
class to enjoy a cafe laue, a cafe 
moe ha, or for more st m ple tastes, a 
cup of the house brand. But, put-
ting the whip c ream and choco-
late sprinkles astde, would stu-
dents choose a coffee based on a 
principle? Well, the makers of 
Cafe Salvador are hoping they 
will. 
Cafe Salvador, an El Salvador-
ian coffee, is one of many brands 
sold by a small company in 
Sroughton, Mass called Equa \Ex-
change. Equal Exchange, an alter-
native rrade organization, is mar -
ketingtheircoffeeon the principle 
of fair trade. 
Alternative trade organiza-
tions claim to be more fair than 
conventional trade companies 
because they provtde a more dt· 
rect relationship bet ween prod uc-
ers and consumers. 
Equal Exchange buys us beans 
directly from farmers in Colom-
bia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, and Peru for a 
premium price. According tO Mark 
Sweet,a worker /owner with Equal 
Exchange, the market price for a 
pound of coffee is around $7. Nor-
mally, only 35 to 50 cents per 
pound goes to the farmer. The rest 
goes to retailers, roasters, export-
er pr<X:b> x t xmg •cncte , d 
cr~dttor> 
Kec u"e fqual J:xchJngecltmt 
nate" many olt hese transacnons, 
the company 1s able to pay the 
farmer a mtnimum price of $120 
per pound 
Bestdes selling ro food co-ops 
!stores spec ializing in natural 
foods! restaura nts,and cafes, Equa 1 
Exchange 1s dotng an mcreasing 
amount of business at colleges and 
universities around the country 
The reason for thts, according to 
Sweet, is that, "Colleges are a 
untque community of educated 
people who are, generally, sensi-
tive to what they support." 
Among the mstitutions where 
Cafe Salvador is currently avail-
able are; TheJFK School of Gov-
ernment at Harvard University, 
the Chancellor Green Cafe at 
Princeton University, Bates Col-
lege, Maine, Wheaton College, 
Mass., Le Moyne College, NY, 
MacAlister College, Minn., and 
Episcopal Di vi nitiesSchool, Mass. 
In Cleveland, Cafe Salvador is 
only available at the two food co-
ops, located on Euclid Avenue and 
Coventry Road. 
However, Baldwin Wallace se· 
nior, Beth Gatchell , is trying to get 
Baldwin Wallace's food service to 
serve the coffee at multi -cultura l 
events. 
Gatchell became involved with 
Equal Exchange after spending 
thewinterquarter last year study-
ing in Central America. 
"By making this choice, to 
drink Cafe Salvador, we have an 
impact on farmers'h ves,"Gatchell 
said. 
Gatchell met with food service 
representatives at Baldwin 
Wallace last month and said they 
seemed receptive to the 'idea' be-
hind the coffee. 
Gatchell is optimistic that the 
great scores ... 
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food service will at least test mar-
ket the coffee. 
Ideally, she would like the cof-
fee available at the campus restau-
rant, The Colony Room , and sold 
for reta il at a campus store, The 
Jacket] unction. 
Dune Sullord and Shannon Palmer. F.qua\ bchangc 
Gatchell added that she would 
like to see the coffee available at 
more area colleges and universi-
ties and that she would be "more 
than willing to help anyone atjohn 
Carroll to get involved." 
·Despite doubts; FeuerWlt 
a billion dollar company 
Julie Herceg 
Staff Reporter 
Michael Feuer, president and 
chief executive officer of 
OfficeMax, Inc., built his chain of 
stores into a billion dollar com-
pany in spite of the doubts of his 
investors and his lawyer. 
Feuer spoke on November 17 as 
part of the Roulston Series on 
Leadership a nd Achievement 
sponsored by AlphaSigmaNu,the 
jesuit Honor Society at john Car-
roll University. 
Thi s series is designed to bring 
people tothejohnCarrollcampus 
to discuss the element of success 
and how to make a difference in 
today's world. 
"l'm not sure there are any se-
crets to success," said Feuer, ex-
plainingthat im tial investors were 
primarily family friends, mostly 
doctors and lawyers who were 
skeptical about the success of this 
venture. 
The first OfficeMax store 
opened in 1988 at Gqlden Gate 
Plaza in Mayfield Heights. Within 
thefirst year,thechainexpanded to 
include eight stores in Ohio, New 
York and Michigan, Feuer said. 
Current] y, there are 357 
OfficeMax stores in these three 
states and they "expect to expand 
by opening 70 to 80 stores a year," 
said Feuer, of the chain, headquar-
tered in Shaker Heights. 
"Having enough capital to 
grow ... know!ingl where to spend 
your money and where not to" are 
the real tricks to success, Feuer 
said. 
Feuer dedicated all of his time 
to making the business a success. 
On nights and weekends he went 
to different OfficeMax stores in· 
cognito and talked with custom-
ers and associates, or employees of 
the company, he said. "Customers 
want rea l value," Feuer said based 
on his firsthand research, which 
made him realize he and his asso-
ciates should "l isten to lour! cus-
tomer and give them a fair deal." 
Feuer said he tries to be fair 
with his shareholders and associ-
a res, as well as with his customers. 
After working for 1,000 hours, as· 
sociates at all levels have the op-
tion to buy stock for a discount of 
15 percent of the current market 
value . Feuergtvesthem this stock 
option because he feels people 
working for a company should 
have"a piece of the action," he said. 
OfficeMax went public in early 
November, and is now traded on 
the New York Stock Exchange, ac-
cording to an article in the No-
vemberJissueof The Plain Dealer. 
OfficeMax , the nation's second-
biggest office products chain , 
plans to expand overseas to Mexico 
andjapan,according tothearticle. 
Feuer also unveiled another 
segment of office supply retail 
called FurnitureMax, which con-
sists of "ofrice furniture from the 
classroom to the board room," ac-
cording to a cover article in the 
November 14-20 issue of Crain's 
Cleveland Business. 
FurnitureMax will carry busi-
ness,office,and home office furni-
ture as well as com purer-assisted 
design services. 
When giving advice to stu-
dents, Feuer stressed focusing on 
"execution and detail. You need 
discipline to run a business. Start 
with a dream and if you're dedi-
cated and surrounded by people, 
you can make it work," said Feuer. 
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John Carroll's tax team makes it to finals, again 
Mike Gildea 
a t 
Arthur 
Ander-
sen'sCenter for Pro" 
fessional Education in St. Charles, 
Ill. 
john Carroll reached the na-
tionals by placing in the top 10 
schools at regional competition, 
which was held on October 29. 
john Carroll was represented 
in this competition by seniors 
David J. Benisek, Sarah Mackie, 
Mark J Myring, and Diana M. 
Pugel. 
"We were all really proud that 
john Carroll had made it to na-
tionals three years in a row," said 
Pugel. 
The team was under the lead· 
ershipofWilliamCenker,chairof 
the Department of Accountancy, 
aPd Qi~M.onjii.Str~, tl{e t"alll'sfac-
ulty adviser and professor in the 
Department of Accountancy. 
"They ICenker and Monastral 
pointed out new issues and cur-
rent changes that they !rest offi-
cials! might focus on," said 
Mackie. 
The faculty 's role 
was to select prac-
tice cases for 
t h e 
team, 
members answers 
the students proposed, 
said Monastra. 
"The preparation made them 
appreciate the text book and the 
classroom," said Monastra. "lt gave 
them the opportunity to apply 
what they learned ." 
The Challenge was not that 
sim pie because it covered business 
topics other than taxes, including 
alternative in vestment, retirement 
planning, and cash flow analysis, 
said Cenker. 
Monastra said that before the 
competition, the team members 
decided which area of the prob-
lem each member would answer. 
This decision was based on the 
area with which each member felt 
most comfortable. 
According to Pugel, this coop-
eration provided excellent expe-
rience in dealing with taxes. This 
J?rog;am ijlad tbHt'\ldents tbipk 
more deeply about the issues. 
"It helped put individual tax 
issues into a real world perspec-
Fox Bites Back at NBC 
Paul Farhl 
(c) 1994, The WC!Shington Post 
WASHINGTON - Fox Broad-
casting Co. Chairman Rupert 
Murdoch said Monday that Fox is 
considering filing challenges to 
NBC's TV station licenses in re· 
taliation for NBC's legal attack on 
Fox's station ownership. 
"I imagine we will be forced to 
go to (the Federal Communica· 
tions Commission) and challenge 
them," Murdoch said in an inter-
view Monday. "Two can play atthis 
game. If they want a brawl, they 
can have one." 
Murdoch said NBC could be 
challenged as unfit to hold broad-
cast licenses because several ex-
ecutives of its parent company, 
General Electric Co., have been 
indicted or convicted of felonies 
stemming£ rom Pentagon contract 
scandals. Murdoch's comments 
were the latest in an escalating war 
of words between Fox and NBC 
over whether Fox has violated fed-
eral rules prohibiting foreign con-
trol of U.S. television stations. 
The bad blood stems in part 
from Fox's successful raid on the 
affiliates of NBC, CBS and ABC in 
May. It persuaded 12 stations to 
leave the big three and become Fox 
outlets. NBC asked the FCC last 
week to make a formal judgment 
on Fox's fitness to own stations, 
citing Fox's disclosure last May 
that 99 percent of the capital used 
to purchase Fox's six original sta-
tions in 1985 came from its Aus-
tralian-based parent company, 
News Corp. 
"No amount of rhetoric can 
change the underlying fact that 
99 percent of the Fox sta tions are 
owned by an Australian corpora-
tion," NBC General Counsel Rich-
ard Cotton said Monday. "Fox's re-
sponse doesn't change our request 
that the FCC enforce that prohibi-
tion or announce that it's chang-
ing its policy and makes it appli-
cable to all" broadcasters. 
In reply to Murdoch's sugges-
tion of a challenge to NBC's li-
censes, Cotton said NBC and GE are 
in compliance with all FCC rules. 
The issue of News Corp.'s fi -
nancing for Fox was first raised 
late last year by the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of 
Colored Peopleinan FCCpetitlon. 
The NAACPcontends that if large 
foreign companies are allowed to 
own stations, it will be harder for 
minority investors to buy them. 
Attorneys for Fox sent a 25-
page rebuttal to NBC's filing to the 
FCC Monday, and Murdoch added 
a personal letter to FCC Chairman 
Reed E. Hundt "to emphasize my 
personal anguish " over questions 
regarding Fox's ownership. 
Murdoch in his letter repeated 
Fox's frequent denials that News 
Corp.'s funding of the Fox pur-
chase violated federal restrictions, 
m part because Murdoch, a na·ru· 
ralized American citizen, has al· 
ways exercised rna jority comrolof 
the stations and has had de facto 
control over News Corp. 
"'ur 1985 FCCapplicationfor Fox's 
initial station acquisitions fully dis-
closed thescructureof our company; 
wrote Murdoch. The NAACP and 
NBC claim that it did not 
tive," sa id Pugel. 
Students on the team said it 
was also beneficial in bringing 
all aspects of taxes together 
and it will be helpful in 
studying for the certified 
public accoun tancy 
exam .. 
"!We learned If rom 
start to finish in-
stead of just small 
aspects," said 
Mackie. 
Cenker ex-
plained that to 
be selected for the 
team, students must do 
well in AC 421, the summer 
tax course and other Accounting 
classes. 
Forearning finaliststatusjohn 
Carroll will receive a $1000 prize. 
Monastra said , this money will be 
used to finance the cost of travel 
and other expenses the team in-
curred. The money goes directly 
back intotheoperationof this pro-
gram, he said. 
Even thoughjoh n Carroll's De-
partment of Accountancytssmall 
compared to the departments of 
other competing schools, the Car-
roll team performed well , said 
Monastra. 
"By far we were the smallest 
school in terms of student body 
and accounnng majors," satd 
Monastra. 
At the nationalevemjohnCar· 
rol l competed againstschools form 
all overt he country tncluding the 
Umversityof Arizona, University 
of lllinois,Universityof Michigan, 
Georgia State University, Oregon 
State University, St. Louis Univer· 
sny,Collegeof William and Mary, 
Umversity of Kentucky, and the 
University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte. 
"We might not be Division I in 
athletics, but we are Division I in 
business," said Cenker. ·we have 
proven that we are Division I as far 
as businessed ucation isconcerned." 
JCU ahead of the pack in stock investing 
Experts agree that strategy is a key to success in the market 
Julianne Cassin 
Assistant Business Editor 
The AT&T Collegiate lnvest-
mentChallenge is in its final week 
and John Carroll University has 
proven to be a successful competi-
tor. 
As of November 4, the two top 
performingCarrollaccountswere 
ranked 317 and 1,623 out of 8,215 
participants, according to the 
AT&T preliminary ran kings. 
The sophomore class at JCU 
was ranked number one among 
the four classes. JCU's portfolio 
average is $510,679.20, which is 
$16,098.47 above the all-college 
average. During the competition, 
John Carroll's best individual ac· 
count was recorded at 
$548,854.48, while its worst was 
$421,00820. 
"I believeithasgi ven the groups 
an insight into the trading of se-
curities and into the workings of 
the stock market," said freshman 
Dave Gaus, whose account ranks 
seventh in the state of Ohio. 
Experts believe that strategy ts 
a key element to success on the 
stock rna rket. 
james K Glassman, in a special 
report to The Washington Post, 
recently said that"when investors 
develop a good stock -picking 
strategy, they often end up losers 
because they can't make them -
selves suck to it ." He explained 
that when things get difficult, in -
vestorsswitch to a new strategyor 
completely drop out of the stock 
market. 
"Consistently following a 
single, coherent strategy is even 
more important than choosing the 
'best' strategy in the first place," 
Glassman added. 
jay Weinstein, vice president 
of Heritage Investors Management 
Corp. in Bethesda, agreed. 
"The worst thtng ts to 
switch .• you whipsaw yourself If 
you go back and forth,"hetold The 
Washington Post. 
Freshman Doug Coster, who 
manages an account with Dave 
Gaus, stated that the team of in-
vestors picked their portfolio ac-
counts simply based on predic-
tion . Basically, their strategy was 
to guess what stocks would per-
form the best. 
"We just basica 11 y guessed and 
picked the stocks that everyone 
predicted would do well," he said. 
Gaus a lso commented on the 
overall success of his group. 
"I am pleased with my group's 
performance in thecompetition-
in view of the fact that it was our 
first time in such a venture," he 
said. "I t wtll also be interesting to 
see what our fi na I ranking is." 
November 1994 was the worst 
month for stock mutual funds 
since September 1990, according 
to the USA Today last week. De-
spite this ,John · noll's a c ums 
em to hav lar xtrem y well 
throughout rile competition. 
The competition runs through 
December9. The Carroll News will 
report the final rankings in the 
january 26 issue. 
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You are invited to the 27th annual 
• 
ns a s 
8 p.m. Christmas Music Spectacular 
featuring the John Carroll Concert Choir and 
Concert Band 1n Kulas Auditorium 
• Chri ma Ad ress and Annual 
Christmas Tree Lighting given by Father 
Lavelle and Carolling around the Quad 
12 a.m. Midnight Mass at Gesu Church 
I a.m. Buffet breakfast at Schott 
Dining Hall 
For those students whose residence hall rooms face the 
Quad, please turn your radio to 88. 7 and face your 
speakers toward the Quad. 
Merry Christmas 
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Controversial 0/eanna examines sexual harassment 
Two CN reporters offer male/female points of view 
Jim Rut man 
Staff Report er 
Before you immerse yourself in this hoii· 
day season's offering of low comedy, high 
adventure and Macaulay Culkin, consider 
a more theatrical cinematic alternative. 
Oleanna, the latest film from writer I 
director David Mamet , IS as theatrical as 
films get. 
Adapted from Mamet's onginal stage 
production, Oleanna fully retains its 
mimmalist stage quality l t is the type of 
charged, confrontational drama - full of 
piercmg, terse exchanges-for which the 
Pulitzer Prize-wmning playwright has es-
tablished a reputation. 
Set in an exclusive East Coast university, 
this film examines the power, disparity and 
comm unica tive barriers that encompass 
the com bustibility of sexual harassment. 
Carol (Debra Eisenstadt), a nondescnpt 
undergraduate, approaches her education 
class professor,John (William H. Macy), for 
she is failmg his class and seeks reassur· 
ance of intellectual skills and clarificat ion 
of his philosophy. John IS a pompous aca-
demic ian, who is on the ve rge receiving 
ten ure and purchasing a new house. He is 
initially dismissive of Carol as she repeat-
ed ly pleads ignorance(convincmgly) to his 
insensiti ve style of scholarly rhetoric. 
No longer is John ta lking at or down to 
Carol She has miraculously overcome her 
linguistic inhibitions and has mounted a 
calculated, self -assured verba 1 offensive on 
behalf of her"group"(ostensiblya women's 
rights group) 
The proceeding action is highly climac-
tic, and the out-
come issurpns1 ng 
asthemutualcon-
descension and 
ph Ilosop h 1cal 
sparnng descend 
towards resolu-
tion. 
Kristen Schneldler 
Assistant Entertainment Editor 
Sexual harassment. These are two words 
that have come into the public ere <1 great 
deal Ill recent years; two words that pro 
vokc instant opinions. emotions, and on 
some occasions, arguments. The film 
Copyright Samut!Gold..,yn Com~ny 
Olcanna Iakes a 
cont rovcrs1a I and 
thought ·provok· 
ing look at the Is-
sue of sexual ha · 
rassment, and for 
this reason IS an 
important film 
for people to. ee. 
The film, 
ttons him astowhyhe iswillingtostayand 
talk wah her. His response is. "because I 
like you." At one point,John grabs Carol by 
the shoulders as their discussion becomes a 
heated argument Carol becomes with-
drawn, and john leaves. 
The next time we see John and Carol 
together. John is reading a document as to 
why he has been denied tenure Carol ad-
mits that It IS because of a complaint that 
she has filed agamst him for sexual harass-
ment. John questions her basis for these 
allegations.. Carol alleges rhat dunng their 
first meeting he had overstepped his bound-
ary as a professor by making comments 
suc h as "because I like you n 
She con tinues that John's actions, such 
as grabbmg her shoulders, were also inap-
propriate. John attempts to reason with 
Carol, but it is apparent that she IS no longer 
apprehensive. She is now the dominating 
force In thr conversation, now that she has 
the upport of her "group." This "group" 
clearly gives Carol the boldness to accuse 
John of wrongdomg In the end, it IS thi. 
boldnc s that takes Carol one step too farm 
her accusations, which leads to the film' 
shockmg and abrupt f1msh 
Bu t soon the conversa tion warms up as 
John 's admitted ly pedantic approach gives 
way to huma ne disclosure of personal 
struggles. He proceeds to take hold of Carol 
and anim ately encourage her to speak her 
mind. Carol is ready to reciprocate a pri-
vate revela tion when one of several un-
timely phone calls interrupts this impor-
tant exchange, ultimately ending this omi-
nous get-together. 
Unlike most 
modern films, and 
like most great 
theatre, Olean na 
is grounded in 
language-itsam-
biguny and po-
tency. The dis-
turbing control 
that Mamet exerts 
over the viewers' 
emotions stems 
from dialogue and 
charac ter evolu -
tion, not sudden 
plot twis ts a nd 
predictable irony, 
and tha t makes 
the manipulation 
refresh mg. There are two sides to every story 
based on the plar 
by David Mamct, 
addresses the is-
sue of sexual ha-
rassment from 
two d ist met per 
spectives. One 
perspec tive be 
longstoa middle-
aged, male college 
professor cur· 
rem ly up for ten-
ure, named John 
(Wil liam H 
Macy} The other 
belongs to a fe 
male tudent in 
his class, Carol 
Carol's purpose In the film 15 to makt> 
John understand tha t she t> nor trymg to 
nun h1s life, but instead to make him un 
derstand her perspective. In this aspect, I 
believe that Carol is on the nght track. Carol's 
character represents the opimon of a grow-
mg number of women. who belteve that 
women 111 today's soc iety arc frequently 
bei ng put dow n and harassed by men. But 
l do not believe that Carol was xua lly 
harassed by John; however, it is imporra m 
to acknowledge the fac tors that crea ted her 
perspective. This film does not give any 
solution to the problem of sexual harass-
ment. or the problem of people abusing the 
power to accu-.~ mhrr-. wronl',ly Th" f1\m 
Their next meeting is prompted by the 
fact that Carol has filed sexual ha rassment 
charges against john. She is claiming that 
he attempted to rape her, and she has the 
notes to prove iL Th is meeting conta ins an 
abrupt shift of power as Carol bera tes her 
teacher with a storm of what she cla ims are 
not accusations, but unassa il able "fac ts." 
Mame t vehe-
mently defends both characters' pos it ions 
at points, to the extent that the viewer is 
incapable of who! I yem pathizingordespis-
ing either character for any significant pe-
riod of time. 
Still, it is a story of a nger, restrain t and 
catharsis. It invitesa persona !for m of mora l 
investigation that examines varying levels 
of accepta nce and tolerance as to what is 
ethical in gender relations. ButOieanna is 
also evoca tive viscerally, as one deals with 
thedisconcert i ng notions of prejudice, guilt, 
and being wrong. 
TV·s Tim Allen delivers the 
goods in The Santa Clause 
Lori Ruk 
Copy Editor 
Following its annual holiday season tra-
ditiO n, the fil m indus try has once again 
released movies aimed at br inging out the 
Chr istmas spirit in everyone-including the 
Scrooges of the world. 
One suc h yuletide gift is the comedy/ 
advent ure movie, The Sa ttta Clause. which 
ma rks the movie de but of "Home 
Improvement 's" Tim Allen. 
Th e story focuses on Scott Calvin 
(Allen), a d ivorced bus inessman who at-
tempts to fix his strained relationship with 
hisson,and on the consequences of a fateful 
Christmas Eve. 
The father and son's Christmas gets off 
to a rocky sta rt when the dinner goes awry 
and Charlie (Er ic Lloyd) tells his fath er that 
he no longer bel ieves in Santa Clau s. 
Their holiday celebration is made even 
more eventful w hen Scott and Charlie hear 
someone on the roof. After rushing to con-
front the intruder Scott sur prises their un-
expected g uest who acc identally slips 
off the roof to his appare nt demise. Of 
course, thi s visitor happens to be the big 
guy himself, Santa Claus. 
While he is searching through Santa's 
pockets, Scott finds a card sayi ng, "If any-
thingshould happen to me, put on the suit. 
The rei ndeer know what to do." 
The adventure begins for the two when 
Scott relucta ntly dons Santa's familiar red 
sui t. When Scott andCharlieclimbimothe 
sleigh, the reindeer take off, and Scott is 
forced to take over the role of Santa fo r one 
night (or so he thinks). 
However, their trip does not end after a 
night of gift giving lnsteado[ being flown 
back home, the remdeer deliver Scott and 
Charlie to the magical North Pole. 
After learn ing 
that she is fai li ng his class, Carol (Debra 
Eisens tadt) goes to see j ohn in hi s ofri ce 
wi thout an appointment The conve rsa-
tion is atfirst entirely irrational, as John is 
in a great hurry to leave, and Carol is in an 
uproar over her grade. 
As the conversation progresses, arol 
opens up to John. and he hc~omes vc1 y ca 
ger to talk to her and help her to und rstand 
his class. John then begins to talk about his 
personal beliefs abou t education and life in 
general. When John is interrupted by the 
for about the third time, Carol ucs-
mere y ra1 lh u 1 1 
Issues, a nd challenges Its vfewen to rhfnk 
of their own answers. For this reason , 
Oleattna should be viewed, th ught about , 
and most ta lked about. 
Tim Allen (right) takes on the role of "Santa" in Walt Disney's The Santa Clause. 
Here the head eU, Bernard, informs Scott 
about the Santa "clause," a contract which 
states that whoever puts on the Santa suit 
takes over Santa 's responsibilities. 
Scott has not only acqui red Santa's du-
ties but also his port ly a nd bearded appear-
ance. This ca reer move deligh tsCharlie but 
creates many problems and comical situa-
nonsforScott. Although The San ta Clau se, 
directed by John Pasquin, may not com pare 
with the number of laughs brought on by 
the holiday film Home Alone, it has its share 
of funny moments and should bring out 
the child in everyone. 
Professional director makes French connection in America 
Christopher M. Green 
Staff Reporter 
There is a first time for eve rything. 
Frenc h director Luc Besson (La Femme 
Nikita) takes his shot at American film-
making for the first time and succeeds. The 
Profess iona l is an American thriller with a 
sim pie twist of French. The film stars 
Da nny Aie llo (Do the Right Thing), Gary 
Oldman (Romeo is Bleeding), and French 
fil m star Jean Reno. 
Reno stars as Leon, a professional hit 
man ( or w hat he considers hi mself - a 
"cleaner") Leon does hits for big time play-
ers like Aiello, who plays a Little Italy big 
shot. 
To be a professional hit man takes a cer-
tain breed of person. Most are violent and 
are able to do a hit and not sh~w any re-
morse. This IS true for Leon as well , unt il he 
is forced to take in a 12-yea r-old girl na med 
Mathilda (Natalie Portman). 
Leon and Natalie li ve in the same apart-
ment building, where one day Mathilda's 
entire family is wiped out by a corrupt DEA 
(Drug Enforcement Agency) boss and his 
crew in a drug deal gone bad . 
Oldman leads this cast of corr upt agents 
in taking the lives of Mat hi lda'sfat her, step-
mother. sister, and even her 4-year-old 
brother. Math ilda was at the store buying 
milk when her family was being slaugh-
tered , and Leon opens the door to her This 
is the last thing a professional "cleaner" 
needs- to be burdened with a 12-year-old 
girl . Remember, a hi t man is supposed to be 
violent and without remorse. He isn't sup-
posed to be soft and caring. 
This is where Besson shows his French 
· side of filmmakmg, by showing a hit man 
in a st ruggle between a young girl and his 
feelings for her. and still being able to kill at 
any point in time. The relationship be-
tween Mathllda and Leon becomes stron-
ger and stronger as days pass. 
When Oldman and his corr upt officers 
realtze they need tO find Mathilda and dis-
pose of her, the actton really heats up. 
The Professional is a land mark film for 
the Frenc h director Besson because he is 
now among the ranks of the best America n 
action-thriller directors. 
Reno does an exceptional job in his first 
American role as the professional hit man 
Leon. Even though Leon is a killer, he comes 
across as warm and gentle. 
Oldman ts perfect in his portrayal of the 
"wacko," corrupt DEA agent. Not many ac-
tors have the tenacity and strength to play 
the characters that Oldman portrays in hts 
films (Start of Grace ). 
If The ProfessiOnal is a preview of things 
to come from the director, then Besson, wel-
come to America! 
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Controversial 0/eanna examines sexual harassment 
Two CN reporters offer male/female points of view 
Jim Rutman 
St aff Reporter 
Before you immerse yourself in this holi-
day season's offering of low comedy, h1gh 
adventure and Macaulay Culkin, consider 
a more theatrical cinematic alternative. 
Oleanna, the latest film from writer/ 
director Dav1d Marner. is as theatrlcal as 
films get. 
Adapted from Marner's original stage 
production, Oleanna fully retains its 
mmimalist stage quality. It is the type of 
charged, confrontational drama - full of 
piercing, terse exchanges-for which the 
Pulitzer Prize-winnmg playwnghr has es-
tablished a reputation. 
Set in an exclusive East Coast university, 
this film examines the power,dispariryand 
communicative barriers that encompass 
the combustibil ity of sexual harassment 
Carol (Debra Eisenstad t), a nondescript 
undergraduate, approaches he r education 
class professor,John (William H Macy), for 
she is faihng h1s class and seeks reassur-
ance of intellectual skills and clarification 
of h1s philosophy. John is a pompous aca-
demician, who is on the verge receiving 
tenure and purchasing a new house. He is 
innially dismissive of Carol as she repeat-
ed! y pleads ignora nce(convincingl y) w his 
inse nsitive style of scholarly rhe toric. 
No longer is John talking at or down ro 
Carol. She has miraculously overcome her 
linguisnc in htblttons and has mounted a 
calculated, self assured verbal offensive on 
behalf of her "group"(ostensibly a women's 
rights group). 
The proceedmgacuon is h1ghly climac-
tic, and the our-
come issurprismg 
as the murualcon-
desce nsion and 
philosophical 
sparring descend 
towards resolu-
uon. 
Kri sten Schneldler 
Assistant Entertainment Editor 
Sexual harassment. Thesearerwowords 
that have come mto the public eye a great 
deal in recent years, two words that pro-
voke mstant opmions, emotions, and on 
some occasions, arguments. The film 
Copyright ScamutlGoldw)'n Company 
Olcanna take a 
controversial and 
thought provok 
1ng look at the is· 
sue of sexual ha-
rassment, and for 
th1s rea::.on is an 
Importan t film 
for people to sec. 
The film, 
tions him as to why he IS w1lling to stay and 
talk With her. His response is, "because I 
hke you." At one point,john grabs Carol by 
the shoulder asrheirdtscusswn becomesa 
heated argument. Carol becomes wirh-
drawn,andjohn leaves. 
1 he next time we see john and Carol 
together, john Is readmg a document as to 
why he has been denied tenure Carol ad-
mits that irIS because of a complatnt that 
she has filed against h1m for sexual 'harass-
ment John quesuons her basis for these 
o1llegations. Carol alleges that during their 
first meeting he had overstepped h1s bound-
ary as a profc sor by making comments 
such as "bl'causc I like you: 
She contmucs that John's actions, such 
as grabbmg her shoulders, were also Inap-
propriate john attempts to reason With 
Carol, but it is apparent that she IS no longer 
apprehen ive. he is now the dominating 
force 111 the conversauon, now that she has 
the support of her ·group." l h1s 'group' 
clear I y giVe arol the bold ness to accuse 
John of wrongdoing. In the end, it is this 
boldness that takes Carol one step too far in 
her accusauon , which leads to the film's 
shockmg and abrupt fintsh. 
But soon the conversa tion warms up as 
John's admi ttedly pedantic approach gives 
way to humane disclosure of personal 
struggl es He proceeds to take hold of Carol 
and animarely encourage her to speak her 
mind. Carol is ready to reciprocate a pri-
vate revelation when one of several un-
timely phone call s inter rupts this impor-
tant exchange, ul timately ending this omi-
nous get-together. 
unl ike mos t 
modern films, and 
like most great 
theatre, Oleanna 
is grounded in 
language-itsam-
biguity and po-
tency. The dis 
turbing control 
that Marner exerts 
over the viewers' 
emouons stems 
from dialogue and 
c ha rac rer evolu-
tion, not sudden 
plot tw is ts and 
predic table irony, 
and tha t m akes 
the manipulation 
refreshi ng. There are two sides to every story 
based on the play 
by David Mamct, 
addresses the i 
sue of sexual ha 
rassmenr from 
tWO diStli1Ct per 
specll ves One 
pc r pee ti vc be-
longs to a mtddle 
aged. ma le college 
professor cur-
renrly up for ten 
ure, named john 
(William l l. 
Macy). The other 
belongs to a fe 
ma le student In 
his class, Carol. 
Carol's purpose m the film 1s to make 
John undcrsr.md that she IS not trying to 
nun h1s life, but instead to make him un-
derstand her perspective. ln th1s aspect, I 
believe that arol1son the right track. Carol's 
character represents the opiniOn of a grow-
mg number of women, who believe that 
women 111 today's society are frequently 
bei ng put down and harassed by men. But 
I do not believe that Carol was sexually 
harassed by john; however, it i important 
to acknowledge the fac tors that created her 
perspec tive. This film does not give any 
sol uuon to the problem of sex ual harass-
ment, on he pr blem of people abu ·ing the 
power to accuse mhrr~ wron)!,ly The !tim 
Their next meeting is prompted by the 
fac t that Carol has filed sexual harassment 
charges aga inst john. She is claimmg that 
he attempted to rape her, and she has the 
notes to prove it. This meeti ng contains an 
abrupt shift of power as Carol berates her 
teacher with a storm of what she claims are 
nor accusations, but unassa il able "facts." 
Ma met vehe-
mently defends both characters' positions 
at pomts, to the extent that the viewer is 
incapable of whollyempathizi ngordespis-
ing either charac ter for any significant pe-
riod of rime. 
Still, it is a story of anger, restraint and 
catharsis. It invitesa personal form of moral 
investigation that examines varying levels 
of acceptance and tolerance as to what is 
ethicalin gender relations. But Oleanna is 
also evocative viscerally, as one deals wi th 
the disconcerting not ions of prejudice, guil t, 
and being wrong. 
TV·s Tim Allen delivers the 
goods in The Santa Clause 
Lori Ruk 
Copy Editor 
Following its annual holiday season tra-
di tion, the fi lm industry has once again 
released movies aimed at bringi ng out the 
Chrisrmasspim in everyone-inc! ud ing the 
Scrooges of r he world. 
One such yuletide gift is the comedy/ 
adventure movie, The Santa Clause, which 
ma rks the movie debu t of "Home 
Improvement's" Tim Allen. 
The story foc uses on Scott Calvi n 
(A !len), a divorced businessman who at-
tern pts to fix his strained relationship with 
hisson,andon the consequences of a fateful 
Christmas Eve. 
The fath er and son's Christmas gets off 
to a rocky starr when the dinner goes awry 
and Charlie(Enc Lloyd) tells his farherrhat 
he no longer bel ieves in Santa Claus. 
Their holiday celebration is made even 
more eventful when Scott and Charlie hear 
someone on the roof. After rushing to con-
front the intruder Scott surprises their un-
expected guest who accidentally slips 
off the roof to his apparent dem ise. Of 
course, this visi tor happens to be the big 
guy himself, Santa Claus. 
While he is searching through Santa's 
pockets, Scott finds a card saying, "If any-
rhmg should happen to me, pu t on the suit. 
The reindee r know what to do." 
The adve nture begins for the two when 
Scott reluctantl y dons Santa's fami lia r red 
suit. When Scott and Charlie climb into the 
sle igh, the reindeer take off, and Scott is 
forced to take overthe role of Santa for one 
nigh t (or so he thinks). 
However, their trip does not end after a 
night of gift giving. lnsteado[ bemgflown 
back home, the reindeer deliver Scott and 
Charlie to the magical North Pole. 
After lea rnmg 
that she is failing his class, Ca rol (Debra 
Eisenstadt) goes to see john in his office 
without an appointment. The conversa-
tion is at first enti rely irrational, as john is 
in a great hurry to leave, and Ca rol is in an 
uproar over her grade. 
As the conversation pr gresses, Carol 
ope ns up ro John. and h e hccomes vet yea 
gerrotalk to he rand help herrounder rand 
his class. john then begins to talk abour his 
personal beliefs about education and l1 fe in 
general. When John is interrupted by the 
for about the third time. Carol 
me rei y ra 1 l 1e ue 1 o i l 
issues, and challenges il$ viewers to rhfnk 
of their own answers For this reason, 
Olcanna should be v1e wed, thought about, 
and most im talked about. 
Tim Allen (right) t akes on the role of 'Santa" in Walt Disney's The Santa Clause. 
Here the head elf, Ber nard, in forms Scott 
about the Santa "clause," a contract which 
states that whoever puts on the Santa sui t 
takes over Santa's responsibilities. 
Scott has not only acqui red Santa's du-
ties but also his port! y and bearded appear-
ance. This career move deligh ts Charlie but 
crea tes many problems and comical situa-
tions for Scott A !though The Santa Cia use, 
directed by John Pasquin,may not compare 
with the number of laughs brought on by 
the holiday film Home Alone, it has Its share 
of funny moments and should bnng out 
the child in everyone. 
Professional director makes French connection in America 
Christopher M. Green 
Staff Reporter 
There is a first time for eve rything. 
French director Luc Besson (La Femme 
Nikita) takes his shot at American fi lm-
maki ng fort he first time and succeeds. The 
Prof essional is an America n th riller with a 
simple twist of French. The fil m stars 
Dan ny Aiello (Do the Right Thing), Gary 
Oldman (Romeo is Bleeding), and French 
film star Jean Reno. 
Reno stars as Leon, a professional hit 
man ( or what he considers himself - a 
"cleaner.") Leon does hits for big time play-
ers like Aiello, who plays a Li ttle Italy big 
shot. 
To be a professional hit man takes a cer-
tain breed of person. Most are violent and 
are able to do a hit and not sh9w any re-
morse. Thi s is true for Leon as well, until he 
is forced to take in a 12-year-old girl named 
Mathilda (Natalie Portman). 
Leon and Natalie live in the same apart -
ment building, where one day Mathilda's 
ent irefam ily iswipedout by a corrupt DEA 
(Drug Enforcement Agency) boss and his 
crew in a drug deal gone bad. 
Oldman leads thiscasrof corrupt agen ts 
in taking the lives of Mathilda'sfarher.step-
mor her, sister, and even her 4-yea r-old 
brother. Mathilda was at the store buying 
milk when her family was be ing slaugh-
tered, and Leon opens the door to her This 
is the last thing a professional "cleaner" 
needs-to be burdened with a 12-year-old 
girl. Remember, a hit man is supposed to be 
violent and without remorse. He isn't sup-
posed ro be soft and caring. 
Th1s is where Besson shows hts French 
side of filmmaking, by showing a hit man 
in a struggle between a young girl and his 
feelings fo r her, and still be ing able to ktll at 
any point in time. The relationship be-
tween Mathilda and Leon becomes stron-
ger and stronger as days pass. 
When Oldman and his cor rupt officers 
realize they need to find Mathilda and dis-
pose of her, the action really heats up. 
Tlte ProfeSSIOIJal IS a landmark film for 
the French director Besson because he is 
now among the ranks of the best America n 
act ion-t hn ller direc tors 
Reno does an exceptional job in his first 
American role as the professional hit man 
Leon Even though Leon is a killer, he comes 
across as warm and gent le. 
Oldman is perfec t in his portraya l of the 
"wacko," corrupt DEA agen t. or many ac-
tors have the tenacity and strength to play 
the characters that Oldman portrays in his 
films (State of Grace). 
If Tlte Professional is a prev1ewof things 
to come from the director, then Besson, wel-
come ro America! 
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The Clarks bring emotion, 
originality to John Carroll 
Andrew Schlegelmilch thatl3ofTheClarks'showssince microphone while the ba nd 
Staff Reporter last june have only fueled the1r roa red around him. Blasey and 
Lead smger Scott Blasey loveforBlaseyandthemingband company showed such comfort-
strapped on a baby blue gu1tar. because"TheClarkettes"offereda able movement and strong emo-
Lead gunaris t Robert James wealth of conversation about nona! content , that the ~all 
cradled a brown woodgrain and them. The1 r reasons for following crowd seemed to be under their 
later a red electric gUJtar Bassist the band became more apparent spell. 
Greg Joseph donned a pmk and as the show conti nued Mood and feeli ng washed over 
white bass, and drummer Dave The Clarks, wa h three albums the crowd as The Clarks played 
Minank situa ted h1mself behmd out, have estabhshed a reputation slower songs like "Madeline" and 
a greendrum set with apic ture of for originali tyand deep roots. The "Rai n" and faster, more upbeat 
the"KingMouse"on the bassdrum. Pittsburgh band displayed some songs like "Cigarette" and "Mer-
Never before had I seen such a of thi s when they performed the cur y." "Rain" shows astounding 
color-coordinated band. But the Bea tles cover "Dear Prudence.' potentiaL The Clarks performed at JCU's Kulas Auditorium last Thursday. 
amazement did not stop there. Whereas my parents would think Theopeningband,Kama Sutra, After the show, I was given the cause they had an even smaller 
It turns out that The Clarks, this was a cr ime, I think only the should also be given honorable opportunity to talk with Scott turnout when they played at Case 
whoperformedatjCUlastThurs- Beatles themselvescouldhaveper- mention. Afterall,itdid brave the Blasey. When asked about the a short time ago. 
day, have groupies who collec- formed the song better difficult and stubbornjCU audi- sparse crowd, he simply said, Blasey also said that he loves 
tively refer to themselves as "The The greater extent of Blasey's ence. Kama Sutra used many vo- "Schools are either a boom or a theCievelandarea,sochancesare 
Clarkettes," and this reporter re- timewas spentwithhiseyesshut, cal effects and a guitar-driven bust." that they will return. !encourage 
ceived the opportunity to have the standing with amazing confi- melody. The guitarist was out of He said thauhe crowd was ac- you to check them out when they 
seat right next to them. It seems dence and emotion in from of the this world. tually larger than he expected be- are in the area again. 
CMG con1pilation CD features regional rock bands 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Staff Reporter 
The Cleveland Music Group 
'CCMG), now in its fifth year, is a 
nonprofit, regional music associa-
tion that is dedicated to the expo-
sure of local Cleveland music acts. 
TheCMG hasrecentlyreleasedHit 
'Em Hard, a hard rock/heavy metal 
sampler of NonheastOhio/Penn-
sylvania bands. 
Some of these groups , like 
Hatrix from Cleveland, play B-
metal, or low- budget, generic 
metal in which the listener knows 
exact! y what to expect because 
they follow the typical '80s hard 
rock sound with only a few, umn-
tel igiblewords,genericmusicand 
plenty of screams. 
But just like in many other 
styles of music, the CD highlights 
bands that try new sounds and 
are not afraid to experi-
ment. 
spoken vocals. The song, 
I "Glam Metal is Dead· makes fun of all the old glam acts of the '80s, 
groups like Guns-N-
Youngstown '~ Love 
and War performs "Bet-
ter Days." This song has 
an actual melody and an 
honest -ro-God metal 
singer. The song also has 
decent vocals, a consis-
tent beat and a guitar 
solo. 
J ) Roses and the "death" of 
' 
grungewithKurtCobain's 
suicide. "At least [glam 
metal] was honest," says . n (II the singer. 
Also from Cleveland 
comes Byron Nemeth 
with "Immanent Im-
pact," an instrumental 
song. Byron Nemeth is a 
band that I would char-
acterize as an "experimental" 
band. The be ·nning of the song 
sounds a lot like the beginning of 
a Smashing Pumpkins song, but 
after a few riff s,somethi ng strange 
happens. The guitar changes to a 
Mexican-hat-dancer style while 
the song maintains a hard drum 
beat. This creates a st rangely at-
tractive sound. 
Cleveland's Sosumi sounds a 
lot like Suicidal Tendencies, with 
• This CD has its share 
of death and speed metal 
too, from the band Con-
cussion. !almost received 
injuries from all of the 
shattering glass and 
things falling off of the 
RESERVE OFFICIIS' Till liNG C 0 IPS 
shelves and wa Us in my room. The 
song, "Schitzo" (correct spelling), 
is relat ively monotonous. The lead 
singer continually tells his audi-
ence that he is a "schitzo." I think 
he chose that particular psycho-
sis, not so much because it defined 
his particular affliction, but be-
cause it rhymed and sounded cool. 
Hit 'Em Hard also has a selec-
tion from the "Disgruntled Youth" 
category. Bedford's HostileOmish 
displays below-average singing 
ability, terribly offensive lyrics , 
and semi-racist subject matter on 
the song ,"Young, White, and Stu-
pid." 
What good would a compila-
tion be without some bands with 
female leads? Out of Akron comes 
Shadowplay, with an excellent 
opening, good vocals , and an 
agreeable drum beat. This band's 
saving grace seems to be the lead 
singer's vocal quality. Unfortu-
nately, it slowly degenerates over 
the course of the song. 
The CD also has its share of 
fluff in the form of the Boozygods 
from Hermitage Pa., and Dimbulb 
from Beachwood. Boozygodssim-
ply show no originality. Dim bulb 
offers up a winner with the lyri-
cally inaudible, "Canker." Seri-
ously, thi s guy could be insulting 
my whole family, living and dead, 
butwhowouldeverknowit? It is 
bands like this one and a band 
from Richmond Heights called 
Human Prey that really make you 
wonder who CMG had to reject if 
these are the ones that made it. 
The Cleveland area does have 
some talent. I think tha t the mu-
sic scene in Cleveland is gaining 
momentum. It could be the Se-
attle or Boston of tomorrow. 
Page and Plant get the 
'Led' out on No Quarter 
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Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words ter,self-confideo:::earrldecision-making 
you're likely to see in many course skills. Again, words other coursessel-
requirements. Then again, Army ROI'C dom use. But they're the credits you 
is unlike any other elective. It's need to succeed in life. ROTC is 
hands-on excitement. ROTC will I open to freshmen and OOIXlcmliE!S 
challenge you mentally and phys- without obligation and requires 
ically through intense leadership about 4 hours per weelc. Register 
training. Training that builds charac- this term for Army ROTC. 
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Jonathan Boyle 
Copy Editor 
It's been a long time since they 
rock' n' rolled (together), but 
JimmyPageandRobertPlanthave 
not lost the magic that was associ-
ated with Led Zeppelin. On their 
new album No Quarter(Atlantic), 
Page and Plant prove once again 
that they are still as creative and 
energetic as they were in their Led 
Zeppelin days. 
No Quarter, which features 
songs from Page and Plant's 
"Unleded" program on MTV, in-
cludes an Egyptian ensemble and 
musicians from Marrakech. These 
musicians play traditional Arab 
instruments with some of Page 
and Plant's songs. In addition, the 
london Metropolitan Orchestra's 
stringsection playsonsomesongs. 
such as "Friends.· This blend be-
tweenrockandArabmusicmakes 
the old Zeppelin songs as well as 
four new Page/Plant songs sound 
outstanding. 
"Yallah," a new Page/Plant 
song, is an excellent tune because 
of the strong percussion and Page's 
famous guitar riffs. "City Don't 
Cry" is another excellent new song 
because of the Arab strings and 
percussion dominant in the song. 
As far as the classic Led Zeppe-
lin songs are concerned, Page and 
Plant's new versions cannot be 
compared with the originals. 
"Kashmir," which was originally 
on Zeppelin's Physical Graffiti 
(Swan Song) album, is remade 
withArabpercussioninstruments 
and the orchestra's violinists. The 
acoustic version of "Gallows Pole" 
is an enjoyable, fast-paced tune. 
The acoustic version of "The Battle 
of Evermore" is a powerful ballad 
with outstanding percussion. 
"Thank You"isa highly emotional 
song of love; Plant's vocal delivery 
is to be commended because 0£ 
the expression he put into it. Fi-
nally, Page's inebriating guitar 
riffs and Plant's enigmatic vocals 
make"NoQuarter'amysticalsong. 
Overall, this is an excellent al-
bum, probably one of the best al-
bums released this year. If you are 
a Led Zeppelin fan, it is essential 
that yougetthisalbum because it 
redefines Page and Plant as true 
innovators. 
The Carroll News, December 8, 1994 
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CHEAP FLIGHTS: 
+ Fly standby. 
It's like camping out for concerts, 
but the people bathe. 
+ Buy your tickets in August. 
That's when airfares are lowest 
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal. 
+ Look into courier flights. 
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you 
don't end up in a Third World prison. 
+ Organize a charter. 
Bring your friends. If you have none, 
classmates and relatives will do. 
Get a Citibank Class ic card. 
You'll get discounts off domestic and 
international* fiights. 
Get an ISE lntemattonal Student I. D. card to qualify for tntemattonal 
flights and o ther trave l related savtngs. 
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10 ENTERTAINPtENT 
The Clarks bring emotion, 
originality to John Carroll 
Andrew Schlegelmilch that 13 of The Clarks' shows since microphone while the band 
Staff Reporter last june have only fueled their roared around him. Blasey and 
Lead singer Scott Blasey loveforBlaseyandtherisingband company showed such comfort-
strapped on a baby blue guitar. because"TheClarkettes"offered a able movement and strong emo-
Lead guitarist Robert james wea lth of conversanon about tiona\ content, that the SJllall 
cradled a brown woodgrain and them. Their reasons for following crowd seemed to be under their 
later a red electric guitar. Bassist the band became more apparent spell. 
The Carroll News, December 8 ,1994 
Greg joseph donned a ptnk and as the show continued. Mood and feeling washed over 
white bass, and drummer Dave The Clarks, with three albums the crowd as The Clarks played 
Minarik situated h1mself behi nd out, have established a reputation slower songs like "Madeline· and 
a green drum set with a picture of fororigi nality and deep roots. The "Rai n" and faster, more up beat 
the "KingMouse"onthebassdrum. Pittsburgh band displayed some songs like "Cigarette" and "Mer-
Never before had I seen such a of th is when they performed the cury." "Rain" shows astounding 
color-coordinated band. But the Beatles cover "Dea r Prudence." potentia l. The Clarks performed at JCU's Kulas Auditorium last Thursday. 
amazementdidnotstopthere. Whereas myparents wouldthink The open ingband,KamaSutra, Aftertheshow,Iwasgiventhe cause they had an even smaller 
It turns out that The Clarks, this was a crime, 1 t hink only the should also be given honorable opportunity to talk with Scott turnout when they played at Case 
who performed atjCUlast Th urs- Beatles themselvescould have per- mention. After all, it did brave the Blasey. When asked about the a short time ago. 
day, have groupies who collec- formed the song better difficult and stubbornjCU audi- sparse crowd, he simply said, Blasey also said that he loves 
tively refer to themselves as "The The grea ter extent of Blasey's ence. Kama Surra used many vo- "Schools are either a boom or a the Cleveland area , so chances are 
Clarkettes," and this reporter re- time was spent with his eyes shut, cal effects and a guitar-driven bust." that they will return. I encourage 
ceived theopportunityto have the standing with amazing confi- melody. The guitarist was out of He said that the crowd was ac- you to check them out when they 
seat right next to them. It seems dence and emotion in front of the this world. tually larger than he expected be- are in the area again. 
the song ,"Young, White , and Stu-
pid." 
CMG compilation CD features regional rock bands 
spoken vocals. The song, 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Staff Reporter 
The Cleveland Music Group 
CCMG), now in its fift h year, is a 
nonprofit, regional music associa-
tion that is dedicated tot he expo-
sure of local Cleveland music acts. 
TheCMG hasrecentlyreleased Hit 
'Em Hard,ahardrock/heavy metal 
sampler of NortheastOhio/ Penn-
sylvania bands. 
are not afraid to experi-
ment. 
Youngstown'? Love 
and War performs "Bet-
ter Days." This song has 
an actual melody and an 
honest-to-God metal 
singer. Thesongalsohas 
decent vocals, a consis-
tent beat and a guitar 
solo. 
I "G lam Metal is Dead" makes fun of all the old glam ac ts of the '80s, groups like Guns-N- What good would a compila-tion be without some bands with female leads? Out of Akron comes 
Shadowplay, with an excellent 
opening, good vocals , and an 
agreeable drum beat. This band's 
saving grace seems to be the lead 
singer's vocal quality. Unfortu-
nately, it slowly degenerates over 
the course of the song. 
I d ;J 
Roses and the "death" of 
grunge with Kurt Cobain's 
suicide. "At least [glam 
metal! was honest," says 
Some of these groups , like 
Hatrix from Cleveland, play B-
metal , or low- budget, generic 
metal in which the listener knows 
exactly what to expect because 
they follow the typical '80s hard 
rock sound with only a few, unin-
telligible word . eneri m u ic and 
plenty of screams. 
But just like in many other 
styles of music, the CD highlights 
bands that try new sounds and 
Also from Cleveland 
comes Byron Nemeth 
with "Immanent lm-
pact," an instrumental 
song. Byron Nemeth is a 
band that l would char-
acterize as an "experimental" 
band. The beginning of the song 
sounds a lot hke the beginning of 
a Smashing Pumpkins song, but 
after a few riff s,somethi ngstrange 
happens. The guitar changes to a 
11 
Mexican-hat-dancer style while 
the song maintains a hard drum 
beat. This creates a s trangely at-
tractive sound. 
Cleveland's Sosumi sounds a 
lot like Suicidal Tendencies, with 
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PBEBEOmSITE: ADRENAUNE 
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words ter,self-confidencearrldecision-making 
you're likely to see in many course sl<ills. Again, words other coursessel-
requiremen1S. Then again, Army ROI'C dom use. But they're the credits you 
is unlike any other elective. It's need to succeed in life. ROTC is 
hands-on excitement. ROTC will i cpen to freshmen and ~es 
challenge you mentally and phys- without obligation and requires 
LcallY through intense leadership about 4 hours per week. Register 
training. Training that builds charac- this term for Army ROTC. 
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f the singer. This CD has its share 
of death and speed metal 
too, from the band Con-
cussion. !almost received 
injuries from a 1l of the 
shattering gla ss and 
things falling off of the 
shelves and walls in my room. The 
song, "Schitzo• (correct spelling), 
is relativelymonotonous. The lead 
singer continually tells his audi-
ence that he is a "schitzo." I think 
he chose that particular psycho-
sis, not so much because it defined 
his particular affliction, but be-
cause it rhymed and sounded cool. 
Hit 'Em Hard also has a selec-
tion from the"Disgruntled Youth" 
category. Bedford's HostileOmish 
displays below-average singing 
ability, terribly offensive lyrics, 
and semi-racist subject matter on 
The CD also has its share of 
fluff in the form of the Boozygods 
from Hermitage Pa., and Dim bulb 
from Beachwood. Boozygodssim-
ply show no or iginality. Dim bulb 
offers up a winner with the lyri-
cally inaudible, "Canker." Seri-
ously, thi s guy could be insulting 
my whole family,livingand dead, 
but who would ever know it) It is 
bands like this one and a band 
from Richmond Heights called 
HumanPreythatreallymake you 
wonder who CMG had to reject if 
these are the ones that made it. 
The Cleveland area does have 
some talent . I th ink that the mu-
sic scene in Cleveland is gaining 
momentum. It could be the Se-
attle or Boston of tomorrow. 
Page and Plant get the 
'Led' out on No Quarter 
Jonathan Boyle 
Copy Editor 
It's been a long time since they 
rock' n' rolled (together), but 
Jimmy Page and Robert Plant have 
not lost the magic tha t was associ-
ated with Led Zeppelin. On their 
newalbumNoQuarter(Atlantic), 
Page and Plant prove once again 
that they are still as creative and 
energetic as they were in their led 
Zeppelin days. 
No Quarter, which features 
songs from Page and Plant's 
"Unleded' program on MTV, in-
cludes an Egyptian ensemble and 
musicians from Marrakech. These 
musicians play traditional Arab 
instruments with some of Page 
and Plant's songs. in addition, the 
london Metropolitan Orchestra's 
stringsection plays on some songs, 
such as "Friends.' This blend be-
tweenrockandArabmusicrnakes 
the old Zeppelin songs as well as 
four new Page/Plant songs sound 
outstanding. 
"Yallah," a new Page/Plant 
song. is an excellent rune because 
of the strong percussion ~nd Page:s 
famous guitar riffs. "Cuy Don t 
Cry" is another exec llent new song 
because of the Arab strings and 
percussion dominant in the song. 
As far as the classic Led Zeppe-
lin songs are concerned, Page and 
Plant's new versions cannot be 
compared with the originals. 
"Kashmir," which was originally 
on Zeppelin's Physical Graffiti 
(Swan Song) album, is remade 
withArabpercussioninstruments 
and the orchestra's violinists. The 
acoustic version of "Gallows Pole" 
is an enjoyable, fast-paced tune. 
The acoustic version of "The Battle 
of Evermore" is a powerful ballad 
with outstanding percussion. 
"Thank You" is a highly emotional 
song of lo~; Plant's vocal delivery 
is to be commended because <'f 
the expression he put into it. Fi-
nally, Page's inebriating guitar 
riffs and Plant's enigmatic vocals 
rnake"NoQuarter·a mysticalsong. 
Overall, this is an excellent al-
bum, probably one of the best al-
bums released this year. If you are 
a led Zeppelin fan, it is essential 
that you get this album because it 
redefines Page and Plant as true 
in nova tors. 
The Carroll News, December 8,1994 
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Drawing on chemistry for comics 
Persistence pays off for local cartoonist as he doodles his way to national recognition 
Eric Embacher 
Assistant Features Ed1tor 
Bnng up the question of sue· 
cess to comic strip arust Mark 
Szorady and he's likely to give you 
an unusual answer Failure. 
As a fres hman, Szorady had 
spent hours studying for a chem-
istry mid-term. When he got the 
exam, he didn't even know the 
answer to the first question 
Szorady looked at about three 
r-:::--=----·-~:-:<ii---- more questions before 
he turned the rest over 
andstarted rod raw pte· 
tures all over the back. 
Szorad y d rapped 
chemrstry and during 
the time he'd usually 
spend in class. he wem 
toOhioState'sdaily pa-
per, The Latern, to try 
and pursuade the edi-
tor to publish George. 
Unfortunate! y, The 
Latent only ran one 
com ic strip and that 
spot was fil led for the 
momen t. Howeve r, 
when that strip failed, 
Szoradymanaged to get 
the editor to try Geo rge 
for two weeks. Two 
weeks became a month 
and then a se mester. 
George became a daily 
part of Th e La tern un-
til Szorady's last quar-
ter at Ohio State. 
Szorady works on his comic, George. 
Af ter graduating in 
1981, Szorad y did 
f reel a nee work and par-
ticipated in a family 
business to secure htm· 
"Failure is the key to success, 
Szorad y said. 'Of ten, people don't 
lookat failureasalesson. Theyget 
a rejection and then get depressed. 
'Wh n r t a r tlon, I oak 
at what the editor d1d or didn't 
like and then try somethtng else.· 
With his comic strip George 
running 1n weekly papers from 
San DiegowSt.Petersburg,includ -
tng The Carroll News, the lifelong 
South Euclid residcnr has obvi-
ously found a winning combina-
tion of art and humor. It hasn't 
been easy, though . Szorady has 
been working on George since he 
was in college and as he wtlltell 
you, he's not finished yet. 
zorady graduated from Brush 
Htgh School in 1977 and went on 
roOhio State University where he 
started outasa prc med maJor, but 
that didn't htst long 
self financially. "My family really 
has been very supportive and en-
couraging,' he said. "Working in 
the business afforded me the time 
to pur ue cartooning.• 
Szorady still works in his fam -
ily business because, he said, with 
the money he gets from 
cartooning, he's real close to being 
a "thousandair," but he also be-
lieves that if you do what you love, 
the money will follow. So, during 
the day Szorady works at his fam-
ily business, and in the evening he 
sits down at the drawing table. 
It can be a 12 to 17 hour day, but 
Szorady makes it a point to work 
on Geo rge everyday He likens his 
work habits to an analogy given 
by writer/ director John Hughes. 
"Writing is li ke the heavy equip-
ment they have up in Alaska by 
the pipelme,'hesa id , 'Whenn gets 
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real cold, they'l l just keeepon load-
mg the orl nght mto the trucks. 
They won t even shut the engines 
down ... because they're afraid if 
they do, it's so cold that they'll 
never start them up again.• 
Szorady's persrstance got hrm 
the break that led George to where 
it is today. ln 1984, an editor at a 
syndicauon firm, Drane Eckert, 
noticed George, however, she 
couldn't get the board at the firm 
to approve Szorad y's work. Eckert 
did not forget George, though Six 
years later, she had moved on to 
King Fearures, a company whtch 
syndicates such comics as Beatie 
Baily, Hi and Lois, and Hagar the 
Horrible. Eckert contacted 
Szorady about syndicating his 
strip Of course;Szorady had never 
qu it working on George and was 
ready when he got the call. 
George is now published in 
1,500 weekly newspapers across 
the country and since Szorady 
lives so close to Carroll , he drew 
George wearing a JCU sweatshirt 
for hts November 17 comic. 
Szorady said, "I'm happy with the 
strip being a weekly, but l work on 
Georgeatadailypace. Eventually 
l'd like to see the strip go daily." 
Through all of his hard work, 
Szorad y has become a member of 
the National Cartoonists Society, 
an el ite organization of the best 
comic strip artists in the world. 
Thi s is one of Szorady's most 
prized achievements. "To be in a 
room wtth Charles Schultz, 
j ohnny Hart, and Mort Wa lker, 
that's the ultimate," he said. 
Szorady also remembers his 
mentor, Art Sanson, also a Cleve-
land resident, who drew the Bom 
Loser strip; "He could portray the 
complexity of a flower usmgjust 
a few simple lines· Szorady re-
members, 'l actually met him in 
Columbus at a convention where 
he told me ro call him any time 
and show him my work He be-
friended me and was able to tell 
me what was wrong wi th my 
comic. lowe a lot to Art and my 
editor Diane. They bel ieved 
inGeorge as much as I dr d ." 
Szorady still reads the fu nnies ev-
eryday to see what he can learn 
from other comic artists. "They're 
not for me to criticize, they obvi-
ously have an audience," he ex-
pla ined 
It's not all work for Szorady, 
though. In his spare time he en-
joys the regula r recrea tional ac-
tiv it ies such as swimming and 
basketbal l. Szorady also enjoys 
listening to a wide range of music 
from the Beatles to Green Day. He 
said, "Yeah, I like that one song, I 
think the lyrics are something 
like,' .. .sometimes I scare myself/" 
Szorady's favorite hobbies are 
reading and short-wave radio. "[ 
guess !like them because they gi ve 
me ideas form y strip," he reasoned. 
While some inspiration comes 
from literature and rad io,Szorad y 
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gets most of his ideas from every-
day situations. He said it'snot hard 
he of ten aims for three blocks a 
day and then decides which ones 
are worthy of publishing. Often a 
com ic will start with a hook which 
Szorad y works on until he has a 
finished product. He said a lot of 
humor in lifecomesourof conflict 
and he's set a stage for it by creat-
ing a household full of different 
personalities. "A lot of people re-
late to the household whether a 
single pa rent fami ly or whatever, 
people tdent if y with that," he said 
Over the years, Szorady has put 
together a cast of lovable charac-
ters,makingGeorge thecomedy it 
is today. Szorady'smaincharacter, 
George, wants to be a role model to 
his younger brother, El bte, who is 
wide eyed and innocent Looking 
to always get Elbie in trouble and 
aggrava te George are a t riO of 
worms. The worms' ringleader is 
Wiley who is ornery and remin is-
ce nt of the Roadrunner's Wiley 
Coyote. Readers can pick out Wiley 
by th e tu ft of hai r flowing off the 
back of his head. Following him is 
the unpredi ctable worm of few 
words,Spark(characterized by his 
bow-tie), and Newton, the glasses 
wearing. scholarly member of the 
gang who Szorady actually based 
on a professor at OSU. "There's a 
little of me in each characte r. 
Szorady added, "People say write 
what you know about and th at's 
what George is ." 
Szorady also wants to keep his 
st rip from becoming polit ical or 
car rying a message. "People read 
for entertainment," he sa id, "I hate 
going to a concert where the musi -
ci an stops togivea political speech. 
Maybe if they told me I was com-
ing to a concert called 'An evening 
of music and politics,' it would be 
all right, but otherwise, [came for 
the music." 
Despite the apparent complex-
ity of dealing with the many as-
pects to his cartoon, Szorady said 
the bottom line he is to" .. . drawthe 
fun niest com tc strip l can so that I 
can obtain the greatest number of 
newspapers." 
Szorady went thirteen years 
without getting a yes for George, 
but he figures that over the years 
and thousands of replies, the odds 
were pretty good that among those 
responses there would be at least 
one 'yes .' 
If you don't believe this, turn to 
the back page of this newspaper 
and check out George. Learning 
from failure and being persistent 
does pay off. "lf someone says no 
today,' Szorady said, "they're not 
going to say no tomorrow if you 
keep trying " 
The Carroll News, December 8, 1994 FEATURES 
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In anticipation of 
Christmas Carroll Eve 
and a joyful holiday 
season, the CNtook 
a tour of the campus 
looking for students 
and staff caught up in 
the spirit of the 
season. 
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Drawing on chemistry for comics 
Persistence pays off for local cartoonist as he doodles his way to national recognition 
Eric Embacher 
Asststant Features Edttor 
Bnng up the question of suc-
cess to comtc stnp arnst Mark 
Szoradyand he's likely to give you 
an unusual answer. Failure. 
As a freshman Szorady had 
spent hours studying for a chem-
istry mid term. When he got the 
exam, he didn't even know the 
answer to the first question. 
Szorady looked at about three 
t_T ____ If;:::-:Jiii·---~~-1 more questions before 
he turned the test over 
and staned rod raw pK-
tures all over the back. 
Szorad y dropped 
chemistry and during 
the time he'd usually 
spend in class, he went 
to Ohio State's daily pa 
per, The Latern, to try 
and pursuade the edi-
tor to publish George. 
Unfortunately, The 
Latern only ran one 
comic smp and that 
spot was filled for the 
moment. However, 
when that strip failed, 
Szorady managed to get 
the editor to try George 
for two weeks. Two 
weeks became a month 
and the n a semester. 
George became a dai ly 
part of The La tern un-
til Szorady's last quar-
ter at Ohio Sta te. 
A[ te r graduating in 
1981 , Szo rady did 
freelance work and par-
Szoradyworksonhiscomic George. ti cipated in a family 
' business tosecurehim-
"Failure is the key to success, self financially. "My family really 
Szorady said. 'Of ten, people don 't has been very supportive and en-
lookatfailureasa lesson. They get couraging,' he said. 'Working in 
a rejection and then get depressed. the business afforded me the time 
n r a r ion, l to rsue cartooning.· 
at what the editor did or didn 't Szorady still works in his fam-
like and then try something else." il y business because, he said, wi th 
With his comic strip George the money he gets from 
running in weekly papers from cartooning, he's real close to being 
SanDiegotoSr.Petersburg, includ · a "thousandair," but he also be-
ing Th e Carroll News, the lifelong lieves that if you do what you love, 
South Fucltd resident has obvi- the money will follow. So, during 
ously found a winning combina- the day Szorady works at his fam-
tion of an and humor. lt hasn't ily business,a ndintheeveninghe 
bee n easy, though Szorady has sits down at the drawing table. 
been working on George since he It can be a 12 to 17 hour day, but 
was in college and as he will tell Szorady makes tt a point to work 
you, he's not finished yet on Geo rge everyday. He likens his 
5zoradygraduated from Brush work habits to an analogy given 
Htgh School in 1977 and wcm on by writer/d irector John Hughes. 
toOiuo State Unt versa y where he "Writing is like the heavy equi p 
startedoutasapre-medmajor,but ment they have up in Alaska by 
th3t didn't last long. the ptpeline," hesaid,"When n gets 
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realcold, they'11 JUSt keeepon load-
ing the oil right into the trucks. 
They won't even shut the eng1nes 
down. .because they're afraid 1f 
they do, it's so cold that they'll 
never start them up again." 
Szorady's persistance got him 
the break that led George to where 
it is today. In 1984, an editor at a 
syndication firm , D1ane Eckert, 
noticed George, however, she 
couldn't get the board at the firm 
to approve Szorad y's work. Eckert 
did not lorget George, though S1x 
years later, she had moved on to 
King Features, a company which 
syndicates such com1cs as Beatie 
Baily Hi and Lois, and Hagar the 
Horrible. Eckert contacted 
Szorady about syndicating his 
strip. Of course,Szorady had never 
quit working on George and was 
ready when he gor the call. 
George is now published in 
1,500 weekly newspapers across 
the country and since Szorady 
I ives so close to Carroll, he drew 
George wearing aJCU sweatshirt 
fo r his November 17 comic. 
Szorady said, "I'm happy wi th the 
strip being a weekly, but! work on 
Georgeatadailypace. Eventually 
I'd li ke to see the strip go dail y." 
Through all of his hard work, 
Szorad y has become a member of 
the Na tional Cartoon ists Society, 
an eli te organiza tion of the best 
comic strip art ists in the world. 
Th1s is one of Szorady's most 
p rized ac hievements. "To be in a 
room wllh Cha rles Schultz, 
Johnny Hart, and Mort Walker, 
that's the ultimate n he said 
Szorady also remembers his 
mentor, Art Sanson, also a Cleve· 
land resident, who drew the Born 
Loser strip; "He could portray the 
complexity of a flower usmgjust 
a few simple lines.' Szorady re-
members, 'I actually met him in 
Columbus at a convention where 
he told me to call him any time 
and show him my work. He be-
friended me and was able to tell 
me what was wrong with my 
comic. I owe a lot to Art and my 
editor Diane. They believed 
tnGeorge as much as 1 did." 
Szorady still reads the funn ies ev-
eryday tu see wha t he can learn 
from other comic artists. "They're 
not for me to criticize, they obvi-
ously have an audience," he ex-
plained 
It's not all work for Szorad y, 
though. In his spare time he en-
JOYS the regular rec reational ac-
tiv ities such as swimming and 
basketball. Szorady also enjoys 
listening to a wide range of music 
from the Beatles to Green Day. He 
said , "Yeah, I like that one song. I 
think the lyrics are something 
like,' ... sometimes I scare myself?" 
Szorady's favor ite hobbies are 
readi ng and short-wave rad io. "I 
guess l li ke them beca use they give 
me ideas form ystri p," he reasoned. 
While some inspirationcomes 
from li te raturea nd radio,Szorady 
BIG FUN. 
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gets most of his ideas from every-
daysituations. Hesaidit'snothard, 
he often aims for three blocks a 
day and then dectdes which ones 
are worthy of publishing. Often a 
comic will start with a hook which 
Szorady works on until he has a 
finished product. He said a lot of 
humor in lifecomesourof confltct 
and he's set a stage for it by creat-
ing a household full of different 
personalities. "A lot of people re-
late to the household whether a 
single parent family or whatever, 
people tdentify With that," he sa1d 
Over the years,Szorady has put 
together a cast of lovable charac 
ters,makingGeorge thecomedy1t 
is today. Szorad y's main character, 
George, wants to be a role model to 
his younger brother, Elbie, who is 
wide eyed and innocent. Looking 
to always get Elbie in trouble and 
aggrava te George are a t rio of 
worms. The worms' ringleader is 
Wiley who is ornery and remi ms-
cent of the Roadru11ner's Wil ey 
Coyote. ReaderscanpickoutWiley 
by the tuft of hai r flowing off the 
backofhis head. Followinghimis 
the unpredi ctable worm of few 
words,Spark (character ized by his 
bow-ti e), and Newton, the glasses 
wearing, scholarly member of the 
gang who Szorady actually based 
on a professor at OSU. "There's a 
li ttl e of me in each character. 
Szorady added, 'People say wri te 
what you know about and that's 
what George is." 
Szorady also wants to keep his 
strip from becom ing polit ica l or 
ca rrying a message. "People read 
for entertainment," he sa id, "I hate 
going to a concert where them usi-
cianstops togive a political speech. 
Maybe if they told me I was com-
ing to a concert called 'An evening 
of music and politics,' it would be 
all righ t, but otherwise, I came for 
the music." 
Despite the apparent complex-
ity of dealing with the many as-
pects to his cartoon, Szorady said 
the bottom line he is ro " ... draw the 
funniest comic strip I can so that I 
can obtain the greatest number of 
newspapers." 
Szorady went thirteen years 
without getting a yes for George, 
but he figures th at over the years 
and thousands of replies, the odds 
were pretty good that among those 
responses there would be at least 
one 'yes .' 
If you don 't believe this, tu rn to 
the back page of this newspaper 
and check out George. Learni ng 
from failure and being persistent 
does pay off. "If someone says no 
today,' Szorady said , ' they're not 
going to say no tomorrow if you 
keep trying." 
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and staff caught up in 
the spirit of the 
season. 
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Grapplers topple CSU 
]CU victorious for second time in 27 years 
Matt Durbin 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll wrestling 
team's senior members provided 
the firstchapterin what they hope 
will be their dream season as the 
Streaks, led by victones by its four 
seniors, trounced Cleveland State 
University 22-11, before a capac-
itycrowd of 2,500at the Don Shula 
Sports Center. 
lt marked only the second t1 me 
that John Carroll had defeated 
Cleveland State, a perennial Divi-
sion I wrestling powerhouse, in the 
last 27 years. Ironically, their last 
victory over Cleveland State came 
on November 30,1989, making this 
victory exactly five years to the 
date of the last. 
The victory also marked john 
Carroll's last regular season home 
match, as they head to the road for 
lOstraight matches before return-
ing to the Don Shu Ia Sports Cen-
ter on February 25 to host the Ohio 
Athletic Conference Champion-
ships. 
"To win our final match at 
home before a packed house over a 
rival like Cleveland State was one 
of our goals going into the season," 
said senior captain Chad Connelly, 
whose 7-6 victory over Cleveland 
State's Sean jackson at !50 pounds 
helped key the win . i HeadiCoach 
[Kerryl Volkmann really got us 
pumped up with his pre-match 
motivational speech." 
Indeed, while it was the perfor-
mance of its freshmen that 
sparked John Carroll 's (2-0) vic -
tory over Case Western Reserve 
University over the Thanksgiving 
holiday break, the seniors stepped 
up this time roprovide leadership 
as the quartet of Connelly, Gabe 
Galioto(l58), Rob Bartos(l77),and 
Aaron Sheets (H vy.) all garnered 
crucial victories. 
Volkmann seemed pleased -
not only with the Blue Streak vic-
tory, but also with clutch perfor-
mances by his upperclassmen. 
"[ didn't expect a victory like 
this," said Volkmann. "Our seniors 
put on a courageous effort before a 
great crowd and kept composed 
under excruciating pressure." 
The biggest victory for the Blue 
Streaks cameat 158 pounds where 
Galioto's pressure-packed 6-4 vic-
tory over Cleveland State fresh -
man and former high school state 
champion john Sivori came in 
sudden death overtime. 
"I didn't want to le t our fans 
and alumni down ," said Galioto. 
SomejohnCarrollalumni won the 
Division lll National Champion-
ship m 1975. 
john Carroll was also aided by 
its underclassmen, as juniors j.j. 
Huszczo (118), Andy Worst (167) 
and freshmanjav ierReveron(l26) 
earned decisions. 
Connelly cited the Streak's su-
perior conditioningasa key factor 
in the victory. 
"A lot of the matches went 
down to the last minute and 1 think 
it really showed how we were in 
better shape than they," Connelly 
said. "We won the close matches 
becausewewresded thefull seven 
minutes, in some cases, even 
longer." 
The Blue Streaks will tes t that 
conditioning again- this time on 
the road - this weekend as they 
travel to Ada, Ohio, for the Ohio 
NonhernTournamentonDecem-
ber 9 and 10. 
The Streaks will wrestle in the 
Florida Dualson December 29and 
30, and then compete in the Divi-
sion Ill National Duals i n 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, 
january 13 and 14. 
The Carroll News, December 8,1994 
Croatian fans aid victory 
Matt Durbin 
Staff Reporter 
The scene was reminiscent 
of the World Cup; Hundreds of 
rowdy fans, waving flags and 
chanting "Plavi!" {blue). 
Outnumbered (about three 
Croatian fans for every john 
Carroll fan), outflagged (about 
three Croatian flags to ont U5. 
nag), outminstreled (50 
Croatian minstrels to JCU's pep 
band) and outsized (the 
Croatian team's average height 
is 6 feet 6 inches compared to 
JClFs6 feet 2inches)JCU'smen's 
basketballteam'sfansmustha~ 
felt like their counterparts on 
the court, as both4tdn't put up 
much of a fight against BC Dona 
Zagreb, losing n--61. 
The exhibition game itself, 
which took place on November 
2l became more of a sideshow 
as the Croatian's size took con-
trol midway through the first 
period o£ the contes~ taking a 
41-30 lead at halftime. The 
crowd was the real story. hOw-
ever. buulng With the excire-
mentthat theCroatian teamand 
itsentourage brought to the Don 
Shula Sports Center. 
Perhaps more pleasurable 
xhan the victory for the 
Croatians was the turnout of 
Croatians in the area who rarely 
get the opportunity to root for 
their home country in person. 
"It is incredible, especially for 
Croatia," said Dragen Palic, a 
loyal Croatian but Cleveland 
native. "I'm both American and 
Croatian, so I respect both. But, 
it was really fun cheering for 
Croatia" 
Some Croatian fans took 
prideinshowingAmerica what 
cheering is about. 
"We love to cheer, to chant 
andsingandget rowdy," Pinko 
Bacic, a Croatian native who at-
tendsjohn Carroll ~d "It is the 
European way.• 
The fanfare was appreciated 
by BC Dona Zagreb's coaches as 
well 
"It is one oJ tbe reaso'QS why 
we ~me to Cleveland. because 
there are ~ lot of f;roatian-
Americans here; said Bori$ 
~.OonaZagreb'shea.dcoach. 
'1wouldexchange 12.,000people 
forafewhundredloyalCroatian 
fans any day." 
The Blue Streaks were the 
only DiYi.sion m team on Dona 
Zagreb's U.S. schedule, which 
included a gaw against Ohio 
State University. 
Volleyball's National Championship run cut short by Juniata 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll women's vol-
leyball team closed a chapter of 
one of the greatest seasons in 
school history and got a glimpse 
of a promising future in their 15-7, 
15-12, 15-6loss 10 Junia ta College 
in the NCAA Quarterfmal play-
offs. 
The Streaks, who were elimi-
nated from the NCAA playoffs last 
year against these same Eagles, 
were facing a veteran team that 
had been in this position 11 of the 
past 14 years. john Carroll was no 
match for the Mid Atlantic Con-
ference champions, as the Eagles, 
who would go on to lose in the 
semi - finals to Wisconsin-
Oshkosh this past weekend, set 
the pace early with quick front 
line play sparked (rom the setting 
of All-American Heather Blough 
and the hitting of Christy Orndorf 
and Kristi Kusch. 
The Streaks, who finished the 
season with a 31-8 record, tried to 
muster a comeback after losing 
game one, 15-7. Up game two,6-1, 
the Streaks could not capitalize 
on great defensive plays from 
freshman Lori Hammer and 
sophomore Katy Perrone, as both 
teams traded points for the rest of 
thematch,eventuallyallowingthe 
Juniata comeback 
"We just couldn't get things go-
ing," said Dawn Ebinger. "They are 
such a good , strong team. We just 
didn't play our best game." 
Wha t cannot be ignored 
though, is the type of season the 
Streaks had. 
"I am proud of what this team 
has accomplished this season," 
said Head Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht. "These players should 
Streaks 
of the 
Week 
Bahhur, a sophomore forward, scored 
l7 pomts and pulled down 14 
rebounds in the women's basketball 
team's 74-62 pummeling of confer" 
ence foe Mount Unton. She averaged 
5.9 points per game last season, play-
ing a contributing role off the bench 
for the Streaks. She was the team's 
third leading rebounder with 132. 
Chad Comelly 
The senior grappler's performance against 
Clevtland State enabled the Blue Streaks 
to push ahead of the Vikings, after Carroll 
had squandered an early 6-0 lead. The 
Streaks stayed ahead and eventually won. 
22·11. Connelly who wrestled at ISO 
pounds agamst Cleveland State, has also 
wrestled at the 158 pound class this~n. 
He is 2-{) in head·to-head dual meet com· 
petition fort he Blue Streaks-
be congratulated for the season 
they've had and what they've had 
to overcome." 
Playing most of the season 
with both of its First Team All-
Ohio Athletic Conference per-
formers injured - seniors Leslie 
Mahl and Stacey'Mullally, JCU 
overcame a mid-season slump to 
finish second in theOACandgain 
only its second ever berth in the 
NCAA playoffs. Perhaps more im-
pressive is the fact the Streaks 
reached the Quarterfinals by beat-
ing teams they had lost to earlier 
in the season (Bluffton and Ohio 
Northern), teams that were na-
tionally ranked all year. 
Equally impressive is the 
record that the fivegraduatingse-
niors, Mahl, Mullally, Kathy 
Frickman , Emily Solderer, and 
julie Pavolino, produced over four 
years. Winning 116 matches to 
only 33 defeats, the Streaks be-
came the first volleyball team in 
school history to appear in the 
NCAA playoffs, and also the first 
team to advance to the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA's. Both 
Mahl and Mullally were recog-
nized as All-League selections, 
with Mullally topping her career 
wltl't a sH~ctitl'n tb Americltn \fol-
leyball Coaches Association All-
American Second Team. Both 
Frickman and Soiderer were 
named to the OAC Academic team, 
again. 
A promising future could be in 
store for JCU, despite its losses. 
Three starters return with junior 
captain Ebinger, Perrone , and 
freshman Pam Jimison. Players 
such as Liz Black, Stacey Bongini, 
Amy Happ, Nicki Hewald, and 
Hammer all received varsity time 
and are expected to carry on the 
jCU tradition: 
"1 am excited for next year," said 
Ebinger. "We have the players to do 
it. It will be a challenge to rebuild." 
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Streaks blow out 2nd-
ranked Raiders, 7 4-62 
Jonathan Kase callmg off the pres>. but the oi 
Staff Reporter fense remained potent. The lead 
There comes a t ime in every eventually stretched to 21 pomts 
season where a team needs differ- ar 72-'51 before reachmg the final 
ent players to step up and contrib- margm. 
ute. This ume came early in the TheBi ueStreaksshookoffbad 
seaso n for the Blue St reak's memonesfromthepast weekend 
women's basketball team. Tuesday and shot a strong 49 percent from 
in the Don Shula Sports Center, the field . Bahhur cred1ted good 
the Streaks took on second ran ked practices for the turn -around. 
-1 n the Ohio Athletic Conference "We've really worked on the 
-Mount Union,whoreturnedfour plays together and know where 
s tarters from last year 's team everybody is," thesophomorefor-
which defeatedjCU three times. ward said. "Our communication 
In what Head Coach Carol made working together easier." 
Dugan called, "a total team effort," "We've got tons of depth," rei-
the Streaks rolled over the Purple ished Coach Dugan, feeling good 
Raiders74-62. about the upcoming conference 
The Blue Streaks came out and season. "The kids are tough play-
switched defenses often, forcing ers, and they are pushing the up-
tu rn overs and missed shots by perclassmen in practice." 
Mount The Streaks hounded the The victory was much needed 
Raiders to a lethargic 27 percent and in cont rast to the champion-
shooting in thefi rst half, and took ship game of the past weekend's 
a 35-23lead into the locker room. Trinity College Tournament in 
The Carroll output tarnished the Deerfield, lllinois. 
Raiders' reputation as the stingi- The Streaks borrowed the 
est defense in the OAC, as Carroll script from a Cleveland Cavalie rs 
wound u p scor ing 74 points gameinthe irchampwnshipgame 
againstateampreviouslyyeilding on Sarurday December 3. The 
46.2 points per game. Cleveland Cavaliers have had 
The offense was powered by six shooting woes often this year, nov-
players with around lO points eringaround 40 percent in anum-
each; and Deanna Bahhur, who ber of games. And the 6-2 Lady 
provided a jump-start in the paint, Streaks unintentiOnally mirrored 
dominated with 17 poin ts and 14 their professional counterparts, 
rebounds. The Streaks had their shooting a dismal26 percent from 
way in the paint all night long as the field en route to a 60-51loss at 
Bahhur, Sue Zidanic (10 poin ts, 9 the handsofhost,Trini tyCollege. 
boards), and Bridget jordan (15 John Carroll jumped out to a 
points) combined for 42 points. 17-l2lead,but threeTrinityjump-
"We knew they were playing ers and a three-pointer sand-
fo9WJ!¥J,\t\.A~~ RF*J:(.)?j~ ~f'\1~ and , r )¥ i~,9f,g ;;rp.).lr).~ ~ h9~ i Nei,qrr ~ree 
got 1t tnst-de, ana yzed rl ene t row gave nnny a 2'7 -2o lea . 
Sheehan,theteam'sleadingscorer Th ings looked better for the 
th is season. "This year, as a run- Streaks going into half-time, 
ningteam, we don't need tore! yon though, as Carroll closed the half 
one person. Everyone believes ev- wi th a 7-2 run making it 31-29. 
eryone else can do the job." A jumper by Kristen Mihalic 
Dugan agreed with the sharing got Carroll with in three, the clos-
of the wealth this season; "Teams est they'd get in the second half. 
are going to be key ing on Dar and Unfortunately for Carroll, missed 
tonight others stepped up ... She is shots by the Streaks and a hot 
very stead y with her leadersh ip." streak by Trinity stretched the 
The second half found Carroll game out to a twelve point lead. 
The Tnnity run was keyed by 
back ·to back 1 hree-pomters by for 
ward Suzan Zugata. 
Scm or forward Sheehan spoke 
of the Streak shooting troubles, 
"Frustration got us dow n and held 
us back," the All -A merican sa id. 
"We let mi stakes affect us too 
much and we were heslla nt on 
offense." 
The Streaks tried to cut into the 
lead time and time again but only 
managed to miss shots or be an-
swered by Trinity. After a jumper 
by Zidanic cut the Trini ty lead to 
57-50, the Streaks rounded out the 
night displaying their shooting 
woes by mtssing their final five 
shots. 
Center Zidanic led the way 
with 12 points and ll rebounds. 
Sheehan, jordan, and Neider all 
contributed lO points, and jordan 
led the team with 13 rebounds. 
Carroll freshman Bridget 
Walsh characterized the Trinity 
style as"run and gun" and "scrappy 
and aggressive."" They used their 
press to force 18Carroll turnovers 
"We'll have our share of grow-
ing pains with the new girls, new 
system, and me," Dugan said as-
sessing thecommgconferencesea-
son. "It's early, and we're not All-
Stars yet. I want my teams peak-
ing in january." 
ln reaching the tournament fi-
nals, the Streaks beat Bethel Col-
lege, Tennessee, 71-62 behind 18 
points and 12 rebounds from jor-
dan and 17pointsandl0 rebounds 
from Sheehan. The Streaks threw 
a mixof zones and man·to-man a t 
B the!' and c 'e a> •a ' ' it · th 
win. For the twO game' tourna· 
ment , the Streaks placed Zidanic, 
jordan, and Sheehan on the All 
Tournament Team. 
The Streaks have wont he Penn-
State Behrend Tournament and 
their own Thanksgiving tourna-
ment this season. They opened 
confere nce play with a loss at 
Muskingum. Carroll plays B-W at 
home onjanuary 17 at 7:30p.m. 
Men's B-Ball escapes Muskies 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Because of John Carroll's men's 
basketball team's frenet ic style of 
play, its not un usua 1 to see Head 
Coach Mike Moran run ll or 12 
men in and out of the game. How-
ever,inthecaseofBlueStreak point 
guard David Pfundstein, he d1d 
most of the running as he logged 
38of a possible 40minutesinjohn 
Carroll's 56-54 win over Musk-
ingum last Saturday in the Don 
Sh ula Sports Center. 
"David's a very steady player," 
Moran said, "We didn't spell him a 
whole lot today like we usually 
do, but we have Bronson Cudgel 
coming back soon and that's go-
ing to help our depth ." Cudgel, last 
season's starting point guard, is 
currently out with a knee injury 
but is expected back in the next 
couple of weeks. 
The prolonged minutes may 
have effected Pfundstein's shoot-
ing, 3-11 for lO points, but not his 
intensity as he came up with a 
game saving play during the fren-
zied finish . Withjoh n Carrolllead-
mg 55-54 and 29 seconds remain-
ing, the Blue Streaks lost the ball 
off of Musk ingum's press. As 
Muskies' guard Kevin Troyer at-
tempted todrivein for the go ahead 
score , Pfundstein reached in and 
slapped the ball away. Teammate 
Shan non Vickers saved the loose 
ball and tossed it back to 
Pfundstein whowasconsequently 
fouled and added a free throw for 
the game's final margin. 
"l t was a clearout for Troyer," 
Pfundsteinsaid, "1 thought he had 
me beat and at the last second I 
put my hand in and got the ball." 
For the Blue Streaks (3-2, 1-0 
OAC), it was their 11th straight 
home win. However, things started 
off slowlyasMuskingum (3-2, 0-1 
OAC) built up an early 13-2lead. 
JCU closed to within 30-28 at the 
half, but the Muskies went on an 
ll-4run to push the leadto41-32. 
The Streaks then scored 12 
straight, culminating with a joey 
Bigler three-pointer giving John 
Carroll a 44-41 edge.lt was a typi-
cal Muskingum game as they 
slowed the tempo, taking their 
time and 25, sometimes 30 sec-
onds off the shot clock on each 
possession. 
"Any time you play Coach Uiml 
Burson's team, it's going to be a 
nail biter," Moran said, "Thank 
goodness there's a shot clock 
because,if there wasn't, the score 
probably would've been about 20-
18." 
It was a defensive game, the 
kind in which senior forward 
David Tucker thrives. Tucker is 
used primarily in Moran's system 
as a rebounder and defensi vestop-
per. Against Muskingum, Tucker 
led the Blue Streaks with 10 re-
bounds, two blocked shots, and 
even chipped in with eight points. 
Tucker is second on the Streaks in 
rebounds, averaging 8.4 per con-
rest. 
"David's a senior and he knows 
whatweexpectoutof him,"Moran 
said, "Everyone on our team isn't 
going to shoot three-pointers and 
everyone isn't going to be a strong 
post player. We ask Davtd to re-
bound for us and play some de-
fense. He did an excellent job to-
day." 
junior center jeff reySesplankis 
led the Streaks with 13 points and 
Vickers added 11 for a Blue Streak 
team that.forthegame,shotacrisp 
32% from the floor. However, free-
throw shooting, which in the past 
has been a trouble spot, savedjCU 
as they converted 16/19 (84%) m 
the game. 
Last night theBl ueStreaks trav-
eled to Alliance, Ohio to face the 
Mount Union Purple Raiders. The 
teams split two games last year, 
each team winning at home. 
(4,1Unn)'SID 
In three tournaments, sophomore forward Bridget Jordan has 
benn named to the All-Tournament Teams. 
Going, Going 
Gund! 
• • • 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
gram to places it had never been. 
Last year It was an Ohio Ath-
letic Conference title and a sec-
ondstraighttriptothefinaHour 
of the OAC tournament This 
season the Blue Streaks will have 
an even more exclusive claim. 
OnDecembcrl7at7:00p.m, 
john Carroll will play cross toWn 
rival Baldwin-Wallace in the 
first college basketball gamt 
evec played in Gund Arena, tbe 
nqr home of the CJ,e.veland 
CavaUers.l'heJO.I-B-W game .is 
the first leg o£ pt. Gatorade 
Rock-1t'-Roll SHOOtout which 
alSo features an Ohio State-
Cleveland State matchup to fol-
lowat~P.M. 
..All the kids on B-~u:am 
and all the kids on our team are 
familiar with Gund Arena," 
Moran said. "Not that they all 
&"'wupin this area, but because 
they're going rosebool here. The 
idea that~ p.ying.theftrst 
~epmethere.fssomething 
~wtddsan.d theii'Jridswtll 
"SPOrtbe rest tf ...... 
-'Loi.'fh:egametc.u•twoa£ dK 
~-s best l,njohn Ca:rroll. who 
IWOtl the: OAC title last seMOn. 
~If' Wallace,~~ 
Q,flw.ber o'ne rauetl~~ 
lifbotli ~~Jnd·ia 
~ Baldwin-Wallau Head 
Coach Steve 'Banksoll.isalsoat· 
~~P,JP_,!tGUnd; 
"It's golD& t:Q~Cptexpt" 
~ dowrfllw'e because the 
kid.iwm probablybe~itt 
front of more p;ople than they 
t">~er have before." Baakson said. 
"The arena is so nice and john 
Carroll is such a btg rivalry so 
we're looking forward to it.· 
Baldwin-Wallace lost rheir 
top scorer in forward Willis 
Brown, but still return a strong 
team led by senior n g\lanl 
-.. 
14 SPORTS 
Grapplers topple CSU 
]CU victorious for second time in 27 years 
Matt Durbin whose 7-6 victory over Cleveland 
Staff Reporter State's Sean jackson at ISO pounds 
The john Carroll wrestling helped key the wm. "!Head!Coach 
team's senior members provided !Kerry) Volkmann really got us 
thefirstchapterinwhattheyhope pumped up with his pre-match 
will be the1r dream season as the motivational speech." 
Streaks, led by victories by its four Indeed, while it was the perfor-
seniors, trounced Cleveland State rna nee of its freshmen that 
University 22-ll, before a capac- sparked john Carroll's (2-0) vic-
nycrowdof2.SOOattheDonShula tory over Case Western Reserve 
Sports Center. Universityoverthe Thanksgiving 
lt marked only the second time holiday break,thesemorsstepped 
that john Carroll had defeated up this time to provide leadership 
Cleveland State, a perennial Divi- as the quartet of Connelly, Gabe 
sion l wrestling powerhouse, in the Galioto(l58),RobBartos(l77),and 
last 27 years. Ironically, their last Aaron Sheets (H vy) all garnered 
victory over Cleveland State came crucial victories. 
onNovember30,l989,makingthis Volkmann seemed pleased -
victory exactly five years to the notonlywiththeBlueStreakvic-
date of the last. tory, but also with clutch perfor-
The victory also marked john mances by his upperclassmen. 
Carroll's last regular season home "I didn't expect a victory like 
match, as they head to the road for this," said Volkmann. "Our seniors 
10straight matches before return- put on a courageous effort before a 
ing to the Don Shula Sports Cen- great crowd and kept composed 
teron February25tohostthe0hio under excruciating pressure." 
Athletic Conference Champion- The biggest victory fort he Blue 
ships. Streaks came at158 pounds where 
"To win our final match at Galioto'spressure-packed6-4vic-
homebeforeapackedhouseovera tory over Cleveland State fresh -
rival like Cleveland State was one man and former highschool state 
of ourgoalsgoingintotheseason," champion John Sivori came in 
saidseniorcaptainChadConnelly, sudden death overtime. 
"f didn't want to let our fans 
and alumni down," said Galioto. 
Some John Carrollalumni won the 
Division Ill National Champion-
ship in 1975. 
john Carroll was also aided by 
irs underclassmen, as juniors JJ. 
Huszczo (118), Andy Worst (167) 
and freshman Javier Reveron (126) 
earned decisions. 
Connelly cited the Streak's su-
periorconditioningasa key factor 
in the victory. 
·A lo t of the matches went 
downtothelastminuteand !think 
it really showed how we were in 
better shape than they," Connelly 
satd. "We won the close matches 
bee a use we wrestled the full seven 
minutes, in some cases, even 
longer." 
The Blue Streaks will test that 
conditioning again - this time on 
the road - this weekend as they 
travel to Ada, Ohio, for the Ohio 
Northern Tournament on Decem-
ber 9and 10. 
The Streaks will wrestle in the 
florida Duals on December29and 
30, and then compete in the Divi-
sion 1Il National Duals in 
Will ia msport, Pennsylvania, 
January l3 and 14. 
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Croatian fans aid victory 
Matt Durbin 
Staff Reporter 
The scene was reminiscent 
of the World Cup: Hundreds of 
rowdy fans, waving flags and 
chanting "Plavi!" {blue). 
Outnumbered (about three 
Croatian fans for every John 
Carroll fan), outflagged (about 
three Croatian flags to one U.S. 
flag), outminstreled (50 
Croatian minstrels ro JCV's pep 
band) and outsized (the 
Croatian team's average height 
is 6 feet 6 inches compared to 
JCU's6feet 2 inches),JCU'smen's 
basketball team's fans must have 
felt like their counterparts on 
the court, as both didJl't put up 
much of a fight against 8C Dona 
Zagreb, losing 7Hil. 
The exhibition game Itself, 
which took place on November 
21.. became more of a sideshow 
as the Croatian's size took con-
trol midway through the firSt 
period of the contest, taking a 
41-30 lead at halhime. The 
crowd was the real story. hOw-
ever, buz..zlng with the. ~ite­
mentthattheCroatian team and 
its entourage brought to the Don 
Shula Sports Center. 
Perhaps more pleasurable 
.rhan the victory for the 
Croatians was the turnout of 
Croatians in the area who rarely 
get the opportunity to root for 
their home country in person. 
"[tis incredible, especially for 
Croatia: said Dragen Palic, a 
loyal Croatian but Cleveland 
native. "I'm both American and 
Croattan, so I respect both. But, 
it was really fun cheering for 
Croatia"· 
Some Croatian fans took 
pride in showing America what 
cheering is about 
"We love to cheer, to chant 
and sing and get rowdy," Dinko 
Baclc, a Croatian native who at· 
tends john Carroll said. "It is the 
European way." 
The fanfare was appreciated 
by 8C Dona Zagreb's coaches as 
well 
"'tis one of rhe. reasons why 
we came to Ckveland. because 
there are a lot of Croatian-
Americans here," said Boris 
BQzic,Dona Zagreb's bead coach. 
~\1110uldexchangeU,OOOpeo~ 
fora few hundred loyal Croatian 
fans any day." 
The Blue Streaks were the 
only Division m team on Dona 
Zagreb's U.S. schedule, which 
included a game agairlst Ohio 
State Univet$i.ty: 
Volleyball's National Championship run cut short by Juniata 
Ra Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll women's vol-
leyball team closed a chapter of 
one of the greatest seasons in 
school history and got a glimpse 
of a promisingfutureintheirl5-7, 
15-12, 15-6 !oss to) uniara College 
in the NCAA Quarterfinal play-
offs. 
The Streaks, who were elimi-
nated from the NCAA playoffs last 
year against these same Eagles, 
were facing a veteran team that 
had been in this position 11 of the 
past 14 years. John Carroll was no 
match for the Mid Atlantic Con-
ference champions, as the Eagles, 
who would go on to lose in the 
semi-finals to Wisconsin-
Oshkosh this past weekend, set 
the pace early with quick front 
line play sparked from the setting 
of All-American Heather Blough 
and the hitting of ChristyOrndorf 
and Kristi Kusch. 
The Streaks, who finished the 
season with a 31-8 record, tried to 
muster a comeback after losing 
gameone,l5-7. Upgametwo,6-l, 
the Streaks could not capitalize 
on great defensive plays from 
freshman Lori Hammer and 
sophomore Katy Perrone, as both 
teams traded points for the rest of 
thematch ,eventuallyallowingthe 
juniata comeback 
"We just couldn't get things go-
ing." said Dawn Ebinger. "They are 
such a good, strong team. We just 
didn't play our best game." 
VVhat cannot be ignored 
though, is the type of season the 
Streaks had. 
"I am proud of what this team 
has accomplished this season," 
said Head Coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht. "These players should 
~----------------------------------, 
Streaks 
of the 
Week 
Bahhur, a sophomore forward, scored 
17 points and pulled down 14 
rebounds in the women's basketball 
team's 74-62 pummehng of confer' 
ence fee Mount Union. She averaged 
5.9 potnts per game last season, play-
ing a contributing role off the bench 
for the Streaks. She was the team's 
third leading rebounder with 132. 
Chad Comelly 
The senior grappler's performance against 
Cleveland Sta te enabled the Blue Streaks 
to push ahtad of the Vikings, after Carroll 
had squandered an early 6-0 lead. The 
Streak; sroyed ahead and eventually won. 
n-u Connelly who wrestled at ISO 
pounds against Cleveland State, has also 
wrestled ar the lS8 pound class rhis5ea¥Jn-
He IS 2-Q in head-to-head dual meet com-
petition for the Blue Streaks. 
be congratulated for the season school history to appear in the 
they've had and what they've had NCAA playoffs, and also the first 
to overcome." 
Playing most of the season 
with both of its First Team All-
Ohio Athletic Conference per-
formers injured - seniors Leslie 
Mahl and Stacey"Mulla.11y, JCU 
overcame a mid-season slump to 
finish second in the OAC and gain 
on 1 y its second ever berth in the 
NCAA playoffs. Perhaps more im-
pressive is the fact the Streaks 
reached the Quarterfinals by beat-
ing teams they had lost to earlier 
in the season (Bluff ton and Ohio 
Northern), teams that were na-
tionally ranked all year. 
Equally impressive is the 
record that the five graduating se-
niors , Mahl , Mullally, Kathy 
Frickman, Emily Soiderer, and 
julie Pavolino, produced over four 
years. Winning 116 matches to 
only 33 defeats, the Streaks be-
ca!T'.e the first volleyball team in 
team to advance to the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA's. Both 
Mahl and Mullally were recog-
nized as All-League selections, 
with Mullally topping her career 
with i ~lection ttl 'Arnertc:ih'Vo1-
leyball Coaches Association All-
American Second Team. Both 
Frickman and Soiderer were 
named to theOACAcademic team, 
again. 
A promising future could be in 
store for JCU, despite its losses. 
Three starters return with junior 
captain Ebinger, Perrone, and 
freshman Pam Jimison. Players 
such as Liz Black, Stacey Bongini, 
Amy Happ, Nicki Hewald, and 
Hammer all received varsity time 
and are expected to carry on the 
jCU tradition: 
"lam excited for next year," said 
Ebinger. "We have the players to do 
ir.lt will be a challenge to rebuild.' 
~ffA~J(KfY 
PCD~L CLUB 
lifffiWWJJ 
112 PRICE 
POOL R'ATEJ 
* UP TO 2 HOURI WITH JOHN CARROLL I.D. 
* 10 MINUTES FROM JCU * SERVING HOT FOOD & BEVERAGES * 4 CABLE TV'J 
4278 MONTICELLO BLVD. 10. EUCLID 
MONTICELLO & <iREEN 
OPEN 11 A.M.· 1 A.M. DAILY 
181·1511 
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Streaks blow out 2nd-
ranked Raiders, 7 4-62 
Jonathan Kase calling off the rre!>~. but the of 
Staff Reporter fense remained potent. The lead 
There comes a time in every eventually stretched w 21 pomls 
season where a team needs differ- at 72-'il before reachmg the final 
em players to step up and contri b- margm. 
ute. Thts time arne early in the The Blue Streaks shook off bad 
season for the Blue Streak's memories from the past weekend 
women's basketball team. Tuesday and shot a strong 49 percent from 
in the Don Shula Sports Center, the field. Bahhur credited good 
the Streaks wok on second ranked practices for the turn-around . 
-in theOhioAthleticConference "We've really worked on the 
- MountUnion,whoreturnedfour plays together and know where 
starte rs from last year's team everybody is," the sophomore for-
which defeatedjCU three times. ward said. "Our communication 
In what Head Coach Carol made working together easier." 
Dugan called,"a total team effort," "We've got tons of depth," rel-
the Streaks rolled over the Purple ished Coach Dugan, feeling good 
Raiders 7 4-62. about the upcoming conference 
The Blue Streaks came out and season. "The kids are tough play-
switched defenses often , forcing ers, and they are pushing the up-
turnovers and missed shots by perclassmen in practice." 
Mount. The Streaks hounded the The victory was much needed 
Raiders to a lethargic 27 percent and in contrast to the champion-
shooting in the first hali,and took ship game of the past weekend's 
a 35-23lead into the locker room. Trinity College Tournament in 
The Carroll output tarnished the Deerfield, Illinois. 
Raiders' reputation as the stingi- The Streaks borrowed the 
est defense in the OAC, as Carroll script from a Cleveland Cavaliers 
wound up scoring 74 points gameintheirchampionshipgame 
against a team previouslyyeilding on Saturday December 3. The 
46.2 points per game. Cleveland Cavaliers have had 
The offense was powered by six shooting woes of tenth is year, hov-
players with around 10 points eringaround40percentinanum-
each; and Deanna Bahhur, who ber of games. And the 6-2 Lady 
provided a jump-start in the paint, Streaks unmtentionally mirrored 
dominated with 17 points and 14 their professional counterparts, 
rebounds. The Streaks had their shootingadismal26percendrom 
way in the paint all night long as the field en route to a 60-5l loss at 
Bahhur, Sue Zidanic (10 points, 9 the hands of host, Trinity College. 
boards), and Bridget Jordan (lS john Carroll jumped out to a 
points) combined for 42 points. 17-12lead,but threeTrinityjump-
The Trinity run was keyed by 
back-to back 1 hree-pomters by for 
ward Su::an Zugaw 
Senior forward heehan ;;poke 
of the Streak shooting troubles, 
"Frustration got us down and held 
us back," the All-American said. 
"We let mJstakes affect us too 
much and we were hesitant on 
offense." 
The Streaks tried to cut into the 
lead time and time again but only 
managed to miss shots or be an-
swered by Trinity. After a jumper 
by Zidanic cut the Trimty lead to 
57-50, the Streaks rounded out the 
night displaying the ir shooting 
woes by missing their final five 
shots. 
Center Zidanic led the way 
with 12 points and ll rebounds. 
Sheehan , jordan, and Neider all 
contributed 10 poi ms, and jordan 
led the team with 13 rebounds. 
Carroll freshman Bridget 
Walsh characterized the Trinity 
style as"run and gun" and "scrappy 
and aggressive_"-They used their 
press to force 18 Car roll turnovers. 
"We'll have our share of grow-
ing pains with the new girls, new 
system, and me," Dugan said as-
sessi ng the coming conference sea-
son. "lt 's early, and we're not All-
Stars yet. l want my teams peak-
ing injanuary" 
ln reaching the tournament fi -
nals, the Streaks beat Bethel Col-
lege, Tennessee, 71-62 behind 18 
points and 12 rebounds from jor-
dan and 17 pointsand l 0 rebounds 
from Sheehan. The Streaks threw "We knew they were playing ers and a three-pointer sand-
.h~hinrl n,~hp oo<r hi" time and ., wicherl .aro.und a L i Neld!!r free a mix of zones and man-to-man at 
fo'V'rll!~\"t;m ' lniF:irr,..~tS~oa." " ' u-> -n,:-J "'''Lr '-'"'' •27 :i '' j" d ,_ thel an a e awa · ith th got it insi e," analyze rene t row gaveumtt a - o ea -
Sheehan,theteam'sleadingscorer Things looked better for_ the win. For the twO game' touma-
this season. "This year, as a run- Streaks going into half -n me, ment, the Streaks placed Zidanic, 
ningteam, wedon'rneedtorelyon though, as Carroll close_d the half jordan, and Sheehan on the All 
one person. Everyone believes ev- with a 7-2 run makt_ng lt 31~29. _ Tournament Team. 
eryone else ca n do the job." A jumper by Knsten Mthahc The Streaks have won the Penn-
Dugan agreed with thesharing got Carroll within three, the clos- State Behrend Tournament and 
of the wealth this season; "Teams est they'd get in the second half . their own Thanksgiving tourna-
aregoing to be keying on Dar and Unfortunately for Carroll, missed ment this season. They opened 
tonigh t others stepped up ... She is shots by the Streaks and a hot conference play with a loss at 
very steady with her leadership." streak by Trinity stretched the Muskingum.Carroll plays B-Wat 
The second half found Carroll game out to a twelve point lead. home on January 17 at 7:30p.m. 
Men's 8-Ball escapes Muskies 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
Because of john Carroll's men's 
basketball team's frenetic style of 
play, its not unusual to see Head 
Coach Mike Moran run ll or 12 
men in and out of the game. How-
ever,inthecaseofBlueStreak point 
guard David Pfundstein, he did 
most of the runnmgas he logged 
38of a possible 40minutes in john 
Carroll's 56-54 win over Musk-
ingum last Saturday in the Don 
Shula Sports Center. 
"David's a very steady player," 
Moransaid,"Wedidn'tspell him a 
whole lot today like we usually 
do, but we have Bronson Cudgel 
coming back soon and that's go-
ing to hel pour depth" Cudgel, last 
season's starting point guard, is 
currently out with a knee injury 
but is expected back in the next 
couple of weeks. 
The prolonged !1)-inutes may 
have effected Pfundstein's shoot-
ing, 3-ll for 10 points, but not his 
intensity as he came up with a 
game saving play during the fren-
zied finish. Withjohn Carroll lead-
ing 55-54 and 29 seconds remain-
ing, the Blue Streaks lost the ball 
off of Muskmgum's press. As 
Muskies' guard Kevin Troyer at-
tempted wdrive in forthegoahead 
score, Pfundstein reached in and 
slapped the ball away. Teammate 
Shannon Vickers saved the loose 
ball and tossed it back to 
Pf undstein whowasconsequently 
fouled and added a free throw for 
the game's final margin. 
"It was a clearout for Troyer," 
Pfundstein said,"[ thought he had 
me beat and at the last second I 
put my hand in and got the ball." 
For the Blue Streaks (3-2, 1-0 
OAC), it was their llth straight 
home win. However,thingsstarted 
off slowly as Muskingum (3-2, 0-1 
OAC) built up an early 13-2 lead. 
JCU closed to within 30-28 at the 
half but the Muskies went on an 
ll-4'run to push the lead to 41-32. 
The Streaks then scored 12 
straight, culminating with a joey 
Bigle r three-pointer giving john 
Carroll a 44-41 edge. It was a typi-
cal Muskingum game as they 
slowed the tempo. taking their 
time and 25, sometimes 30 sec-
onds off the shot clock on each 
possession. 
"Any time you pla)' CoachUim] 
Burson's team, it's going to be a 
nail biter," Moran said, "Thank 
goodness there's a shot clock 
because if there wasn't, the score 
probably would've been about 20-
18" 
It was a defensive game, the 
kind in which senior forward 
David Tucker thrives. Tucker is 
used primarily in Moran's system 
as a rebounderand defensive stop-
per. Against Muskingum, Tucker 
led the Blue Streaks with lO re-
bounds, two blocked shots, and 
even chipped in with eight points. 
Tucker is second on the Streaks in 
rebounds, averaging 8.4 per con-
test. 
"David's a senior and he knows 
what weexpectoutof him," Moran 
said, "Everyone on our team isn't 
going to shoot three-pointers and 
everyone isn't going to be a strong 
post player. We ask David to re-
bound for us and play some de-
fense. He did an excellent job to-
day." 
] uniorcenter Jeff reySespla nkis 
led the Streaks with l3 points and 
Vickers added 11 for a Blue Streak 
team that,forthegame,shotacrisp 
32%from the floor. However,free-
throw shooting, which in the past 
has been a troublespot,savedjCU 
as they converted 16/19 (84%) in 
the game. 
Last night the Blue Streaks trav-
eled to Alliance, Ohio to face the 
Mount Union Purple Raiders. The 
teams split two games last year, 
each team winning at home. 
U""mny5-10 
In three tournaments, sophomore forward Bridget Jordan has 
benn named to the All-Tournament Teams. 
Going, Going. 
Gund! 
gram to places It had never 
Last year it was an Ohio Arh-
letk Conference tide and a sec-
ond straight trip to the finalfour 
of the OAC tournament. This 
sea$0n the8lueStreak.swill have 
an ~ven more exclusive cla lm. 
On December 17 at 7:00p.m, 
johnCarrollwillplaycrosstown 
rival Baldwin·w.llace in the 
fll'$t college basketball game 
ever played in Gund. Are,na, tbe 
DQ( ho~ of the ~v.eland 
Cava1itrs. The.JQ.I+ W game is 
the first leg of the Gatorade 
Rock-n'-Roll SHOotOut which 
also features an Ohio State--
Cleveland State matcbuptofol· 
lowat~P.M. 
·An the kids on B·Wsteam 
and all the kids on our team are 
familiar with Gund Arena," 
Moran said. "Not that they all 
grew up in thi$area, but because 
they're going tOsehoOl here. The 
idea that~ playio~cthe first 
~gametheteisilomethlng 
t»t~QWtc.td5and ~ lUdJ will 
lPDf the .rat d tb$1_.. 
ThCgallltfe.t~of the 
QlO best ~p»hn(moll, who 
WOD the OAC title 1ast SC(SSOD, 
Qdllaldwiti-~llace,~~ 
_miUlbei c:sne raUta~team 
tilbotlit]fe~~ 1114dil. 
potts. Balawin-~ Head 
CoaehSteveBanksoawalsoex-
. c:iwi~ t'IJipll!!' Giu'llf; 
"lt'sg~ro~·par~ 
rjencc down'tbere because the 
kfdSwill ~be\*.y1J~!n 
front of more people than they 
e~~er have befor~: Bankson said. 
"The arena is so nice and john 
Carroll is such a big rivalry so 
we're looking forward to lt. • 
Baldwin-Wallace lost rhelr 
• • • 
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U H . Dedication and desire at heart of nsung eroes. two senior football players' success 
Randy Loeser one over the past four years. Both other so well. Beca use we have else on our defense made it," said theseason's start, was also voted a 
Staff Reporter also started at positions where developed a closeness like broth- Warnement. "We undoub tedly Fi rs tTeamAll-OhioAthleticCon-
I~ lS easy to measure the sue- they had to overcome serious s1ze ers, it makes our job easier." had the best defense in the league." ference selection. 
cess of the john Carroll football or height disadvantages. But it is This brotherhood was never Where Warnement and the "Winning the OAC was one of 
season. You can simply look at the how these players have accom- more apparent than in the Heidel- defense controlled the game, Ash the bestfeelingsin my life," he said. 
9-1 record, which included a dra- plished their goals that makes berg game this season when the and the offense took it over. "It was the one goal that I had 
matic 9-0 victory over rival them special. defensive linemen, along with Ash, like Warnement, plays a wamedtoaccomplish.Bunhebig-
Baldwin-Wallace, creating a 1f you were to look at Scott O'Donnell, changed their position that does not normally gest thrill was this past weekend, 
three-way tie for the Ohio Ath - Warnement, you'd never expect numbers to the 40's to show soli- receive the glory. Ash is not what whenmytwin brothers,Kevinand 
leticConferenceCrown.Orthefact him to be a nose guard. Stand ing clarity to #42-Warnement, who you would call a typical tight end. Eric, won theStateFootballCham-
thatover 40schooland individual at a squat 5 feet 10 inches and a was embarrassed by last season's He stands 6 fee t tall and weighs pionship[in Div1sion II high school 
football records wereenhertied or mere 220 pounds, Warnemem loss at Heidelberg near his home- 220 pounds, a size that normall y football for Chardon]. They were 
broken. Or even that seven foot- plays the position with the quick- town of Tiffin, Ohio. Vengeance would not make the opponent pan of a team that went 0-10, 
ball players made first team All- ness of a running back and the was Warnement's as he and his worry. However, with a new pass- (1992), 10-4 (1993), and then state 
OAC, including a league best of 15 power of a linebacker. His Defen- defensive partners helped in the oriented offense, Ash became a champions this year." 
All-Conference selections. sivelineCoach,TimReardon,said defeat of the Student Princes 27- primary target for lnsana, hook- "Seeing what they did was so 
What cannot be documented at thefootball banquetthat he was 23 at Wasmer Field. ing-upfor 34 receptions and three special, kind of like how a father 
is the impact that certain players born to play football and born to Warnemem's and his fellow touchdowns, averaging l3 yards would feel about his own kids," 
have on their team. Players who play nose guard. He, along wtth linemen's job on defense was to per catch. said Ash of his brothers, who both 
are "stars", such as PJ. lnsana or Greg Roman and john Browne, win football games. And they did, "!always wondered what other look to attend john Carroll in the 
Sean Williams, will always stand formed one of the most feared front yieldingonly98 points on the sea- teams thought of me when they fall . "This has been a very special 
out. But for some reason certain lines in Division Ill football. son, including shut-outs in their watched films," said Ash."Because year.,"" he added. 
players can dominate a game, yet "I take pride in my intensity final twogames.Although the rest of my size I think they felt I was Brian Ash and Matt 
do not fallmto the limelight. For and quickness," sa1d Warnement. of the league and the NCAA selec- not a threat , but that helped us." Warnement have performed their 
players such as Matt Warnement "I've learned that because of my tion committee did no t recognize "I look at myself as the go-to- jobs to the best of their ability. No 
and BrianAsh,theyarehappybe- size,lhavetorunaroundsomeone their defensive prowess, they did guy on third down," said Ash . matter what short coming they 
ing that type of player. rathe r then try to fight them to name Warnememasjohn Carroll's "When we needed a big play on might have had, they made up for 
Although theirrespectivefoot- make the play. only defensive player selected to third and four or third and ten , I it in pure desire and dedication. 
ball careers are over, Warnemem "I also know that I could not the All-Ohio Athletic Conference would just float into the middle When people look back on the 
and Ash were integral parts of this have accomplished one-tenth of First Team. and get open for the catch." 1994 BlueStreaks,playerslike Ash 
team.Bothwerecontributors,play- what I did without ].B. [Browne] "It is a fantastic honor, but one Ash , who was voted as one of and Warnementshouldalways be 
ing in 39 games, more than any- and Roman. Wecomplememeach that is overshadowed since no one the teams four captains prior to remembered. 
Swim team on the right track to success 
Individual standouts are important keys to confident start 
Sports 
Flashes Ste hanle Fox 
Staff Reporter 
ThejohnCarrollswim team is 
ahead of schedule. 
Thanks to their performance 
at the University of Notre Dame, 
where they competed in the Na-
tional Catholic Swimming and 
DivingChampionships,theymust 
be convinced of that. 
Though the men finished 
fourth out of four teams and the 
women finished fifth out of five 
teams, JCU gained a sign ificant 
outlook on the rest of its season 
against some of the Division I 
teams at the inv itational. 
"The outlook is good for the rest 
1995-96 
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of the season," said Head Coach 
Ma tt Lenhart of his squad. "They 
are in great shape and ready for ThiJ'teen athleteS involved 
OAC competition." in fall sports at John Carroll 
The highlights of the weekend have been selected to their 
were individual performances sports Ohio Athletic Confer-
that led tQ the. fall of .thre~school ·J:::'f:ji ic team : 
recor s. ' ~e ''§l'r:Je'it{!&Y.a tr n's1 ') \J!1 
fer student, broke two of those her-
self, finishing fourth in the 200-
yard freestyle with a time of 
1:58.88, and fifth in the 500-yard 
freestyle in 5:19.32. The th ird 
record broken came in the 400-
yard individual medley where 
Matt Olver finished fourth at a 
mark of 4:24.73. 
For the women's team, Kate 
Ortlieb, Brenna Carey and Carrie 
Greenpla te all turned in fine per-
formances.Ortliebfin ished fourth 
in theiOO-yard breaststroke at 
1:20.45. Carey came in at5:06.93 in 
the 400-yard individual medley. 
Green plate finished fourth in the 
200-yard bunerfly with the time 
of 225.04. 
'I t was a big accomplishment 
to do so well early in the season at 
a Division l meet," said captain 
Ashley Maurer, who placed fifth 
in the 400-yard individual med-
ley at 5:03.09. 
Leading the men's team were 
seniorcaptains,jim Petkunasand 
Eric Rapp. Petkunas finished fifth 
in the 100-yard butterfly with a 
time of 5422 and sixth in the 200-
yard butter fl yat202.68. Rappfin -
ished fourth in the200-yard back-
strokeat 1:58.78and seventh in the 
100-yard backstroke at 54.69. An-
other grea t performance was put 
forth by Jeff Juergens, a sopho-
more, who fi nished third in the 
1650-yard freestyle with the time 
of 16:47.99. 
"Weare farther along now than 
we usually are this early in the 
season," Lenhart stated. "And we 
aren't even 100 percent yet ." 
The Streaks will look to their 
annual trip to Florida, at the end 
of the fall semester, for time to el-
evate them closer to their peak. 
They will host two home meets 
before welcoming conference foe 
Baldwin-Wallace to john Carroll 
on january 28. 
Junior quarterback, Jeff 
Behrman, First . Team; jWJior 
inslde&ebacker,Greg Preisel, 
Firsr Team; senior defensive 
tackle, Greg Roman, First 
Team; sophomore offensive 
tackle, Jim Rosko, Honorable 
Mention; junior flanker, Dan 
Winterich, Honorable Men-
tion. 
Volleyball 
Junior outside h1tter, Dawn 
Ebinger. Second Team; senior 
middle blocker, Kathy· 
Frickman, First Team; senior 
outside hitter, Emily Soiderer, 
Second Team. 
Men's Soccer 
Junior forward,JozsiJalics, 
First Team; senior goalkeeper, 
Michael Lyons, Honorllble 
Mention. 
Women's Soccer 
junior defender, Stefanie 
Colonna, Honorable Mention; 
junior forward, Thea Consler, 
Honorable Mention; senior 
mid-fielder, Danielle Sluga, 
First Team. 
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[!ommentary 
The true meaning 
of Christmas 
Christmas. What is that word? What does it mean to 
you? Bills, dirty snow on the side of the road, Uncle Ernie who 
always spits when he talks, kids ripping open presents as 
fast as you can put them in front of their noses, stomachs 
so full not only does the top button have to be undone but 
also the zipper unzipped halfway, sneezing and coughing, 
Aunt Ruth's anesthetic perfume, Oscar winning perfor-
mances of how they just "knew exactly what you wanted" 
(even though you can't figure out what it is). . 
Unfortunately, this is what Christmas has come down to 
in my recollections. Am I this 
shallow? Was it I who always 
chose, "The Grinch Who Stole 
Christmas u over u Rudolph, nor 
would have rather suffered 
through Grandma's 100 lb 
fruitcake than watch Andy 
Williams' Christmas Special? 
1 feel as though I need to do 
some serious soul-searching. 
Where's the joy, the merry, and 
the spirit? Is it too late for me 
to repent? Am I already a 
Scrooge with no more ghosts 
left to show me the way? 
Two weeks ago I would have bowed my head and an-
swered 'yes' in disgust. Two weeks ago I had already cast 
myself into the millions of bodies who believe_ t~at ~shang 
their way through relentless crowds and traffic as a job, a 
duty, a way of life this time of year. 
Well, guess what? It's not. 
It happened at the dinner table as my parents and I were 
feasting on our bountiful cornucopia of a Thanksgavtng meal. 
1 sat eating intently making sure I kept my mouth full at all 
times so as only to give 'yes' or 'no' answers to my parents, 
who are both like a rapid firing squad with questions about 
school. Throughout this time, my mind was wo~king hard on 
how to bring up my monetary situation and the nrvnedaate 
need of funds in my checking account. 
Suddenly, the phone rang, which I quickly jumped up to 
answer (anything to get out of the firing range). I was 
greeted with a "Merry Christmas" to which I answered, "Bah 
Humbug". It was my Uncle Kenny and Aunt Carol. They, too, 
began firing questions at me (both of them betng on a 
different phone) and before I had even answered one 
question, my three year old cousin K_.C. w~s the phone 
screaming, "Hewoh!". So I put my chaldren s votce on and 
played along, "Hewoh, K.C., how are you?" 
"Fine!" he screamed directly into the receiver. 
Unbelievably, my mind was frantically searching for a 
question to ask a three year old, on Thanksgiving, three 
weeks before Christmas. Then it dawned on me, "K.C. what 
do you want for Christmas?" There was a long pause, I was 
sure he didn't urderstand the question and I would have to 
repeat. Then a very quiet voice answered "Cawsin Grethin, I 
wanna see you for Kismas." 
At that very moment, I felt the true meaning of Christmas. 
17 
[lditorial 
Proceed with caution 
Last Tuesday at the Student Union meeting, stud~nt- leaders unveiled a plan in 
which student organizations officially gamed permiSSion to do somethmg wh~ch 
they had been doing in secret for years; that is, maintain an off -campus bankmg 
account. 
While appearing to be a simple matter, off -campus banking f~r student organiza-
tions actually entails a traffic jam of problems for both the Umversuy ~nd f~r _the 
organizations themselves. Ultimately, this responsibility which universny offiCials 
have bestowed upon student groups may prove too much. We urge srudems at john 
Carroll for the sake of current and f urure Blue Streaks, not to fail this responsibility. 
The ~ew university policy on student organizations states simply that a_ny monies 
generated by agroupthrough itsownf un? rai~ingactiviti_es~ay be placed tnt~ an off-
campus account. According to the pohcy , The orgamzattons are respons1ble for 
maintaining ac un " . . 
What this means is that john Carroll organizanons w1ll now have toconten WJt 
such banking realities as bounced checks .and mini.mum balance requirements. No 
longer will the University act in a paternal ca paC1ty to soften the harsh blows of 
overdrawn accounts or bouts with "insufficient funds ." Now student orgam~nons, 
like the rest of society, will face stiff financial penalties for improper accountmg. 
The rest of society, however, must deal with financial penalties as 1t does wt~hother 
punishments: it must comply. But student organizations, which may have d~f~erent 
leaders from year to year, have traditionally had no real core of accountabthty. A 
president of an organization may embezzle large amounts of money one semester and 
then skate away the next. 
Herein lies the danger. . 
With an outstanding debt and with no one to pay, a bank wtll ~suall y turn to the 
University, the chartered sponsor of the organi~tion,_ to recoup It~ loss. Thus t~e 
legacy of liability ultimately traces back to the Umversny. Th~r~ exists the potennal 
for a single person within a single organization to run up a deftctt so outrageous that 
it would force the University to revoke its toleration of off -campusaccou~ts. T~at one 
person would ruin the freedom that other campus organizations had enJoyed m free 
banking and force the return of everyone to on-campus accou~t~. . . 
Because this potential for ruin runs very high in the mulupltctty ?f_orgamzauons 
which people our campus, the potential for losing our new found pnvtlege also runs 
high. . . . 
This risk, though, is not insurmountable. It on 1 y reqmres that cam pus or~amza nons 
act responsibly with their funds and maintain accurat_e re~ords of their a~cou~ts 
Thus, student leadership henceforth will have to enta1l this measure of fmanoal 
responsibility, or else students will face the restrictions of on-campus bank accounts. 
h • I and I sse s t s m 
MISS: The line at Christmas Formal; Couldn't there be an easier and more ~ffective 
way of cardingpeopleandadmittingtherntoadance? HIT:Theeight(8)fleetm,gdays 
until break. MISS: 'Very Fine juice' instead of 'Motts' in the Inn Betwee~; were not 
amused. HIT: Father Salmi at the Christmas Formal; Thanks ~or a~tendmg: Fath~r; 
MISS: The snoring Santa in the cafeteria; Must we desecrate,Samt. Nt~holas hke this . 
HIT: The holiday lights and decorations around campus; lt s begmmng to look a lot 
like Christmas. 
' , 
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U H . Dedication and desire at heart of nsung eroes. two senior football players' success 
Randy Loeser one over the past four years. Both other so well. Because we have else on our defense made it ," said the season'sstart, was also voted a 
Staff Reporter also started at positions where developed a close ness like broth- Warnement . "We undoubtedly FirstTeamA!l-OhloAthleticCon-
1~ is easy to measure the sue- they had to overcome senous size ers, it makes our job easier" had the best defense in the league." ference selection. 
cess of the John Carroll football or height disadvantages. But it is This brotherhood was never Where Warnement and the "Winning the OAC was one of 
season. You can simply look at the how these players have accom- more apparent than in the Heidel- defense controlled the game, Ash the best feelings in my l1fe,"hesaid. 
9-l record, which included a dra- plished their goals that makes berg game this season when the and the offense took it over. "It was the one goal that I had 
matic 9-0 victory over rival them special. defensive linemen, along with Ash, like Warnement, plays a wamedtoaccomplish. Butt he big-
Baldwin-Wallace, creating a If you were to look at Scott O'Donnell , changed their position that does not normally gest thrill was th1s past weekend , 
three-way tie for the Ohio Ath- Warnement, you'd never expect numbers to the 40's to show soli- receive the glory: Ash is not what whenmytwin brothers,Kevinand 
leticConferenceCrown.Orthefact him to be a nose guard. Standing clarity to #42-Warnemem, who you would call a typical tight end. Eric, won the State FootballCham-
thatover 40schoolandindividual at a squat 5 feet 10 inches and a was em barrassed by last season's He stands 6 feet tall and weighs pionshiplinDivisionllhighschool 
football records were either tied or mere 220 pounds, Warnement loss at Heidelberg near his home- 220 pounds, a size that normally football for Chardon!. They were 
broken. Or even that seven foot- plays the position with the quick- town of Tiffin, Ohio. Vengeance would not make the opponent pan of a team that went 0-10, 
ball players made f1rst team All - ness of a running back and the was Warnement's as he and his worry. However, with a new pass- (1992), 10-4 (1993), and then state 
OAC, including a league bestof15 power of a linebacker. His Defen - defens ive partners helped in the oriented offense, Ash became a champions this year" 
A 11-Conference selections. sive Line Coach, Tim Reardon,said defeat of the Student Princes 27- primary target for Insana, hook- "Seeing what they did was so 
What cannot be documented at the football banquet that he was 23 at Wasmer Field . ing-up for 34 receptions and three specia l, kind of like how a father 
is the impact that certain players born to play football and born to Warnemenr 's and his fellow touchdowns, averaging 13 yards would feel about his own kids," 
have on thetr team. Pl ayers who play nose guard. He, along with linemen's job on defense was to per catch. said Ash of his brothers, who both 
are "stars", such as PJ. lnsana or Greg Roman and john Browne, win football games. And they did, "I always wondered what other look to attend john Carroll in the 
Sean Williams, will always stand formed one of the most feared from yieldingonly98 points on the sea- teams thought of me when they falL "This has been a very special 
out. But for some reason certain lines in Division Ill football. son, including shut-outs in their watchedfilms,"saidAsh."Because year.,"' he added. 
playerscandominateagame,yet "I take pride in my intensity finaltwogames.Althoughtherest ofmy sizelthinktheyfel t! was Br ian Ash and Matt 
do not fall into the limelight. For and quickness," said Warnement. of the league and the NCAA selec- not a threat, but that helped us." Warnement have performed the ir 
players such as Matt Warnement "I've learned that because of my tion committee did not recognize "I look at myself as the go-to- jobs to the best of their ability. No 
and Brian Ash, they are happy be- size, I have to run around someone their defensive prowess, they did guy on third down," said Ash . matter what short coming they 
ing that type of player. rather then try to fight them to name WarnememasjohnCarroll's "When we needed a big play on might have had , they made up for 
Although theirrespectivefoot- make the play. only defensive player selected to third and four or third and ten, l it in pure desire and dedication. 
ball careers are over, Warnemem "I also know that 1 could not theAll-OhioAthleticConference would just float into the middle When people look back on the 
and Ash were integral parts of this have accomplished one-tenth of First Team. and get open for the catch." 1994 Blue Streaks, playerslikeAsh 
team. Bothwerecontributors,play- what I did without ].B. !Browne! "It is a fantastic honor, but one Ash , who was voted as one of and Warnementshouldalways be 
ing m 39 games, more than any- and Roman. Wecomplementeach that is overshadowed since no one the teams four captains pr ior to remembered. 
Swim team on the right track to success 
Individual standouts are important keys to confident start 
Sports 
Flashes Ste hanle Fox Staff Reporter 
The john Carrol l swim team is 
ahead of schedule. 
Thanks to thei r performance 
ar the University of Notre Dame, 
where they competed in the Na-
tional Catholic Swimming and 
DivingChampionships,theymust 
be convinced of that. 
Though th e men fin ished 
fourth out of four teams and the 
women finished fifth out of five 
teams, JCU gained a significant 
outlook on the rest of its season 
against some of the Division I 
teams at the invitational. 
"The outlook is good for the rest 
1995-96 
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More info when you pick up your mandatory 
packet 
of the season," said Head Coac h 
Matt Lenhart of his squad. "They 
are in great shape and ready for Thirteen athleteS involved 
OAC competition." in fall sports at John Carroll 
The highlights of the weekend have been selected to their 
were individua l performances sports Ohio Athletic Confer-
thatl.edtpt~f. fa~!of.t,hre~$C.h~l ~=- icteam · 
recor . Pegg51'oefh~a tran rl'l "" 
fer stud em, broke two of those her -
self, finishing fourt h in the 200-
yard freestyle with a time of 
1:58.88, and fifth in the 500-yard 
freesty le in 5:19.32. The third 
record broken came in the 400-
yard indJVidual medley where 
Matt Olver finished fourth at a 
mark of 4:24.73. 
For the women's team, Kate 
Ortlieb, Brenna Carey and Carrie 
Green plate all turned in fine per-
formances. Ortlieb finished fourth 
in thelOO-yard breasts troke at 
1:20.45. Carey came in at 5:06.93 in 
the 400-yard individual medley 
Greenplate finished fourth in the 
200-yard butterfly with the time 
of 225.04. 
'It was a big accomplishment 
to do so well early in the season at 
a Division I mee t," said captain 
Ashley Maurer, who placed fifth 
in the 400-yard individual med-
ley at 5:03.09. 
Leading the men's team were 
seniorcaptains,Jim Petkunasand 
Eric Rapp. Petkunas finished fifth 
in the LOO-yard butterfly with a 
time of 54.22 and sixth in the 200-
yard butterfly at 20268. Rappfin-
ished fourth in the 200-yard back-
stroke at l:58.78and seventh in the 
100-yard backst roke at 54.69. An-
other great performance was put 
forth by Jeff Juergens, a sopho-
more, who fin ished third in the 
1650-yard freestyle with the time 
of l647.99. 
"Weare farther along now than 
we usually are this early in the 
season," Lenhart stated. "And we 
aren't even 100 percent yet" 
The Streaks will look to their 
annual tr ip to Florida, at the end 
of the fall semester, for time to el-
evate them closer to their peak. 
They will host two home meets 
before welcoming conference foe 
Baldwin-Wallace to John Carroll 
on January 28. 
Junior quarterback, Jeff 
Behrman, First Team; junior 
insidWnebacker, Greg Preisel, 
Firsr Team; senior defensive 
tackle, Greg Roman, First 
Team; sophomore offensive 
tackle, jim Rosko, Honorable 
Mention; junior flanker, Dan 
Winterich, Honorable Men-
tion. 
Volleyball 
junior outside hluer, Dawn 
Ebinger, Second Team; senior 
middle blocker, Kathy · 
Frickman. First Team; senior 
outSide hitter, Emily Soiderer, 
Second Team. 
Men's Soccer 
Junior forward,Jozsija lies, 
First Team; senior goalkeeper, 
Michael Lyons, Honorable 
Mention. 
Women's Soccer 
junior defender, Stefanie 
Colonna, Honorable Mention; 
junior forward, Thea Cansler, 
Honorable Mention; senior 
mid-fielder, Danielle Sluga, 
First Team. 
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The true meaning 
of Christmas 
Christmas. What is that word? What does it mean to 
you? Bills, dirty snow on the side of the road, Uncle Ernie who 
always spits when he talks, kids ripping open presents as 
fast as you can put them in front of their noses, stomachs 
so full not only does the top button have to be undone but 
also the zipper unzipped halfway, sneezing and coughing, 
Aunt Ruth's anesthetic perfume, Oscar winning perfor-
mances of how they just "knew exactly what you wanted" 
(even though you can't figure out what it is). 
Unfortunately, this is what Christmas has come down to 
in my recollections. Am I this 
shallow? Was it I who always 
chose, "The Grinch Who Stole 
Christmas • over· Rudolph, • or 
would have rather suffered 
through Grandma's 100 lb 
fruitcake than watch Andy 
Williams' Christmas Special? 
I feel as though I need to do 
some serious soul-searching. 
Where's the joy, the merry, and 
the spirit? Is it too late for me 
to repent? Am I already a 
Scrooge with no more ghosts 
left to show me the way? 
Two weeks ago I would have bowed my head and an-
swered 'yes' in disgust. Two weeks ago I had already c~st 
myself into the millions of bodies who believe_ that ~sh1ng 
their way through relentless crowds and traffic IS a JOb, a 
duty, a way of life this time of year. 
Well, guess what? It's not. 
It happened at the dinner table as my parents an<;~ I were 
feasting on our bountiful cornucopia of a Thanksgiving meal. 
1 sat eating intently making sure I kept my mouth full at all 
tirnes so as only to give 'yes' or 'no' answers to my parents, 
who are both like a rapid firing squad with questions about 
school. Throughout this time, my mind was wo~king hard on 
how to bring up my monetary situation and the 1mmed1ate 
need of funds in my checking account. 
Suddenly, the phone rang, which I quickly jumped up to 
answer (anything to get out of the firing range). I was 
greeted with a "Merry Christmas" to which I answered, "Bah 
Humbug". It was my Uncle Kenny and Aunt Carol. They, too, 
began firing questions at me (both of t hem being on a 
different phone) and before I had even answered one 
question, my three year old cousin KC. was the phone 
screaming, "Hewoh!". So I put my children's voice on and 
played along, "Hewoh, K.C., how are you?" . 
"Fine!" he screamed directly into the receiver. 
Unbelievably, my mind was frantically searching for a 
question to ask a three year old, on Thanksgiving, three 
weeks before Christmas. Then it dawned on me, ''K.C. what 
do you want for Christmas?" There was a long pause, I was 
sure he didn't understand the question and I would have to 
repeat. Then a very quiet voice answered "Caws in Grethin, I 
wama see you for Kismas." 
At that very moment, I felt the true meaning of Christmas. 
0 '- J I..,J 1._,~ a 
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llmtorial 
Proceed with caution 
Last Tuesday at the Student Union meeting, sLUdent leader unveiled_ a plan in 
which student organiza tions officially gained permission ro do somethmg wh~ch 
they had been doing in secret for years; that is, maintain an off -campus bankmg 
account. 
While appearing to be a simple matter, off -campus banking f~r student organiza-
tions actually entails a traffic jam of problems for both the Umverstty and for the 
organizations themselves. Ultimately, this responsibility which university officials 
have bestowed upon student groups may prove too much. We urge students at john 
Carroll for the sake of current and future Blue Streaks, not to fail this responsibility. 
The ~ew university policy on student organizations states simply that any monies 
generated by agroupthrough its own fund rai~ingactiviti.es n:ay be placed mt~anoff­
campus account. According to the policy, The organt zauons are responstble (or 
mainraining ese accoun ." . 
What this means is that john Carroll organizations will now have to con ten wu 
such banking realities as bounced checks .and mini.mum balance requirements. No 
longer will the University act in a paternal capaetty to soften the harsh blows of 
overdrawn accounts or bouts with "insufficient funds." Now student orgam~twns, 
like the rest of society, will face stiff financial penalties for i~pro~r accou~ung. 
The rest of society, however, must deal with financial penalnes as 1t does Wl~hother 
punishments: it must comply. But student organizations, which may have d~f~erent 
leaders from year to year, have traditionally had no real core of accountability. A 
president of an organization may embezzle large amounts of money one semester and 
then skate away the next 
Herein lies the danger. . 
With an outstanding debt and with no one to pay, a bank wtll ~sually turn to the 
University, the chartered sponsor of the organization,_ to recoup It~ loss. Thus t?e 
legacy of liability ultimately traces back to the University. Th~re exists the potennal 
for a single person within a single orgamzauon to run up a deftc1t so outrageous that 
it would force the University to revoke its toleration of off -campus accou~ts. T~at one 
person would ruin the freedom that other campus organizations had enJOyed m free 
banking and force the return of everyone to on-campus acc?u~t~. . . 
&cause this potential for ruin runs very high in the muluphwy ?f_orgamzatwns 
which people our campus, the potential for losing our new found pnvllege also runs 
high. . . ' 
This risk, though, is notinsurmountable.lt only reqmres that campusor~amzauons 
act responsibly with their funds and maintain accurat_e re~ords of the1r a~coun.ts . 
Thus, student leadership henceforth will have to enta1l thiS measure of fmanc1al 
responsibility, or else students will face the restrictions of on-campus bank accounts. 
h t s and misses 
MISS: The line at Christmas Formal; Couldn't there be an easier and more ~ffective 
way of cardingpeopleandadmittingthemtoadance? HIT:Theeight(8)fleetm,gdays 
until break MISS: 'Very Fine juice' instead of 'Motts' in the Inn Berwee~; were not 
amused. HIT: Father Salmi at the Christmas Formal; Thanks .for a~tendmg: Fath~r; 
MISS: The snoring Santa in the cafeteria; Must wedesecrate.Samt_ Ntcholas hke thls . 
HIT: The holiday lights and decorations around campus; Its begmmng to look a lot 
like Christmas. 
, . .. ., . 
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University Heights Councilwoman 
clarifies Building Committee proposal 
To the Editor: 
Your 10/27 article "UH Council: Three May Be Too 
Mllny," editorial, "Running Out of Options," and your car 
toon depiction of Umversity Heights ctty officials as a 
mean, ugly dragon- needing to be fought by poor. small, 
undefendedjCU students in some son of "houstng battle" 
-were way off -base. They were all based on a completely 
and blatantly untrue "fact" Never in our creation/delib-
eration of the draft legislation to whtch you referred, has 
the Umversity Heights Council's Building committee even 
thoug~t of reducing the number of unrelated people who 
may occupy a family dwelling unit from 3 to 2,let alone 
have we discussed it (not has any other branch of city 
government to my knowledge). 
Rather than reducing the number which was passed 
last year in the Definition of Family ordinance, this draft 
legislation, if passed, would provide tools for more system-
atic and equal, city-wide enforcement of that and other 
Housing, Building and Zoning Codes of the city- for the 
better maintenance of the health, safety and welfare of all 
etty residents, mcluding students. 
To clarify, if passed, this legislation will require home 
owners to obtain Rental Permits in order to rent all or part 
of 1, 2, or 3 family dwellings in our city. Among other 
things, those Rental Permits would require regular (inter-
val not yet set) ho using inspections, and consistent ly up-
dated regiStration of how many unrelated people are living 
there. Also being considered is inclusion of a community 
education process to clearly outline the rights and respon-
sibilities of both landlords and renters - for their and 
everyon'e's welfare. 
After readmg your 'fight the cover-up' article which 
resulted from the 10/18BuildingCommittee meeting,! am 
amazed- especially since at that meeting, the ten students 
there were welcomed into the process, were given copies of 
city codes to look at to promote understanding, were en-
couraged by me, as committee chair, to question and com-
ment at any time during the meeting, were consistently 
answered openly and directly, and you had the present 
piece of draft legislation read out loud in its entirety. Atso, 
I personally made myself available to Mr. Diaz, the writer of 
the article,each time he called, and !consistently provided 
him with complete and on point answers. 
Apparent I y some stUdents walked into the meeting that 
m~l\t w\th a rumored notion and a belie£ in their victim-
JzatJonat rhe handsoftheciry, which noamountofjacts, or 
being treated with respect and openness could alter. In-
stead they heard and saw only what supported their no-
tions. And instead of listening to the facts as presented, at 
this, their first meeting of this Council Committee, it seems 
the writer and others had us "pre-charged and pre-con-
victed" of some son of governmemaloradult"double-talk" 
-allowing very httle of what we satd or did to be believed 
at face value. Unfortunately they did not emertain the true 
possibility that mycommtttee was seeing the student par-
ticipants as full and rightful citizens, and telling them 
whole truth . 
Though Mr. Diazd id hear that "members of the Building 
Committee said that the legislators' purpose was not to 
limit the number of local renters, but rather to improve 
safety conditions," he did not ask a reporter's logical ques-
tion: If we were planning to reduce the number of unre-
lated occupants per dwelling, how were we planning to nor 
ultimately limit the number of renters in the city? That 
question would hav brought the unspoken rumor to the 
table for full and direct correction. 
The amcle and editorial falsely insinuated that I finally 
·conceded" this ordtnance was directly against john Car-
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? roll students,andthat 
FORUM 
letters to the editor 
the BuildmgComm issioner also£inally admitted" the same 
thing. 
It was not, and l ftnd your deductions both somewhat 
egottstlcal and logically unsound. We did say that in the 
last 3-4 years there has been a s1gmficant and ever-increas-
mg number of complaints about code violations in 1,2, and 
3 family rental properties (noise, parking, numbers of un-
related people living in the house, <:ondition of the prop-
erty). This increased number of complaints about such 
vwlatorshas brought to Council's awareness that the city is 
experiencing an increase in numbers of rental properties, 
code vwlattons taking place at 1, 2, and 3 family rental 
properttes, and rental properties where the owner is no 
longer living on·site (absentee landlords). 
We did say that through the City's attempts to enforce 
codes resulting from those com plaints, that the council has 
also realized that these changing conditions have made it 
necessary to change some of our present laws to maintain 
the level of adherence to codes this city is used to. We did 
say that among the increase in numbers of complaints 
about v10lators, a significant number of these violations 
have involvedjCU students who rent houses, or involve the 
non-maintained nature of the property they are renting. 
Some have not. 
Thus, as Building Commissioner Nadeau stated, in part, 
it is the complaints aboutjCU student renters (and also 
non-JCU renters and properties) who are violating city 
laws, w hich has brought to Council's awareness the need to 
upda te our codes about rental properties throughout the 
city. In no way, however, does it follow that the present 
legislation is now directed against students, or any other 
special interest group. As stated in the meeting, this legis-
lation is against no one. It is for more equal, city-wide 
enforcement of present laws-fort he protection of everyone. 
From the president of thejCU Student Union's eloquent 
summation at that 10/18 meeting, 1 thought that all the 
students present at that meeting, including the writer, un-
derstood that purpose. 
While I heartily agree with Mr.CranleythatjohnCarroll 
is an excellent institution, thus attracting many students, 
some of who might prefer to find more cost-feasible hous-
ing options than those presently offered by the residence 
ha lls, I certainly cannot agree that the best way to offer 
those housing options is for the City of University Heights 
to knowingly allow any specia l group of people, or all 
people, to break the city's laws, or to otherwise lower hous-
ing standards. Similar standards have been found neces-
sary in almost every developed city across the nation, in 
order to maintain the safety, health and welfare of all resi-
dents. To knowingly compromise those standards would 
be to compromise people's- includingstudents'- sa fety and 
well-being. 
Finally, I suggest that if your goal is to open more stu-
dent housing options, and to be seen and treated as rightful 
andcomributingmembersof the University Heightscom-
munity, then neither falsely battle-crying the University 
Heights Council, nor asking ci ty officials to turn the other 
cheek on lawbreakers, nor attracting complaints through 
violanng City laws is a very effective means to reaching 
that goal. 
Many of the details of this draft legislation are still 
under consideration. We are not changing the number of 
unrelated people who may occupy a home. Issues of hous-
ing, privacy, and economic rights are sensitive issues, and 
deserve sensitive consideration, to assure full respect of 
everyone's rights, and to consider best reasonabilities, and 
feasibilttes for everyone involved. Again, one thing that 
will not change is the number of unrelated people who 
may live inadwelling unit- because it is not, and has never 
been a part of the purpose of thi6 ordinance. 
After the many details are finalized, there will be at 
least one public hearing where anyone interested will, 
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with adequate notice and opportunity to see the finaldraft, 
be given the chance to respond, and make their viewpomts 
known. After the public hearmg(s) the legtslation could go 
back intoCommmee to make further changes, to take into 
account reasonable and feasible ma.JOritycommunity views, 
always usmg the standard of how such changes could 
further benefit the safety, health and welfare of the com-
munity at large. Then the legislation will come before 
council for a final vote. 
I wtll follow through with the statement, that 1, as Com-
mittee Chair wtll continue to allow quesnons and state-
ments from those listening, until such time that I and the 
committee mtghtdetermine that such dialogue is interfer-
ing with our ability to proceed with our job at hand -
which is to get the draft finished, and get on with the 
hearings, to get a final consideration on the floor of Coun-
cil. The only thing l will not follow through with, as stated 
at the meeting, is I will not provide in writing any copies of 
the still fluctuating drafts, until the final draft is com-
pleted -especiallynowthat !have experienced the amount 
of misinformation that your reportersc rea ted from straight-
forward, honest and factual verbal replies. 
It is imperative that you correct and offer the true facts 
and perspectives to your readers about the University 
Heights Council, about me and other city ofhcials, and 
about this legislation,and todosoas blatantlyas you wrote 
the wrong ones on 10/27. This time, I suggest that you do so 
with greater journalistic objectivi ty: listening open-
mi nded I y and affirming the facts as they are, not what you 
think they are. 
In the future I hope that more Carroll students and other 
residents get involved in their municipal governmental 
process, and will do so in a way that each party offers all 
others the level of respect, trust and understanding we each 
want for ourselves - at least unti l any individual proves 
him/herself unworthy of that respect and trust. Ulti-
mately, tha t is the only way we can work together toward 
always bettering our University Heights community. 
Adele Eisner 
Councilwoman, University Heights 
VP praises Formal organizers 
To the Editor: 
During the past year, we at the Student Union have 
strived to improve the projects and services we provide to 
our student body at john Carroll. This past weekend, the 
Christmas Formal was an unprecedented success. There 
are several individuals who deserve credit for making this 
the best, biggest formal in the history of our school! The 
sorority of Pi Sigma Phi in cooperation with the Student 
Union deserves much credit for this. On behalf of the 
Student Union, I would like to thank the two co-chairs, 
Monica Duflock and Michelle Cull forthier dedicat ion and 
perseverance in making this possible. Many others played 
significant roles in bringing this about: Kelly Miller, Bridget 
Garvin, Bridget Luby, Mike Colyer and Bill Glunz. We in 
the Student Union hope that this demonstrates the com-
mitment to our students and our fine school. 
Dennis]. Percy 
Student Union Vice-President 
The Caffoll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is 
our way of knowing what you like or dislike about the 
newspaper, the campus, or life in general. We ask that 
letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday, in the Carroll 
News office, to be eligible lor publication. We reserve 
the right to edit letters for clarity or space considerations. 
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone 
number. 
~--------------------------------~ BeAu BIRTHRIGH 
LAl<EWOOD CLEVELAND PAAMA COOKBOOKS HAppy HolidAys FROM 
228-5998 486-2800 661-<>400 
HOTLINE 1·800-550-4900 
• Hoops, Food & 
Good Times 
john Carroll vs. Baldwin Wallace 
Cleveland State vs. Ohio State 
December I 7, 1994 
Come and foln us for great food & 
good dmes either before or after 
THE BIG GAME! 
21 6-621-6644 
727 Bolivar Road 
tf.-
~ 
~k~ 
"YouR ·CAMpus FloRiST11 
Order flowers for SpecitJI f. vtl!tB T odt11fl 
2261 Warrensville Cenler RJ. 
Untversily Heighls. Ohio 44H8 
932-7550 
• Owneo By MichaeL Day ]CU ALumus • 
• 10% D1scounr Fo~ Cash & Ca~t~y PuRchase w/ I. D. • 
CALL TOLL FREE FROM HOME 
1-800-932-3393 
The John Carroll Parents Association has recentJy published a cookbook. 
This cookbook is comprised of time honored recipes from the pa rents of 
JCU undergraduate students. The Parents Association would like to make 
these cookbooks available to you as holiday gifts for one or more of the 
people on your holiday list. All of the proceeds go to the JCU Parents Fund. 
The cookbook is sure to please anyone receiving it and save you the time 
trying to find the perfect gift. 
Please send me # ( ) copies of the JCU Parents Association 1994 Cookbook 
@ $1000 !!3Ch , J ----
TOtal 
Name ______________________________ _ 
Department------------------
Student's Box#--------..,-------------,--
Please make checks payable to John Carroll Parents Association 
Mail to: Parents Association 
John Carroll University 
University Heights, OH 44118 
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Student encourages others to take 
advantage of SU activites 
To the Editor: 
On Thursday, December 1, the Student Union hosted 
The Clarks and KamaSutra hereon campus at Kulas Audi-
torium. Both bands are relatively unknown, but have had 
a song or two played on local Cleveland radio stations. 
The Student Union widely publicized the event through 
signs in the atrium and on campus as well as radio com-
mercials on WUjC and 107.9 The End. Tickets were very 
accessible to students the entire week before, as well as the 
day of the show, and the tickets were only $6- a fair price 
for such entertainment as a concert. Needless to say, unless 
ajCU student was locked in his/her dorm room, knowl-
edge of the show was unavoidable. 
So, since this show was so well publicized , and it was a 
good option for fun on a Thursday night, why were there 
less than 100 students in attendance? 
1 have heard uncountable numbers of JCU students la-
ment about the lack of social activtties on campus. So, the 
Student Union responded to those complaints by bringing 
in a cool group to play for Carroll students' entertainment, 
and where were all those complainers7Admittedly, The 
Clarks and Kama Sutra do not quite fall into the populanty 
ran kings of Pearl]amor Aerosmith, but on the same token , 
it is not as if the SU brought in Milli Yanilli. 
1 had never heard of either band prior to last week, but 
I figured my other option was to do homework on a Thurs-
day night, so 1 went to the concert and surpnse, surpnse! l 
loved the show and both bands! 
Kama Sutra and The Clarks turned out to have great 
stage presence, cool lyrics and grea t music! !left Kulas, 
three hours later, totally in love with The Clarks, and al-
ready planning how I could acquire their disc. 
l feel sorry for the other 3,400 of you Carroll students 
who missed thissuperconcen. But, you can remember this 
loss, and the next time the SU plans some ac tivity, gol 
The Student Union officers and senators go here to JCU, 
too. They wouldn't want to go to an activity that was 
boring; they have just as much stuff to do as the ~est of you, 
so they wouldn't want to waste their time planmng act!Vl-
ttes thatweren'tfun. Keep that in mind and next nmethere 
is an activity on campus, takeadvantageof it. Who knows, 
you too may discover something new you like! • , 
So 1 hope next time people feel compelled to say, Its so 
boring here," they will stop to ask themselves, "What was 
the last Student Union acttvity I took part m?" 
Kate Robinson 
Class of 1998 
Lallo appreciates community support 
To the Editor: 
1 would like to thank the j ohn Carroll communny for 
the prayers and expressions of sympathy that you gave me 
for the loss of my father There is one thing 11earned from 
my father and that is the importance of family itself. The 
Carroll community showed me with thetr love and sup-
port that they also know the importance of fam~ly. ~·m 
proud to be a part or the family of john Carroll Umverslly. 
Many thanks and prayers. 
Don Lallo 
Physical Plant 
Director thanks Blue Streak fans 
To the Editor: 
Special thanks to everyone who supported the Carroll 
athletic teams. I personally know that it meant a great deal 
to our football team to have so many people support them 
in their big game with B.W. 1t was especially gratifyi~g for 
them to see so many of their fellow classmates shanng m 
the excitement or the game. Many of our former athletes 
were great in helping motivate both the crowd and our 
team. 
Coach Weitbrechtexpressed her sincere thanks to those 
who traveled to Ohio Northern for the NCAA Regional 
playoffs. Their support helped the Lady Streaks bring 
home two rounds of victories in the reg10nals. 
· Dean Farrell, the cheerleaders, the band and the dance 
team deserve special recognition for the rallies in the atrium 
and the cafeteria. Their efforts proved very successful m 
generating interest and support. . . 
Thanks again, to everyone who took tnneout .f r~m t~eJT 
busy weekends to help with the Blue Sneaks vtctorres. 
Your support is important to us and can make a dtfference. 
Tony DeCarlo 
Director of Athletics 
AT 
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Is john Carroll ready to 
cruise on the 
Information Highway? 
Janice Bowell Brooks 
Staff writer 
The Information Highway. the future, education. 
These are three concerns of all students at john Carroll 
Umverslty. Yet we have ready access to only two. lt is 
the in format ion high way on which we are not prepared 
to travel by this insntution. We are like children out-
side a locked candy store to which we can have access 
if we can f tgure out how to get in. 
Our tuinon has enabled the umversity to build the 
O'Malley Center with its electronic journalism~­
room and to install numcrouscomputersln thesctence 
building and several data bases in the library. Al-
though our professors have been offered some training 
to enable them to become literate in this electromc 
world, students are not even given easy readers. 
We need to know how to extract information from 
the facilities we have funded Research is required for 
manycoursesofferedatjCUaccrossalldisciplines. The 
Internet is a valuable tool for that research and we can 
use it But unlike the lnfotrac with wh1ch many librar-
ians are familiar and are willing to assiSt students to 
learn. the Internet is understood by only a few. 
According to john Lateulereof Information Services.. 
this gap in our learning ts due to the distribution ~ 
financial resources. Whoshould fund thestudemsemt-
nars? 
Each department has its own budget which funds 
deparrmental services Why should one department 
be required to pay for aU students to learn? 
Although some professors and librarians are will-
mg to give some time to individual studentssoth~data 
bases are more accessible, is it not more cost effecnve to 
teach In groups? 
In order for the students at JCU to be prepared to 
travel this electronic highway, we need seminars which 
should be funded by alldepartments. Lobbyyour chair· 
person for this essential gap in our education to be 
filled. 
We. bought the candy store. Now let's have the key 
13 f...._ 
Thursday December 8 
featuring 
7th House & Cat Free Air 
Stop by The Carroll News and fill out a survey to get your 
free ticket. (Limited Supply) • You must have a ticket for entry 
Sponsored by: The Carroll News 
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University Heights Councilwoman 
clarifies Building Committee proposal 
To the Editor· 
Your 10/27 amcle "UH Council: Three May Be Too 
Many," editorial, "Running Out of Options," and your car-
toon depicnon of University Heights wy officials as a 
mean, ugly dragon- needing lObe fought by poor, small, 
undefcndedjCU students in some son of "housing battle" 
-were way off-base. They were all based on a completely 
and blatantly untrue "fact• Never in our creation/delib-
eration of the draft legislauon to whach you referred, has 
the University He1ghts Councils Bmldmgcommittee even 
thougltt of reducing the number of unrelated people who 
may occupy a family dwelling unit from 3 to 2, let alone 
have we discussed it (not has any other branch of city 
government to my knowledge). 
Rather than reducing the number which was passed 
last year in the Definition of Family ordinance, this draft 
Legislation, if passed , would provide tools for more system· 
atic and equal, city-wide enforcement of that and other 
Housing, Building and Zoning Codes of the city- for the 
better maintenance of the health, safety and welfare of all 
city residentS, includmg students. 
To clarify, if passed, this legislation will require home 
owners to obtain Rental Permits in order to rent all or part 
of 1, 2, or 3 family dwellings in our city. Among other 
things, those Rental Permits would require regular (inter-
val not yet set) housing inspections, and consistently up-
dated registration of howmanyunrelated people are living 
there. Also being considered is inclusion of a community 
education process lO clearly outline the rights and respon-
sibilities of both landlords and renters - for their and 
everyon'e's welfare. 
After reading your 'fight the cover-up' article which 
resulted from the 10/l8BuildingCommittee meeting,! am 
amazed- especially since at that meeting, the teristudents 
there were wei corned in tot he process, were given copies of 
city codes to look at to promote understanding, were en-
couraged by me, as committee chair, to question and com-
ment at any ttme during the meeting, were consistently 
answered openly and directly, and you had the present 
piece of draft legislation read out loud in its entirety. Atso, 
I personally made myself available to Mr. Diaz, the writer of 
thearlicle,each time he called, and I consistently provided 
him with complete and on point answers. 
Apparent! y some students walked into the meeting that 
n\ght with a rumored notion and a belief in their victim-
Jzauon at r lle llandsof thee it y, wll ich no amount ofjact s, or 
being treated with respect and openness could alter. In-
stead they heard and saw only what supported their no-
tions. And instead of listening to the facts as presented, at 
this, their first meeting of this Council Committee, it seems 
the writer and others had us "pre-charged and pre-con-
victed" of some sort of governmental oradult"double-talk" 
-allowing very httleof what we said or did to be believed 
at face value. Unfortunately they did not entertain the true 
possibihty thatmycommattee was seeing the student par-
ticipants as full and rightful citizens, and telling them 
whole truth . 
Though Mr Diazdid hear that "members of the Building 
Committee said that the legislators' purpose was not to 
limit the number of local renters, but rather to improve 
safety conditions," he d1d not ask a reporter's logical ques-
tion: If we were planning to reduce the number of unre-
lated occupants per dwelling, how were we planning to no! 
ulumately lim1t the number of renters in the cay? That 
question would have brought the unspoken rumor to the 
table for full and direct correction. 
The arttcle and editorial falsely insinuated that I finally 
"conceded" this ordinance was directly against john Car-
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
roll students, and that 
FORUVI 
letters to the editor 
the Build mg CommISSIOner also fmally "admitted" the same 
thmg 
It was nor, and I fmd your deductions both somewhat 
egotistical and logically unsound. We did say that in the 
last 3-4 years there has been a sigmficant and ever-increas-
Ing number of complaints about code violations in 1, 2,and 
3 family rental properties(noise, parking, numbers of un-
related people living in the house, condition of the prop-
erty). This increased number of complaints about such 
v10la tors has brought to Council's a ware ness that the city is 
experiencing an increase in numbers of rental properties, 
code vtolations taking place at 1, 2, and 3 famtly rental 
properties, and rental properties where the owner is no 
longer 1i vi ng on -site (absentee land lords). 
We did say that through the City's attempts to enforce 
codes resulting from those com plaints, that the council has 
also realized that these changing conditions have made it 
necessary to change some of our present laws to maintain 
the level of adherence to codes this city is used to. We did 
say that among the increase in numbers of complaints 
about violators, a significant number of these violations 
have involvedJCU students who rent houses, or involve the 
non-maintained nature of the property they are renting. 
Some have not. 
Thus, as Building Commissioner Nadeau stated, in part, 
it is the complaints about JCU student renters (and also 
non-JCU renters and properties) who are violating city 
laws, which has brought toCouncil'sawareness the need to 
update our codes about rental properties throughout the 
city. In no way, however, does it follow that the present 
legislation is now directed against students, or any other 
special interest group. As stated in the meeting, this legis-
lation is against no one. It is for more equal, city-wide 
enfom:mentof present laws-for the protection of everyone. 
From the president of theJCU Student Union's eloquent 
summation at that 10/18 meeting, I thought that all the 
students present at that meeting, including the writer, un-
derstood that purpose. 
While lheartilyagreewith Mr.CranleythatjohnCarroll 
is an excellent institution, thus attracting many students, 
some of who might prefer to find more cost-feasible hous-
ing options than those presently offered by the residence 
halls, I certainly cannot agree that the best way to offer 
those housing options is for theCityof University Heights 
to knowingly allow any special group of people, or all 
people, to break the city's laws, or to otherwise lower hous-
ing standards. Similar standards have been found neces-
sary in almost every developed city across the nation, in 
order to maintain the safety, health and welfare of a ll resi-
dents To knowingly compromise those standards would 
be to compromise people's -includingstudents'- safety and 
well-being. 
Finally, I suggest that H your goal is to open more stu-
dent housing options, and to be seen and treated as rightful 
and contributingmembersof the University Heightscom-
munity, then neither falsely battle-crying the University 
Heights Council, nor asking city officials to turn the other 
cheek on lawbreakers, nor attracting complaints through 
violating City laws is a very effective means to reaching 
that goal. 
Many of the details of this draft legislation are still 
under consideration. We are not changing the number of 
unrelated people who may occupy a home. Issues of hous-
ing, privacy, and economic rights are sensitive issues, and 
deserve sensitive consideration, to assure full respect of 
everyone's rights, and to consider best reasonabilities, and 
feasibilites for everyone involved. Again, one thing that 
will not change is the number of unrelated people who 
may live in a dwelling unit- becauseirisnot,and has never 
been a part of the purpose of thi£ ordinance. 
After the many details are finalized , there will be at 
least one public hearing where anyone interested will , 
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with adequate notice and opportunity to see the final draft , 
be given the chance to respond, and make rheJrviewpomts 
known. Afterthe public hearing(s)the leg1slationcouldgo 
back into Committee to makefurtherchanges, to take into 
account reasonable and feasible ma_)Oritycommunity vaews, 
always using the standard of how such changes could 
further benefit the safety, health and welfare of the com-
munity at large. Then the legislation will come before 
council for a final vote. 
l will follow through with the statement, that I, as Com-
mittee Chair wtll continue to allow questions and state-
ments from those listening, until such time that I and the 
committee rmght determine that such dialogue is interfer-
ing with our ability to proceed with our job at hand -
which is to ge t the draft finished, and get on with the 
hearings, to get a final consideration on the floor of Coun-
ciL The only thing l will notfollow through wnh,as stated 
at the meeting, is I will not provide in writing any copies of 
the still fluctuating drafts, until the final draft is com-
pleted-especially now that I have experienced the amount 
of misinformation that yourreporterscreated from straight-
forward, honest and factual verbal replies. 
It is imperative that you correct and offer the true facts 
and perspectives to your readers about the University 
Heights Counci~ about me and other city officials, and 
about this legislation, and todosoas blatantlyas you wrote 
the wrong ones on 10/ 27. This time, I suggest that you do so 
with greater journalistic objectivity: listening open-
mindedly and affirming the facts as they are, not what you 
think they are. 
In the f urure I hope that more Carroll students and other 
residents get involved in their municipal governmental 
process, and will do so in a way that each party offers all 
others the level of respect, trust and understanding we each 
want for ourselves- at least until any individual proves 
him/herself unworthy of that respect and trust. Ulti-
mately, that is the only way we can work together toward 
always bettering our University Heights community. 
Adele Eisner 
Councilwoman, University Heights 
VP praises Formal organizers 
To the Editor: 
During the past year, we at the Student Union have 
strived to improve the projectS and services we provide to 
our student body at john Carroll. This past weekend, the 
Christmas Formal was an unprecedented success. There 
are several individuals who deserve credit for making this 
the best, biggest formal in the history of our school! The 
sorority of Pi Sigma Phi in cooperation with the Student 
Union deserves much credit for this. On behalf of the 
Student Union, l would like to thank the two co-chairs, 
Monica Duflockand Michelle Cull for thierdedication and 
perseverance in making this possible. Many others played 
significant roles in bringing this about: Kelly Miller, Bridget 
Garvin, Bridget Luby, Mike Colyer and Bill Glunz. We in 
the Student Union hope that this demonstrates the com-
mitment to our students and our fine schooL 
Dennis]. Percy 
Student Union Vice-President 
The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it is 
our way of knowing what you like or dislike about the 
newspaper. the campus, or life in general. We ask that 
letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday, in the Carroll 
News office, to be eligible for publication. We reserve 
the right toed it letters for clarity or space considerations. 
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone 
number. 
~---------------------------------, BeALL BIRTHRIGH 
l.Al(EWQOD CLEVElAND PARMA 
HAppy Ho idAys FRoM COOKBOOKS 
226-6996 ~2600 661~ 
HOnlNE 1·800-550-4900 
• Hoops, Food & 
Good Times 
john Carroll vs. Baldwin Wallace 
Cleveland State vs. Ohio State 
December I 7, 1994 
Come and join us for great food & 
good times either before or after 
THE BIG GAME! 
21 6·62 1-6644 
727 Bolivar Road 
«. 
~ 
~k~ 
"YouR ·CAMpus FloRisT" 
Ordtr flowerg for .Spectill f. ve11ts T odtJifl 
2261 Warrensville Cen~er RJ. 
Universily Hetghls. Ohto 44118 
932-7650 
• Owneo By M1chaeL Day ]CU ALucnus • 
•100/o DiscounT FoR Cash & CaRRY Pun.chase w/ I.D. • 
CALL TOLL FREE FROM HOME 
l-800-9l2·3393 
The john Carroll Parents Association has recently published a cookbook. 
This cookbook is comprised of time honored redpes from the parents of 
jCU undergraduate students. The Parents Association would like to make 
these cookbooks available to you as holiday gifts for one or more of the 
people on your holiday list. All of the proceeds go to the jCU Parents Fund. 
The cookbook is sure to please anyone receiving it and save you the time 
trying to fmd the perfect gift. 
Please send me#( ) copies of the JCU Parents Association 1994 Cookbook 
@$10.00each ·S ___ _ 
Total 
Name ______________________________ _ 
Department-----------------
Student's Box#----..,-------------
Please make checks payable to john Carroll Parents Association 
Mail to: Parents Association 
john Carroll University 
University Heights, OH 44118 
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Student encourages others to take 
advantage of SU activites 
To the Editor: 
On Thursday, December l , the Student Union hosted 
TheClarksand Kama Surra hereon campus at Kulas Aud i-
torium. Both bands are relanvely unknown, but have had 
a song or two played on local Cleveland radio stations. 
The Student Union widely publicized the event through 
signs in the atrium and on campus as well as radio com-
mercials on WUJC and 107.9 The End. Tickets were very 
accessible to students the enti re week before, as well as the 
day of the show, and the tickets were only $6- a fair price 
for such entertainment as a concert. Needless to say, unless 
ajCU student was locked in his/her dorm room, knowl-
edge of the show was unavoidable. 
So, since this show was so well publicized, and it was a 
good option for fun on a Thursday night, why were there 
less than 100 students m attendance? 
I have heard uncountable numbers of jCU students la-
ment about the lack of social acti vities on campus. So, the 
Student Union responded to those complaints by bringing 
in a cool group to play for Carroll students' entertainment, 
and where were all those complainers7Admittedly, The 
Clarks and Kama Sutra do not quite fall into the populanty 
rankingsof Pearl jam or Aerosmith, but on the same token , 
it is not as if the SU brought in Milli Vanilli. 
1 had never heard of either band prior to last week, but 
lfigured my other option was to do homework on a Th urs-
day night, so I went to the concert and surpnse, surpnse! I 
loved the show and both bandsl 
Kama Surra and The Clarks turned out to have great 
stage presence, cool lyrics and great musicl lleft Kulas, 
three hours later, totally in love with The Clarks, and al-
ready planning how I could acquire their disc. 
l feel sorry for the other 3,400 of you Carroll students 
who missed this super concert. But, you can remember this 
loss, and the next time the SU plans some activity, gd 
The Student Union officers and senators go here toJCU, 
too. They wouldn't want to go to an activity that was 
boring; they have just as much stuff to do as the ~est of you, 
so they wouldn't want to waste their time plan nang acttvl-
ties that weren'tfun. Keep that in mind and next time there 
is an activity on campus, take ad vantage of it. Who knows, 
you too may discover something new you like! , , 
Sol hope next time people feel compelled to say, Its so 
boring here." they will stop to ask themselves. "What was 
the last Student Union activity I took part in?" 
Kate Robinson 
Class of 1998 
Lallo appreciates community support 
To the Editor: 
l would like to thank the john Carroll communlly for 
the prayers and expressions of sympathy that you gave me 
for the loss of my father There is one thing llearned from 
my father and that is the importance of family 11self. The 
Carroll community showed me with thetr love and sup-
port that they also know the importance of family. ~·m 
proud to be a part of the family of john Carroll Unaverslty. 
Many thanks and prayers. 
Don Lallo 
Physical Plant 
Director thanks Blue Streak fans 
To the Editor: 
Special thanks to everyone who supported the Carroll 
athletic teams. 1 personally know that it meant a great deal 
to our football team to have so many people support them 
in their big game with BW. lt was especially gratifying for 
them to see so many of their fellow classmates shanng m 
the excitement of the game. Many of our former athletes 
were great in helping motivate both the crowd and our 
team. 
Coach Wei t brech t ex pressed her sincere thanks tot hose 
who traveled to Ohio Northern for the NCAA Regional 
playoffs. Their support helped the Lady Streaks bring 
home two rounds of victories in the regionals. 
· Dean Farrell, the cheerleaders, the band and the dance 
team deserve special recognition for the rallies in the atrium 
and the cafeteria. Their efforts proved very successful tn 
generating interest and support. . . 
Thanks again , to everyone who took ume out,fr~m th_etr 
busy weekends to help with the Blue Streaks ~tctones. 
Your support is important to us and can makead1fference. 
Tony DeCarlo 
Director of Athletics 
AT 
19 
Is john Carroll ready to 
cruise on the 
Information Highway? 
Janice Bowell Brooks 
Staff Writer 
The Information Highway; the future, education. 
These are three concerns of a II students atjohn Carroll 
University. Yet we have ready access to only two. It is 
the information highway on which weare not prepared 
to travel by this in$tltutton. We are like children out-
side a locked candy store to which we can have a~ 
if we can figure out how to get in. 
Our tuition has enabled the umvers1ty to bu1ld the 
O'Malley Center with its eleClronic journalism ~Lass­
room and to install numerous computers In the sc1ence 
building and several data bases in the library. Al-
though our professors have been offered some training 
to enable them to become literate in this electromc 
world, students are not even given easy readers. 
We need to know how to extract information from 
the facilities we have funded Research Is required for 
manycoursesofferedatJCUaccrossalldisciplines The 
Internet is a valuable tool for that research and \VC can 
use it. Butunlikethelnforracwith which many librar· 
ians are familiar and are willing to assist students to 
learn, the Internet is understood by only a few. 
AccordingtojohnLateulereoflnformationServices, 
this gap in OUT Jearmng IS due to the dlstrtbunon of 
financial resources. Who should fund the Student semi-
nars? 
Each department has its own budget which funds 
depanmemal services Why should one department 
be required to pay for all students to learn? 
Although some professors and hbrarians are will-
ing to give some nme to individual students sot h~ data 
bases are more accessible, is it not more cost effewve to 
teach in groups? 
In order for the studentS at JCU to be prepared to 
travel this electronic highway, we need seminars which 
should be funded by all departments. Lobbyyourchair-
person for this essential gap in our education to be 
filled. 
We bought the candy store. Now let's have the key 
B f ...... 
Thursday December 8 
featuring 
7th House & Cat Free Air 
Stop by The Carroll News and fill out a survey to get your 
free ticket. (Limited Supply) • You must have a ticket for entry 
Sponsored by: The Carroll News 
..... 
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OUT ON 
A~ 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
RATZ LOOK, MAUDE! OOR FIRST Bllr- C1i= Df:NT AL FlO 55 IS cFAClALL '1' MNE! 
~IN"5 
BA(l( 11E~ORIE'S . I REHEMSfR· 
W"EN WE WENT OUT THE 1)\V 
1\FTER We WERE MA~IED AND by 
Ben 
Smith 
IP4TI 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
I BOUGHT IT. :I REHENBER 
.,. TOO. OH, , 
WALf, LETS 
GoET LT 
BRONZED! 
IWT fii:RE'~ Atl Ol.l> Hof?ROR 
~ MOVIE F~IVAL. SrAKTII~6 NOW 
• , .. . FIR$1" trS •rLNlET Of Ttlli 
f'J!,~:t:~IW'fJr v~~~:x~~~~~s 
"'filii MUMM'f!, IIAND~ 
I ~ ,,'-
J 
I 
I 
~~=--~l 
classifieds 
Hel Wanted 
Full Time and Part time-Valet, 
Cashiers & Parking attendants 
needed $5.50 per hour to stan 
plus full benefits. Call Amy at 
696-2696. 
Spring Break 95-America's #l 
spring break company! Cancun, 
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama. 
110% lowest price guarantee. Or-
ganize 15 friends and travel free. 
Earn highest commissions. 
(800)32-TRAVEL 
Personals 
Sue D.-Happy 20th Birthday. 
Love, joy, Peace now and in the 
future. 
Good Luck on Finals! 
Hey Folk Tales- this reporter still 
loves you! 
1./0\) I(NOW, ITS Tlf'4ES LIKE 
TI\15 TlllfT MAI<E ME REALIZE 
W~AT EJ(I"REMW( ~ LIVES 
YoU GUYs REALL 'I' llAVf. 
\ 
eft 
ACROSS 
1 Labels 
5 Den 
9 SaDboat pole 
13 GOI an "A":Siang 
14 Ointment 
15 Celebes ox 
16 lWetidt 1ong.r 
19 Pebble Beach need 
20 Circuits on the track 
21 States 
22 New England's NFL 
team 
23 Sts. and Blvda. cousin 
24 Astronomer Cart and 
family 
27 City In Iowa 
28 Bro. 
31 Detached 
The DimCo Thinking Cap: Guaranteed to knock 
stuck answers out of the brain and onto the test. 
• 
oft the mark 
N3 Rer~!ILNISf ~ srRf.£6/fi 
'1b GRJS> 1H£ FR£E .EN!!"RPRISE. S>Sr,!:"M .•. 
LETID 
Stessy, Karen, Tracy, Theresa, 
Bridget, Natalie, Collyn,Jen, Mary, 
Terra, Colleen, and Molly, good 
luck on finals, and Merry Christ-
mas•!! Have a great break . 32 African ruler 
Wanted!!! Individuals and Stu-
dent Organizations to Promote 
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn sub-
stantial MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS. Call inter-campus pro-
grams l-800-327-6013. 
No Gimmicks, extra income now! 
Envelope stuffing-$600-$800 ev-
ery week, free details: SASE to In-
ternational Inc. 1357 Coney Is-
land Ave. Brooklyn, NY ll230. 
Lifeguards needed- Notre Dame 
College- following shifts: 12-1:30 
MWF, 6-9:30pm weekdays and 
weekends. Call Debby at 381-
1680 ext.306. 
Continental Airline Travel Cer-
tificate. Redeemable for an airline 
ticket anywhere that Continental 
flies. Face value $200.00. Good for 
one year. Call john at 439-5217. 
Hope that all is well on the Chi-
cago front. Have a blessed Christ-
mas. 
Meg & Amy, You guys have been 
the best! E.E. 
KS., Finally, thanks for the card! 
B.B.EE. 
Scar-nose-Handshake, armshake, 
milkshake. 
Beth-Happy Anniversary 
MM-Thanks for being around 
even when I forget you're there. 
Headwound-Been breaking any 
windows lately? 
CN'ers-seven weeks of bliss! 
33 Museum of Mod. Alt 
34 lidetidt 
37 Joshes 
38 Amerada __ 
39 Distant view 
40 Tokyo's former name 
41 large coffee pots 
42 Women 
43 Mined? 
44 Curs 
45 Maine's National Park 
48 Destiny 
49 La.vlng sound 
52 lWetitk place ? 
55 Metal cans 
56 Consumed 
57 Italian volcano 
58 Blemish 
59 Loch Monster 
60 Draft animals harnessed 
together 
DOWN 
1 Diplomacy 
2 Yearn 
3 Actor Richard 
4 Star wars Initials 
5 Bulb raPosltort" 
6 Word of concern 
1 ICU feedings 
8 Bounces back 
9 Former Yankee Roger 
10 Soon 
11 Lone 
12 Russian News Agency 
14 RBI's, e.g. 
17 Slopes 
18 Large primates 
22 City of lights 
23 Wrong 
24 Coeur 
25 Garden pest 
26 Greta 
27 Stockpfta 
28 Martini & __ _ 
29 Over act 
30 Ms. Turner & others 
32 Correct 
33 Unmarried girls 
35 Menace 
36 Avoids 
41 Author Leon 
42 Dead language 
43 Keats, e.g. 
44 Box" 
45 Play parts 
46 Poker or chocolate fol-
lower 
4 7 Cartoonist Peter 
48 Mr. Waller 
49 Companion 
50 ._and The King of 
Slam" 
51 Apple eater 
53 __ Wast:Lia pruerver 
54 Allow 
SOLUTION FOR 11117194 
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